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Abstract
While great strides have been made in the study of Trinidad Carnival, there has
yet to be a robust inquiry into how women have contributed to its evolution. One major
reason for this shortcoming is that the dominant cultural discourse relies on a reductive
dichotomy that recognizes the costumes created prior to the 1970s as creative and those
made after the 1970s as uncreative. This arbitrary division of the costume aesthetic
reflects a distinct anti-feminist bias that sees women’s spirited emergence in Carnival
territory in the 1970s as apolitical.
My dissertation exposes this dilemma, and seeks to undermine this
interpretation, by its focus on how women’s bodies, their presentation, and their
acknowledgment of the body’s potential for non-verbal articulation impacted the
evolution of performance practices and the costume aesthetic in Trinidad Carnival. I
explore how the predominance of women in Carnival since the 1970s and the bikinibased costume aesthetic that complements this change is suggestive of women’s urgent
need to manipulate the body as an aesthetic medium and site of subversion. Critical to
this argument is a close examination of certain female figures who have had a
sustainable presence in Trinidad Carnival’s history. My project acknowledges the
jamette, a working class woman who defied Victorian tenets of decorum in preindependence Trinidad. This figure has been overlooked in the predominant scholarship
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of Trinidad Carnival history. Another section of my dissertation explores the influence
of the Jaycees Carnival Queen competition. Women of mostly European descent
participated in this Carnival-themed beauty pageant that remained popular until the
1970s. I also examine the legend of soucouyant (an old woman who turns into a ball of
fire at night and sucks the life blood from unsuspecting victims) and how this figure can
be deployed to reinterpret Jouvay (the ritual that marks the beginning of Trinidad
Carnival).
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1. Introduction
Censor the body and you censor breath and speech at the same time. Write yourself.
Your body must be heard.
-- Helene Cixous1
Caribbean aesthetic is based in performance.
-- M. Nourbese Philip2

1.1 Out on de Road wit’ She Bampsy Exposed!
The state of Carnival in Trinidad today has been a major concern for many
veteran costume designers, enthusiasts and scholars alike. The mostly female populated
bands are clad in bikinis adorned with beads, sequins, and accentuated by featherplumed headpieces, wine and gyrate to the pulsating rhythms of soca on the streets of
major cities and towns on Carnival Monday and Tuesday.3 Many commentators hold
the view that the festival has lost its imagination, creativity and a sense of progression
from what is considered traditional mas’.4 Carnival has changed very much from prior
to the 1970s when men accompanied their female companions and outnumbered women
in costumed bands. In previous years there was a greater celebration of traditional mas’

1 Helene Cixous. “The Laugh of the Medusa,” trans. Keith Cohen and Paula Cohen, Signs 1, no. 4 (1976): 87593.
2 Kristen Mahlis. “A Poet of Place: An Interview with M. NourbeSe Philip.” Callaloo 27, no. 3 (Summer 2004):
682-697.
3 Wining is an undulating and writhing form of dance that is concentrated in the pelvic area.

Traditional mas’ is masquerade that includes Carnival characters developed from late
nineteenth to mid- twentieth century Trinidad such as Pierrot Grenade and Midnight Robber.
4
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whose characters were mostly male and reflected the influence of and resistance to the
British and American colonial powers on the island.
During this period there was more fabric and adornment in costumes, with
pageantry superseding the focus on the masquerader’s body. Rather than the themes
that costumed bands use today, which are fantasy-oriented with names like “What Lies
Beneath” and “Dreams,” mas’ before the 1960s was based in historical themes,
recounting the great achievements of Ancient Rome and Greece. In addition, it
recognized the prominence of the colonizer, thus reflecting the effects of the so-called
improvement and eventual running of the festivities by the Carnival Improvement
Committee.5 Commentators feverishly lament what is perceived as the worsening state
of Carnival that not only is dominated by scantily clad women grooving to soca music,
rampant with “jump and wave” lyrics, but also by the capitalist elitism of the festival,
with its all-inclusive fetes and sections in costumed bands.6
More pressing are the gender dynamics of Carnival, which present an interesting
paradigm. Women make up the majority of the masqueraders and have become iconic
in representations of Carnival in Trinidad. Despite the overwhelming presence of
women, most of the calypsonians, soca performers, administrative staff (that oversee the

Gordon Rohlehr, Calypso and Society in Pre-Independence Trinidad. (Port of Spain: Gordon Rohlehr
Publishing, 1990), 411.
6 An all-inclusive fete is a party pre-dominant during the period of Carnival for which one has to pay at least
a $400 (Trinidad and Tobago dollars) cover charge. Apart from live entertainment, patrons have at their
disposal an unlimited supply of food and drinks. An all-inclusive costumed Band also has unlimited
supplies of food and drinks.
5
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running of the festival), and bandleaders who determine the design of the various
bands’ costumes, are men.7 While imagery of women permeate Carnival, their critical
roles in changing Carnival have been overlooked.
My dissertation argues that Carnival in Trinidad can be interpreted as a site
where women of various socio-economic situations, political positions, and conceptions
of masquerading challenge misogynous stereotyping, appropriate the guarded
objectification of women, and celebrate the ritualized manifestations of origin in public
through their bodily transgressions. Scholars have interrogated the widely held
assumption that the predominating presence of female masqueraders in Carnival today
attests to their growing economic and social power, and explain that women who
overtly express their sexuality in public and in front of cameras are actively involved in
the “subversion and appropriation of male-identified forms of sexual display [that] may
actually serve to reinforce the patriarchal structures that it otherwise critiques.”8 I
recognize the need to assess in Trinidad Carnival the impact of women’s public
performance as well as the attention to women’s bodies, and the subsequent
commodification of bodies in culture.9 I agree with Judith Bettelheim that women are

Please see the Appendix for the definitions of Trinidadian colloquialisms.
Natasha Barnes, “Body Talk: Notes on Women and Spectacle in Contemporary Trinidad Carnival” in Small
Axe 7 (March 2000): 93-105. Also, see Peggy Phelan Unmarked: the politics of performance. (London; New York:
Routledge, 1993) on a discussion of how visibility can diminish one’s quest for power.
9 See Philip Scher, Carnival and the Formation of a Caribbean Transnation (Gainesville: University Press of
Florida, c2003).
7
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agents and not carriers of meaning.10 In addition, the movements of contemporary
women masqueraders during Carnival are inherently connected to historical practices.
Integral to this performance is the bikini-based costuming, which is often criticized for
having lost the ingenuity that is associated with Carnivals of the early twentieth century
up to the early 1980s. However, I argue that what has come to be known as skin mas’, in
the contemporary women-dominated Carnival, is integral to a new type of aesthetic
necessary for this period’s masquerade: the body as costume.
Trinidad Carnival festivities have continuously addressed pressing concerns
affecting society, which are specific to each historical era.11 The formerly enslaved
Africans entered the public sphere in the mid-to-late nineteenth century. Their social
and political position as disenfranchised free individuals during the post-Emancipation
moment manifested in the Carnival of that period for the ways in which they took over
the streets that were formerly the domain of the French, British, and colored elite.
During the early-to-mid twentieth century, colonialist forces took a greater stake in
implementing forms of social control (like the mandated codes of respectability), and
Carnival of this period reflected how the populace navigated these issues of class and
comportment.

See Judith Bettelheim, “Women in Masquerade and Performance,” African Arts 31, no.2 (Spring 1998): 6870.
11 Daniel Miller, Modernity, an Ethnographic Approach: Dualism and Mass Consumption in Trinidad (Oxford:
Berg, 1994), 130.
10
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As my dissertation will demonstrate, the predominance of women in today’s
Carnival, and the skin mas’ that complements them, communicate women’s urgent need
to maneuver their bodies as an aesthetic medium and a means of insurrection. One can
think of women masqueraders’ performance in the same way Amelia Jones describes
body art: “[it] insists upon subjectivities and identities (gendered, raced, classed, sexed,
and otherewise) as absolutely central components of any cultural practice.”12 During the
carnivalesque moment, women are immersed in the utmost form of expression of self
that ultimately contributes to the articulation of corporality with which another can
intellectually connect. One’s anatomy is often immersed in impulsive, spontaneous and
erotic performativity and bodily play. These acts cannot be read as a mere
reinforcement of patriarchal structures, but rather should be construed as embodied
indiscretions that respond to varying social tensions and inequities. The bikini-based
costuming they wear is a consequential and critical response to the expressive needs of
the female masquerader, who is intrinsic in the aesthetic evolution of Trinidad Carnival.
The refusal to acknowledge the creative contributions of women in today’s
Carnival parallels the struggles that women have endured and still endure in Western
art. Art historian Hal Foster has theorized that the political potential of the avant-garde
collapsed in the 1960s due to the rise of late capitalism.13 However, theatre historian

12
13

Amelia Jones, Body Art: Performing the Subject (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1998), 31.
See Hal Foster, ed., The Anti-Aesthetic: Essays on Postmodern Culture (Port Townsend, WA: Bay Press, 1982).

5

Rebecca Schneider identifies the 1960s as the moment when women, people of color,
gays and lesbians made dissident interventions in art, in sharp contrast to scholars such
as Foster who identified this period as one when transgression became impossible.14 I
acknowledge Schneider’s important scholarly intervention here because women’s
spirited emergence in an unchartered territory interpreted as apolitical is exactly what
animates Trinidadian cultural discourse. Popular opinion has established a dichotomy
between the costumes prior to the 1970s and those after the 1970s, the basis of this binary
acknowledging the former as creative and the latter uncreative. My dissertation
disrupts this binary thinking (or binary terror) by explicating the various ways in which
women’s Carnival performances and their consequent influence in the costume
aesthetic, have not hindered the festival’s evolution but rather contributed to its
progression.15

1.2 Understanding Carnival Beyond Subversion
Etymologically, the word Carnival is derived from the Italian carnevale, an
alteration of the earlier Latin word carnelevare that means the removal of meat.
Originating in medieval Europe, Carnival was a Roman Catholic festival that promoted
and celebrated physical abandonment (including unlimited eating, drinking, and the

Rebecca Schneider, The explicit body in performance (London: Routledge, 1997), 4.
Ibid., 13. Schneider credits the term “binary terror” to Vivian M. Patraka, “Binary Terror and Feminist
Performance: Reading Both Ways,” Discourse 14, no. 2 (1992): 163-85. For Patraka, binary terror is “the terror
released at the prospect of undoing the binaries by those who have the most to gain from their undoing….
The terror can issue from how constitutive of identity the binaries are” (176).
14

15
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rejection of societal codes of conduct) before the religious observation of Lent: the forty
day period leading up to Easter Sunday when Catholics fast to strengthen their
spirituality and relationship with God, just as Jesus Christ did in the wilderness.16
This festival was such an important part of European culture that, rather than
being mere spectacle, it signified the interstice between religion and life. Cultural
historian Mikhail Bakhtin theorized in Rabelais and His World that Carnival was a special
condition of the world’s revival and renewal in which all could take part. In this book
(which explores aspects of Carnival depicted in the sixteenth century novels by Francois
Rabelais), Bakthin deduces that life in Carnival of Renaissance France was subject to its
own laws of freedom and the suspension of hierarchical rank; the spirit of the festival
was universal.17 During Carnival, the rules that govern society are completely
overlooked. In Bakhtin’s understanding of Carnival, an inversion of the hierarchical
structure out of which society was based occurred. In the establishment of this upsidedown world, people are free, liberated from the fear of imposed rules.18 In Carnival,
there is the suspended disbelief of all established rules, and the ritual collapse of
society.19 Marking the suspension of all hierarchical rank, privileges, norms and
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prohibitions, everyone is considered equal.20 The “festive laughter” inherent in the
ritual is gay, yet mocking and pervasive, forming the ideal and the real types of
communication impossible in ordinary life.
An important concept that Bakhtin considered central in Carnival is “grotesque
realism”:
…the bodily element …is presented not in a private, egotistic form, severed from
the other spheres of life, but as something universal, representing all the people.
As such it is opposed to severance from the material and bodily roots of the
world; it makes no pretense to renunciation of the earthy, or independence of the
earth and the body. The material bodily principle is contained not in the
biological individual, not in the bourgeois ego, but in the people, a people who
are continually growing and renewed. This is why all that is bodily becomes
grandiose, exaggerated, immeasurable. This exaggeration has a positive,
assertive character. The leading themes of these images of bodily life are fertility,
growth, and a brimming-over abundance. Manifestations of this life refer not to
the isolated biological individual, not to the private, egotistic “economic man,”
but to the collective ancestral body of all the people. 21

Here, Bakhtin draws attention the centrality of physicality during the carnivalesque
moment. In this utopian realm of human relations, the fusion of bodies, regardless of
social standing, sway, twist, bend, and touch in seeming psychical syncopation on the
market square. Such an awareness of the anatomical behavior in Carnival is extended to
the earthly terrain, which complements this experience and echoes Carnival’s inherent
universality. This universality occurs only within Carnival since it does not occur
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elsewhere. When thinking about the grotesque, one can conjure the diminuation of the
high, the spiritual, the ideal and the abstract to the material level or, more plainly, to the
sphere of earth and the physicality that engenders this universality within Carnival
itself. In this sense, the body is considered grotesque when we recognize its connection
to the rest of world through the openings of the body – mouth, genitalia and anus –
along with other anatomical parts like the breasts and the potbelly.
Yet, while an individual’s carnality is key in conceptualising his or her relation to
the tangible world, spiritual elements are present. The possibility of growth and
abundance is seen and felt in the countless bodies that, as a collective entity, actually
serve the role as sustaining life. This tendency for abundance is echoed in the
fundamental attribute of exaggeration and excessiveness in a collective of grotesque
bodies, which is constantly immersed in the act of becoming: “it is continually built,
created, and builds and creates another body.”22 This powerful function is crucial to
Bakhtin, who placed great value in “grotesque realism.” For it is through “grotesque
realism” that one can surmount the limitations between bodies and the body’s relation
to the world.23 With these qualities, the grotesque physicality of a group of people has
immense potential to be innovative and incite change in their social and political
realities.
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For scholars like Umberto Eco, Bakhtin’s utopian model of Carnival as
revolutionary is misleading since for Eco Carnival can only be enjoyed if rules and
rituals are parodied, with the assumption that these rules and rituals are already
respected and recognized.24 The insubordination embedded in the carnivalesque
moment, which is constricted through time and space, is for Eco a reaction to the
knowledge that certain behaviors are forbidden. Therefore since Carnival’s existence is
contingent upon laws being broken, Eco deduces:
The prerequisites of a ‘good’ carnival are: (i) the law must be so pervasively and
profoundly interjected as to be overwhelmingly present at the moment of its
violation; (ii) the moment of carnivalization must be very short, allowed only
once a year.25

Carnival then represents, for Eco, paramount examples of law enforcement and is thus
an authorized unruliness without any possibility for spontaneous uprisings, out of
which will result a permanent social and political transformation.26 Eco deems that
cosmic carnivalization should not be understood as global liberation since “revolutions
produce a restoration of their own in order to install their new social model,” otherwise
they are not effective.27
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Eco’s argument raises important issues regarding the efficacy of Carnival in
bringing about revolution. Carnival functions as a safety valve that authorities utilize to
ensure their influence should not be disregarded. However, when examining Bakhtin’s
text Rabelais and His World, one has to be mindful of the socio-political conditions in
which Bakhtin wrote this piece. Bakhtin considered himself part of the great French
novelist tradition of Rabelais since, for Bakhtin, there were many parallels between the
might of the Catholic Church in sixteenth century France that Rabelais lived through,
and the stoic Stalinism of early twentieth century Soviet Union that Bakhtin endured.28
The most poignant unifying factor was the desire for revolution and the resultant death
of one world in return for the birth of another, something both Rabelais and Bakhtin
explored in their work by examining the discord created by the oppression imposed
from above and the desire to disrupt it from below.29 Bakhtin valued such disruptions in
the sixteenth century French Carnival and he purposely emulated this, as a carnivalesque
aesthetic, into the theorization of the novel during a period when the regime of Stalin
mandated a formulaic aesthetic of Socialist Realism for the novel. Like Rabelais’s
Carnival, Bakhtin’s book strove to describe a Carnival that incited revolutionary change
carefully positioning itself between what was punishable and unpunishable.30
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This is the worldview from which Bakhtin wrote: one that celebrated rebellion
that provided a blueprint for Bakhtin’s novels. His conception of the grotesque as
having the power to make what is high and spiritual become low and earthly is key in
regards to rebellion. Still, the impact of symbolic polarities (of high and low) in various
cultural processes should not be overlooked. Literary scholars Peter Stallybrass and
Allon White, drawing from Bakhtin’s notion of Carnival, recognize the potency of these
hierarchies of high and low, and examine how they influence the construction of the
domains of the human body, psychic forms, geographical space and the social order.
According to Stallybrass and White, when Carnival is perceived as part of a wider
phenomenon of subversion there is little reason to continue disputing whether or not
Carnival is politically progressive. This new line of thinking rather reveals how “the
underlying structural features of Carnival operate far beyond the strict confines of
popular festivity and are intrinsic to the dialectics of social classification as such.”31
Carnival, as it evolved from Dionysian rites to the cyclical rituals appropriated by the
Catholic church of sixteenth century Europe, may not have had radical consequences for
the political and social fabric of these societies given the level of antagonism felt towards
the powers that were, yet Carnival effectively served as “catalyst and site of actual and
symbolic struggle.”32
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Moreover, when examining Carnival practices one should discern that the
potential for seditious activities to erupt and their consequences are inevitable and
should not be overlooked. The distinctive milieu that is Carnival is one that crafts, as
Keith Nurse states, a “reflection of the configuration of social forces and the conflict that
arises from them as well as the submerged aspirations and tensions of the respective
societies.”33 Since the advent of the twentieth century, government-run agencies have
always managed and regulated the festival primarily in an attempt to avoid suppressed
social tensions from erupting. Furthermore, while governmental authorities have
capitalized on exploiting Carnival as a site to channel energies that may have otherwise
been used for revolt, it still remains that the artistic and performative practices in
Carnival cannot be possessed and controlled.34
The issue of existing tensions among enclaves in a society surfacing during
Carnival certainly applies to Trinidad. Apart from exploring this aspect of the festival’s
history, there have been scholars who have assessed how the institutionalization of
Trinidad Carnival evolved over time. In his groundbreaking work The Trinidad Carnival:
Mandate for a National Theatre, theatre historian Errol Hill examines the fruition of
Carnival, starting his investigation of the theatrical components of Carnival with the
establishment of Canboulay as its ritual beginning, and then exploring the Carnival tent,
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the steel band, the calypso drama, and the masquerade. More than anything, the book
mandates these aspects of Carnival as the source for developing a national theatre.35 Hill
argues:
We may be astonished at the quality, variety, and high theatrical content of these
ingredients, no less than at the discovery that on numerous occasions in carnival
history actual theatre and drama have been in all but name a part of the annual
festivities.36

In a later section of the book, Hill recounts costume designers’ descriptions of
their bands’ theatrical presentations during Carnival of the 1950s and 1960s.37 He then
describes the Dimanche Gras stage productions of Carnival Sunday that started in the late
1940s, comprised of a revue-type programme along with the Carnival Queen
competition and, soon after, the Calypso King competition.38 There were notable
exceptions from 1952 and 1963, however, which featured theatrical elements that spoke
to Hill’s vision of an indigenous Carnival theatre that incorporated characters from
Trinidad Carnival masquerade. Hill was of the opinion that Trinidad’s national theatre
should not subscribe to the European model, warning that “the resultant fragmentation
of the performing art into play theatre, dance theatre, musical theatre, and so forth, is
another imported tradition from the past that continues in the present.”39 For him, in
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Trinidad Carnival there is no separation of stage and audience, and “the street
masquerader involves the spectator in his act…confronts him, obstructs him, commands
his attention and response.”40
Errol Hill’s dream of a home-grown theatre tradition never emerged since the
subsequent producers of Dimanche Gras reverted to the revue-type structure. However,
Hill’s model of an “indigenous” theatre already existed in the cultural practices and
forms that were and still are part of Trinidad’s socio-cultural landscape. No doubt he
wanted to see it celebrated and practiced in a manner comparable to what was done in
Europe and replicated in Trinidad. At the same time, Hill’s use of the word indigenous
was in keeping with how the black-middle class (who spearheaded the anti-colonial
movement and mostly comprised the government after independence) co-opted the
term to refer to the working-class African-derived cultural forms that came to symbolize
and justify sovereignty in Trinidad and many West Indian independent states.41
Nonetheless, Carnival continues to inspire scholarship that explores its many
dimensions. For instance, scholars like anthropologist Hollis Liverpool have
interrogated the various ways Carnival challenged hegemonic dynamics of power. He
provides a detailed interrogation of the role of African cultures in the evolution of
Trinidad Carnival, and, apart from remarking on the institutionalisation of these cultural
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contributions, he recognises the latter as key forms of resistance against the social and
political elite.42 Indeed, for Liverpool:
The tradition of Carnival…was utilized by the people as part of their organized
cultural resistance, to check the imposition of European values and customs on
Africans generally. Carnival, then, was one of the tools of cultural resistance that
was used in acts to rid the people of their oppressors.43

Other scholars have investigated gender in Caribbean society, and its impact on
the development of cultural forms and events in pre-independence and contemporary
Trinidad. Cultural critic Patricia Mohammed has provided better understanding of how
women were conceptualised in calypso of the early twentieth century, and how they fit
in to the system of gender relations (being negotiated through calypso) in which men
glorified their physical prowess, courage, and skill.44 Mohammed deduces that despite
the impact of Victorianism in the prohibition of women’s active participation in Carnival
during the early 1900s (in addition to the tradition of aggressive masculinity that
emerged), there were working class women (who were given the creolised name
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jamettes) who openly expressed their sexuality and still contributed to calypso and
Carnival.45
While Mohammed has examined urban working class women’s involvement in
Carnival of the early twentieth century, literary critic Natasha Barnes (in her study of
contemporary women masqueraders in Trinidad Carnival) expressed her concerns
about issues of self-objectification, stereotypes, and voyeurism. She warns:
By re-enacting and embodying patriarchal stereotypes that depict women as
sexually available, women consent to, rather than critique, their own
subjugation…. [can] a resistive praxis emanate from the spectacle of women
masqueraders gyrating in full view of television cameras? Is ‘visibility’ enough of
a liberatory strategy to convert the subversive act into an emancipatory politics?46

In an effort to demonstrate her misgivings on the situation of women’s
movements in Trinidad Carnival, Barnes contrasts them with those of Jamaica’s
dancehall queens to provide an instance in the Caribbean where the explicit
performances of female black bodies are not usurped. While Barnes’ interpretation of
the state of Carnival today is necessary and contributes to the development of
scholarship on the topic, her essay falls short of recognizing the differing historical paths
that the two performances bear, not to mention the two different cultural and socioeconomical contexts from which they emanate.
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Art historian Pamela Franco has done an extensive study of the social, political
and cultural motivations behind the masquerade of women of African descent in
nineteenth and early twentieth century Trinidad.47 Franco interrogated the role of the
women of the jametre class who assumed the position of the unruly woman, using the
pisse-en-lit masquerade and the art of stick fighting as social critique. For Franco, these
two traditions in Trinidad Carnival permitted jametre women to protest against the
state’s invasive methods of policing their bodies and allowed them to construct new
independent identities.48 In her examination of a type of aesthetic that informed AfroCreole women’s development of a masquerade and masking style, Franco refers to it as
“dressing up and looking good.”49 This non-confrontational approach to selfpresentation, Franco asserts, was a way in which Afro-Creole women could use their
visibility not to objectify themselves but rather to demonstrate how they produce
meaning in their performances. Franco’s groundbreaking work on women’s
involvement in the early stages of Trinidad Carnival certainly serves as a foundation for
further scholarship.
These works have provided major scholarly contributions to the history and
theory of Carnival. An overarching theme of some of this scholarship is the notion of
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Carnival being a means of resistance and, in some cases, transgression. Shalini Puri
asserts that the tendency to privilege resistance and transgression over opposition is
prevalent, and that one should consider the fact “that resistance and transgression are
better understood as potential preludes to political opposition [rather] than as superior
alternatives to it.”50 Puri characterizes resistance as “a natural or essential property; it
may be exerted by a medium; it can be a state of being or a property of a material (as in
resistance of fluids or resisting the national narrative),” and differentiates its meaning
from transgression, which she describes as “a performative act of boundary
crossing…directed against the status quo, law, or established norm.”51 Unlike the
ontological nature of resistance or the performative inclination of transgression,
opposition, according to Puri, “is more typically understood…as an action…it is neither
inherent nor inevitable.”52
By outlining the definition of these terms, Puri is illuminating the candidness
and genuine intentionality of opposition, which she theorizes is not salient in both
transgression and resistance. For Puri, the “… critical emphasis on resistance and
transgression, of which Carnival has been the privileged critical site,” can be detrimental
since this minimizes “the resistant and/or oppositional possibilities of a whole host of
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cultural practices.”53 In line with this view, cultural anthropologist Richard Burton
examines different cultural manifestations in the Anglophone Caribbean that
demonstrate his premise of Afro-Creole cultures being cultures of opposition rather than
cultures of resistance.54 Burton believes that these cultures of opposition “ draw heavily
on materials furnished by dominant culture that they contrive both to modify and to
turn against the dominant culture in order to contest that culture.”55 Although Puri
characterizes Carnival as non-oppositional, she nonetheless acknowledges the
antagonism, which is a central part of cultural practices like Carnival, as Burton has
pointed out. The trajectory of women’s performance and self-presentation in Carnival
that I map in this dissertation shows that women were not only transgressive but
oppositional in Carnival and other cultural practices. Throughout the festival’s history
these women modified the festival and ‘actively’ turned it against the hegemonic order
in addition to targeting many of their undulating movements to those who would
maintain the overarching patriarchal order.

1.3 Towards a New Reading of Performance in Trinidad Carnival
When thinking of embodied movements during Carnival Monday and Tuesday,
the term playing mas’ is often applied. Hypothetically, playing mas’ means joining a
costumed band and masquerading in a costume that pertains to the band’s theme, but it
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can also refer to the performance of the masquerader. Actually, the term can pertain to
anyone amongst a crowd of hundreds of other revelers who may or may not be in
costume dancing to soca music blasting from speakers. The corporeal expressions of
masqueraders reflect a performance aesthetic that often includes extemporized
movement to music, creative interactions with other masqueraders and onlookers, and
an innovative use of materials that are part of the costume or are stumbled upon in the
carnivalesque moment.
While masquerading in Trinidad Carnival borrows performative elements from
festival traditions in Asia, Africa, and Europe, a particular theoretical framework for
understanding how the term functions in West Africa is required here. When describing
the evocative meaning rooted in the activities of Yoruba masking traditions, art historian
Robert Farris Thompson introduces the verb, yide, which pertains to “the circular
perambulation of a major entertainer and his or her entourage.”56 He also remarks on
the notion that Egungun maskers usually enter a town in a circular manner, rolling into
the space, thereby rolling away any malignant energy that may be present.57 This
circular motion could be witnessed in the motions of many masqueraders in Trinidad
Carnival, and speaks to the apparent evolution of this practice and its social efficacy in
the Diaspora.
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The spirited nature of the performance in Carnival is also well portrayed by
literary theorist and poet M. Nourbese Philip who employs “kinopoesis,” a language
that incorporates the dynamics of speech and the dynamics of action so as to emulate the
movement of a Carnival costumed band through space and time58:
Push and shove and jostle and shove and move hip sway hip wine in your wine
and look how we enjoying we self – move hip sway hip slap hip big hip fat hip
flat bottom big bottom sweet bottom wine-your-waist bottom.59

One can sense the vibrancy of the carnivalesque from this prose, with the suggestion of
non-stop movement and excitement with the description of Carnival participants
moving their bodies sensuously, with a specific emphasis on the pelvic area and the
buttocks.
The Caribbean-descended poet, essayist, and feminist Audre Lorde also
recognizes the importance of exhibiting sensuality. According to Lorde, the erotic is “a
resource within each of us that lies in a deeply female and spiritual plane, firmly rooted
in the power of our unexpressed or unrecognized feeling.”60 One of the ways in which
the erotic functions for Lorde is in her capacity for joy:
In the way my body stretches to music and opens into response, hearkening to its
deepest rhythms, so every level upon which I sense also opens to the erotically
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satisfying experience, whether it is dancing, building a bookcase, writing a poem,
examining an idea. That self-connection shared is a measure of the joy which I
know myself to be capable of feeling, a reminder of my capacity for feeling.61
Lorde recognizes the tendency of the hegemonic structure to distort sources of this
power within cultures of the oppressed. She encourages women to be aware of and
critique those patriarchal models of power that sanction the repression of the erotic
(conventionally perceived as pornographic). Since the erotic has been misconstrued,
Lorde believes that women have been unable to appreciate it as a source of power and
information. She affirms that not utilizing the erotic means suppressing one’s true
feelings, a willed objectification of oneself and others.62
For literary theorist Carolyn Cooper the repression of the erotic and the vulgar is
precisely what differentiates one societal sector from another in Jamaica and, in turn,
how the body politic is inscribed. In her book Noises in the Blood: Orality, Gender and the
‘Vulgar’ Body of Jamaican Popular Culture, Cooper explains that upward social mobility
requires one to purge oneself of the mother tongue and mother culture, which is not
only African in orientation but is also considered to be vulgar.63 Therefore, “the
pejoration of ‘the vulgar’ - the people, the language and the corpus of culture produced marks the high/low-euro/afrocentric cultural divide that is encoded in the Jamaican
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body politic.”64 The women widely referred to as “Dancehall Queens” elicit “slackness”
that often renders their gender and sexuality as low, afrocentric and ,thus, vulgar. For
Cooper, slackness is not just sexual looseness, but rather “a metaphorical revellry
against law and order; an undermining of consensual standards of decency.”65 She offers
an alternative reading of “Dancehall Queens’” presentation as one that is an “innocently
transgressive celebration of freedom from sin and law.”66 Like the women
masqueraders of Trinidad Carnival, these women are able to aver control over their
beings and demonstrate their independence economically (many of them are
entrepenuers working as entertainers, DJs, and retailers for the fashions unique to
Danchall subculture) and from society’s tenets of female propriety.67
These scholarly interventions offer a theoretical language for explicating the
culturally specific acts of women in Carnival. At the same time, the work of
performance art theorists provide another way of articulating these body movements
prevalent in Trinidad’s most popular festival. On a more fundamental level,
performance has been described by theater historian Peggy Phelan as “the effort to
achieve a vivid connection between the actor and the role, between spectator and the
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image in the act of being made on the stage or the screen.”68 While such a conventional
understanding of performance insinuates a clear separation between performer and
onlooker, in performance art, as in Carnival, this delineation is often indistinct.
According to art historian Kristine Stiles, performance
asserts embodiment and interconnection in time, space, and place as the basis of
human experience, perception, and representation; ….In performance, artists
present and represent themselves in the process of being and doing, and these acts
take place in a cultural context for a public to witness.69

Such an interconnected encounter between performer and onlooker is prevalent
in Carnival and permits for an examination of a carnivalesque act that is more profound.
Stiles also notes “in performance the artwork is an artist…whom viewers see as both the
subject and the object of the work of art.”70 While the masquerader is often not
perceived as the artwork in Trinidad Carnival, there is a sense particularly in
contemporary Carnival that the subjectivity and, in some cases, the objectivity of the
performer are being considered when the onlooker witnesses the deed. More palpable is
the realization that when one thinks of the inter-relational potentialities of acts, gestures,
and enactments that are being performed in the social sphere, they can all be construed
as performative. These acts are performative, according to Judith Butler, in that the
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“essence or identity that they otherwise purport to express are fabrications manufactured
and sustained through corporeal signs and other discursive means.”71
Yet, the term “performative” has been used to highlight the crucial engagement
with the artist and the viewer in performance art.72 As the performance art theorist
RoseLee Goldberg notes, “the viewer of art, the reader of a text, the audience of a film or
theatre production are all performers, since our live, immediate responses to an art work
are essential to the completion of the work.”73 These interactions that bind the
performer with onlooker absolutely parallel the creative exchanges that emanate in
carnivalesque performances.
In fact, when acts center on the physicality of the performer, interrelations
between artist and viewer become more profound. Rebecca Schneider’s work on
feminist performance artists who choose to make the explicit body the means of
critiquing culture provides a significant study of how the profundity of artist/viewer
encounters incite much reaction.74 The aim of the “explicit body,” for Schneider, is to
elucidate some of the issues that prevail in the liminal spaces of cultural distinctions
such as art and porn, male and female, black and white, or subject and object.75 Through
her exploration of the performances of artists such as Annie Sprinkle and Carolee
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Schneemann, Schneider interrogates how performers “use their bodies as the stages
across which they re-enact social dramas and traumas which have arbitrated cultural
differentiations between truth and illusion, reality and dream, fact and fantasy, natural
and unnatural, essential and constructed.”76
More controversial is the type of performance art that entails an individual
inflicting violence on his- or herself, what art historian Kathy O’Dell calls “masochistic
performance.”77 Such performances, O’Dell notes, revolve around the understanding
that “by pushing their actions to an extreme, they could dramatize the importance of a
transaction that is often overlooked or taken for granted.”78 O’Dell recognizes ‘the
structure of the contract’ as the basis of this transaction in which the artists are “always
conscious of agreements with other people in or at their performances, even if those
agreements did not register for them as contractual.”79 Moreover, O’Dell establishes that
the masochistic performances of artists such as Chris Burden and Vito Acconci were
“metaphors for a type of negotiation – contractual negotiation – that might bring balance
to the [Vietnam] war-induced instability they were experiencing.”80
Although the argument has been made that performance art has yet to be
considered as part of the art historical canon, there is the view that the probability of
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performance art created by people of color being wholly accepted into the performance
art canon is even more rare. In the introduction of her edited volume, Corpus Delecti:
performance art of the Americas, which explores the history, practices, and theories of Latin
American art, performance artist and critic Coco Fusco interrogates how Latin American
politics, religious practices, and popular culture influence contemporary performance.
Fusco argues that the eventual entry of people of color’s performance art into the canon
was ascertained as lowering “high art” performance, and therefore gesturing the end of
performance as an art form.81 This opinion is not the general consensus, even though
non-Western performance traditions that were major sources of influence in the
development of European and European-American avant-garde theatre are often absent
from the experimental beginnings of contemporary performance art.82 The assumption
can certainly be made that some would refuse to interpret the acts of masqueraders in
Trinidad Carnival as performance art.
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Despite this hypothesis, cultural practices that inform performance art of nonEuropean artists can help in providing a new means of defining their creative corporeal
works. In her anthology Let’s Get It On: The Politics of Black Performance, Catherine Ugwu
acknowledges live art as a major challenge to the dominant narrative carried out by new
identities in the artistic arena.83 Live art’s impact is far-reaching given its resistance to
categorization and convention, as Ugwu explains further:
[Performance] invokes different ways of seeing, thinking and doing. With no
fixed form, materials or genre, this area of practice offers artists the opportunity
to select from traditional and contemporary cultural influences, references and
icons - from carnival to disco, from past to present. Black artists working in the
area of live art engage with this form because it allows them the unruly
polyvocality required to represent a difference that hints at what is formative not
of nations but of both individual and society.84

For the purpose of this dissertation, Ugwu’s definition of live art is useful for the
type of physical expressions executed by women masqueraders in contemporary
Carnival. While these women may not refer to themselves as artists, their performances
are pivotal in their insistence for spontaneous and multi-layered movements that draw
from past corporeal practices, but also manifest articulations from their bodies that
address current cultural and social problems. As Ugwu remarks, Carnival allows for a
communal act of self-expression that is never controlled by one artist since everyone is
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invited to participate.85 Similarly, Audre Lorde’s and Carolyn Cooper’s writings are also
helpful in deconstructing the movements of contemporary women masqueraders, as
these texts address a range of sensibilities inherent in bodily expressions in the
Caribbean. The work of Stiles and Butler are also important as their writings offer
interpretations of performance art that are especially helpful for my reading of
performance in Trinidad Carnival. Additionally, they theorize intersubjectivity and
embodiment, inherent qualities in deeds that challenge the artist and the spectator.

1.4 Body as Costume / Skin as Medium
Central to my study of women’s performance in Trinidad Carnival is an enquiry
of women’s positionality in a Caribbean cultural context. Feminist and gender
scholarship began to emerge in the Anglophone Caribbean when the United Nations
declared the International Women’s Year in 1975, and further incentive came from
European, American and African feminist studies.86 But while these models for
scholarship stimulated the production of knowledge, some Caribbean feminists realized
that the experience of many women from the region did not align with the rhetoric of
the predominant feminist scholarship.
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Feminist scholar Janet Momsen observes that in the Caribbean, patriarchy,
female subordination and dependence coexist with a vibrant tradition of female
economic autonomy and many female-headed households.87 Thus, she claims,
Caribbean gender relations exist within “a double paradox: of patriarchy within a
system of matrifocal and matrilocal families; and of domestic and state patriarchy
coexisting with the economic independence of women.”88 During slavery, enslaved
African women were treated as equal to men, and in the post-slavery era, many of them
had to become economically independent to support their families.89 Indian women
who came to the Caribbean as indentured workers on sugar cane plantations
experienced a brief release from patriarchal control they would receive from male family
members in the beginning of the indentureship period. After indentureship, their
communities ensured that traditional gender roles were maintained.90 Elite white
women often found freedom in the Caribbean similar to what was experienced on other
colonial settlements.91 They were able to inherit land from their husbands or fathers and
farm in their own right, and many used their authority on the plantations to undermine
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the patriarchal structure of plantocracy even though, when they did, they were
described as being unfeminine and unnatural.92
Therefore, many women in the Caribbean did not experience the kind of
marginalization that is the reality of many women in other cultures, nor did they abide
by the private/public dichotomies confining them to domesticity and motherhood.93 At
the same time, the stereotype of the powerful Caribbean matriarch has been at the center
of much of the work done on Caribbean gender studies, despite the fact that much work
has also been done to reveal the vulnerability of these women’s lives.94 Recognizing
these complexities and the double paradox that Janet Momsen speaks of, Violet Eudine
Barriteau argues that “postcolonial states inherited a complex of social relations and
structures from the Enlightenment discourses of Liberalism [whose]…webs of social
relations and structures contribute to creating gender systems that pose critical
challenges for women in the transition from colonial to postcolonial modernizing state
structures.”95 These ideologies (which included individual autonomy, the
understanding of this individual and citizen being a male household head, and the
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separation of the public sphere and the private sphere along with the gendering of that
differentiation) are what undermine Caribbean women in their quest for self-agency.96
While these complexities address the social, economic and political factors that
impact the construction of gender roles, they do not address how the notion of being a
woman have been conceptualised in the region. The work of Simone de Beauvoir, Toril
Moi, Judith Butler and Audre Lorde inspire my elucidation of Caribbean womanhood
and how it correlates with Trinidadian women’s involvement, movements and selfpresentation in Carnival.
Beauvoir recognized the importance of acknowledging the biology of a woman:
Surely woman is, like man, a human being; but such a declaration is abstract. The
fact is that every concrete human being is always a singular, separate individual.
To decline to accept such notions as the eternal feminine…is not to deny
that…women exist today – this denial does not represent a liberation for those
concerned, but rather a flight from reality.97

Beauvoir’s concern with the realness of a woman’s physicality resonates in how she
discusses the anatomical parts of women such as the ovaries and uterus.98 Many
feminist scholars are critical of Beauvoir’s ideological stance as adhering to biological
determinism; however, such views can be refuted once one rejects the idea that
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biological facts validate social values.99 For Beauvoir, it is through the body that one
experiences the world and gains subjectivity.
One is not born, but rather becomes, a woman. No biological, psychological, or
economic fate determines the figure that the human female presents in society; it
is civilization as a whole that produces this creature, intermediate between male
and eunuch, which is described as feminine. Only the intervention of someone
else can establish an individual as an Other. In so far as he exists in and for
himself, the child would hardly be able to think of himself as sexually
differentiated. In girls as in boys the body is first of all the radiation of a
subjectivity, the instrument that makes possible the comprehension of the world:
it is through the eyes, the hands, that children apprehend the universe, and not
through sexual parts.100

Such an existentialist understanding of what it is to be a woman averts attempts
to limit a woman’s experience to any limitations society may place on her because of her
biology. Indeed, women masqueraders (wearing elaborate make up and accessories)
present themselves in a manner that society deems feminine. At the same time, women’s
actions in contemporary Trinidad Carnival possess the fervency of the subjectivity
Beauvoir speaks of that is often impeded by the hegemonic order.
Beauvoir’s work attempts to look beyond the fissures that exist in the sex/gender
distinction, something that feminist theorist Judith Butler deconstructs and
problematizes in her scholarship. According to Butler:
When the constructed status of gender is theorized as radically independent of
sex, gender itself becomes a free-floating artifice, with the consequence that man
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and masculine might just as easily signify a female body as a male one, and
women and feminine a male body as easily as a female one…. If the immutable
character of sex is contested, perhaps this construct called "sex" is as culturally
constructed as gender; indeed, perhaps it was always already gender, with the
consequence that the distinction between sex and gender turns out to be no
distinction at all.101

Identity becomes unstable, as gender is not tied to the binary of sex, and gender can
emerge as an action or performance that subverts these binary limitations. Butler
deduces:
If gender attributes and acts, the various ways in which a body shows or
produces its cultural signification, are performative, then there is no preexisting
identity by which an act or attribute might be measured; there would be no true
or false, real or distorted acts of gender, and the postulation of a true gender
identity would be revealed as a regulatory fiction.102

However, feminist scholar and literary critic Toril Moi considers Butler’s
denouncement of the sex/gender distinction to rely heavily on this very distinction and,
therefore, makes Butler’s argument deeply flawed.103 In her critique of the sex/gender
binary, Moi stresses the importance of understanding that the word female refers to
one’s biology, that feminine signifies a cultural determination, and that the term feminist
speaks to one’s politics.104 She argues that the poststructuralists’ attempt to subvert
dominant social norms cannot escape the power structure, and asserts that the latter
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should be undermined from within.105 According to Moi, de Beauvoir successfully
achieves this aim in her work:
For Beauvoir, the body perceived as a situation is deeply related to the
individual woman’s (or man’s) subjectivity…. To say that ‘woman is not a fixed
reality’ is to say that as human beings (and unlike animals) women are always in
the process of making themselves what they are. We give meaning to our lives
by our actions. Only death puts an end to the creation of meaning…. To claim
that the body is a situation is to acknowledge that the meaning of a woman’s
body is bound up with the way she uses her freedom. For Beauvoir, our freedom
is not absolute but situated.106

When a woman is true to herself, according to Moi, she defies social regulations
of her being. So when Moi writes that the power structure must undermine from
within, she theorizes the internal frame of woman. This is because “Beauvoir’s
fundamental value is not identity, but freedom, and for Beauvoir freedom is a universal
value.”107 However, Butler’s problematizing of the sex/gender distinction is worthwhile
in theoretically grasping the various ways Trinidadian women subverted the state’s
attempts to control and monitor the appearances and actions of women during Carnival.
Concurrently, Moi’s work assists in deliberating the ceaseless signification in which the
active and, thus, creative physicality of the woman is always present during Carnival.
Apart from echoing aspects of these views, feminist Audre Lorde’s writings on
the uses of the erotic go a step further in the recognition of the power in women’s ability
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to be erotic. Lorde, as discussed above, was highly criticized as antifeminist for her
writings since many women felt that Lorde endorsed women to return to a “place of
total intuition without insight.”108 Lorde argues that,
this turning away from the erotic on the part of some of our best minds, our most
creative and analytic women, is disturbing and destructive. Because we cannot
fight old power in old power terms only. The only way we can do it is by
creating another whole structure that touches every aspect of our existence, at the
same time as we are resisting.109 (my emphasis)

Lorde values the importance of women recognizing their inner knowledge and the
resulting freedom tied to this awareness. My dissertation utilizes the works of these
feminists, as they assist how feminism prioritizes the bodies and actions of women
masqueraders who make Trinidad Carnival what it is today.

1.5 Women and the Visual Construction of Carnival
Women have had an indelible presence in the imagery of Trinidad Carnival, and
the jamette along with the Jaycees Carnival queen are two figures that have contributed
to how women masqueraders determine their costuming, movement, and, in turn, their
self-imaging in contemporary Carnival. Post-WWII Carnival celebrations were pivotal
in this rendering since it was after 1945 when women first became emblematic of
Carnival in Trinidad. The elite organizers, the Carnival Improvement Committee
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(referred to hereafter as the CIC), understood the Trinidad Carnival Queen competition
as a conduit for countering the vulgarity they felt the jamettes imposed upon the festival.
Unlike the wide range of imagery in the Carnival Queen competition, images of the
jamettes were scarce. Fully utilizing the media to cover all aspects of the competition
was crucial in promulgating the new face of Carnival. The Carnival Souvenir Programme
was one such means as the annual publication always featured a picture of the reigning
Carnival Queen on its cover (Figure 1). In this 1955 souvenir program, the photographer
manipulated the photograph to present a very light complexioned face, neck and chest
for Marcia Brooks whose brown arms betrayed that alternation, despite benefitting the
CIC’s agenda to celebrate caucasian women of European ancestry.
By the 1980s, women became visual constructions of contemporary Trinidad
Carnival, a use of women as images that were buttressed by the increasing
appropriation of these annual festivities by capitalist economies (Figure 2).
Unquestionably, women’s beautifying regimens, corporeal expressions and
modifications of the costumes all contributed to the essential components of modern
Carnival imagery. These practices continue a legacy in which women’s visual presence
in Trinidad Carnival has been vital not only for an idealized femininity, but for the
propagation of the British empire and, later, an independent Trinidad. Given the extent
to which women in bikini-based costumes became visible in Trinidad Carnival, it is
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conceivable that the preponderance of these portrayals has contributed to a new
understanding of how Trinidadian womanhood is visually constructed.
However, when women are involved in their own self-imaging, the issue of
representation can become even more complex. In an article critiquing the exhibition
Body as Membrane (1996), Kristine Stiles created controversy by criticizing the art
represented in the exhibition, her main point being that the various approaches artists
used to represent themselves and their female bodies were problematic.110 The
exhibition included Finnish artist Eija-Liisa Ahtila’s Dog Bites (1992) in which Ahtila
appears with hands raised in the gesture of a dog’s paws up and with partially revealed
breasts that are contorted and squeezed together, as well as Satisfaction (1994) by Elke
Krystofek in which the artist masturbates in front of a crowd with a dildo and knife
inserted into her anus and vagina.111 Arguing that the exhibition is a testament to the
failure of some performance to resist the continued degredation of women Stiles
concludes:
Regardless of who has the power over representation, if the semiotics of female
images have been so deeply established and entrenched that their sign will be
read as meaning the same whether produced by a feminist or a misogynist, then
women do not empower themselves by perpetrating the same signifiers of
domination and degradation under the empty slogan of self-representation.112
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The Body as Membrane exhibition signified a defining moment for Stiles, as it allowed her
to acknowledge that many women artists have not been able to successfully bridge the
chasm separating “feminist intentions and theories, and … visual and discursive
practices vis-à-vis avant-gardes.”113 Stiles’s critique of performance artists’ selfdenigrating imaging can serve as a reminder of how female bodies may be manipulated
and the enduring power, pungency, and impact of such imagery.
A plethora of images are being produced in visual culture that frequently depict
women half-clothed and in postures that are often sexually charged. Certainly, the
semiotics of female imagery – whether seen in a provocative advertisement featuring
half-clad women, documented in a performance in which a woman artist performs in
the nude, or in Trinidad Carnival where hundreds of women wear bikini-based
costumes while suggestively dancing coalese under the same censorious interpretations
regardless of intentions or motives. Any political agenda the sitter or performer might
have is immediately annulled.
Along these lines, Peggy Phelan bases her interpretation of the representation of
women on the binaries of Western metaphysics. These binaries create distinctions and
evaluations across two terms, establishing one term of the binary as marked and the other
as unmarked.114 In this referential vein, Phelan claims that “cultural reproduction takes
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she who is unmarked and re-marks her,” while the man is left unremarked since he is
considered the norm.115 According to Phelan, it is not the subjectivity of a woman that is
presented in images (such as films, for example) but rather “the constituent forces of
desire of the man who wants to see her.”116 Visibility is thus policed by invisibility, and
until those who ultimately decide what is to be displayed to whom are scrutinized, the
political agenda of the under-represented will remain impoverished. Phelan asserts that
the relation between the looking subject and the image of the other should change, and
deems the communication of nonvisible aspects of identity as more effective. By
remaining unmarked, one surpasses the limitations of representation and Phelan
recognizes performance as possessing “the generative possibilities of disappearance,”
thereby making self-assurance achievable. Phelan examines the politics of representing
the human body in various art forms and considers the implications gender, class and
race may have in these representations. Performance artist Cindy Sherman, for example,
employs the self-portrait via photography to explore issues of otherness. She achieves
this by appropriating imagery of women popular in Western visual culture. Yet, as
Phelan observed, Sherman’s critique of how femininity is constructed on a superficial
level is problematic as it involved reproducing the very pose she disparages.
Acknowledging the nonreproductive quality of performance, Phelan concludes that
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performance is “capable of resisting the reproduction of … the metaphor of gender,
[which] presupposes unified bodies which are biologically different;” that “one”
difference being located in the genitals.117
Phelan’s argument resonates with this dissertation, particularly since the visual
culture associated with Trinidad Carnival reflects the increasing number of women
masqueraders who make up the costumed bands. In conjunction with this reality, there
has been the tendency to portray contemporary Carnival as lacking the political value it
was believed to have had prior to the 1970s. However, the potential to stimulate a
nonreproductive and politically fervent performance can occur during Carnival. Some
women masqueraders immersed in provocative bodily movements may be captured in
still and moving pictures, but this does not take away from their performances resisting
the metaphor of gender.
Still, these promising advancements do not alleviate the fact that the imagery
produced of women are patriarchal in their construction. Undoubtedly, these visual
representations are often perceived in much the same way art historians have
traditionally been trained to look at art, as Lisa Bloom asserts:
Spectatorship within the discipline is constructed here as an ordinary part of the
development of a craft or skill in which an opposition between woman as image
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and man as bearer of the look is naturalized as part of an apprenticeship that
leads to art historical mastery.118

Given this reality, Bloom considers other possible modes of beholding like that of bell
hooks who uses “oppositional looks,” during which the gaze functions as a site of
resistance.119

Therefore, instead of viewing “through a disembodied process of visual

detachment, a spectator can place herself in a position of agency through a more
embodied subjective viewing process that takes into account questions of difference,
sexuality, and power.”120 Consequently, this theory of spectatorship in visual culture
puts forward a constructive means of discerning various representations of scantily clad
women masqueraders in Trinidad Carnival. Furthermore, as Blooms explains, this type
of gaze shifts “awareness away from the consumption of knowledge to the production
of knowledge.”121
Stiles’ compelling examination of women artist’s self-imaging proves that the
demeaning nature in which some women choose to represent themselves in
performance is reflective of a disconnect between feminist theories and practices of the
avante-garde. Similarly, Phelan raises important arguments regarding the vulnerability
that one succumbs to in visibility. She cites performance for its nonreproductive quality,
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as a way to elude the possibility of being visibly marked (which the photographic
capture always promises) and available for inspection. Both Phelan’s and Stiles’s work
gesture toward the discursive promises that lay in the political and erotic uses of women
masqueraders’ bodies in Trinidad Carnival. Such use of the erotic body recalls the art of
Carolee Schneemann whose work often includes displaying her nude body. Despite
being criticized for being vulgar and pornographic, as Stiles aptly affirms, Schneemann
“pressed against the boundaries and definitions of what art might be by violating
culturally proscribed behaviors for women.”122 In this same vein, images of women
masqueraders immersed in erotic bodily movements during Trinidad Carnival ought
not to be interpreted as self-objectying and self-denigrating. As this dissertation will
demonstrate, these acts are part of a history of women of different races, classes, and
thus realities: women who have negotiated and contested for space, visibility and power
in Trinidad Carnival. As Meiling Cheng explains, presence guarantees more
possibilities than absence “for the subject to achieve momentary liberation and exercise
individual will” since the “best way for these over-visualized but mostly muted
individuals to redress this problem [of having no voice], … is not … to disappear from
view but to become a speaking sight.”123
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1.6 Organization of the Dissertation and Chapter Summaries
While great strides have been made in the study of Trinidad Carnival, there has
yet to be an in-depth exploration of the contributions women have made in the
evolution of the festival. My dissertation will add to the literature of how women’s
bodies, their self presentation, and the acknowledgment of the body’s potential for nonverbal articulation has impacted the evolution of performance practices and the costume
aesthetic in Trinidad Carnival. In addition, my dissertation will also contribute to the
growing literature on the visual construction of femininity in the Caribbean.
The first chapter explores the history of Carnival through an historical account of
Trinidad. 1783 is the starting point for this chapter because it was in this year that the
French introduced the Roman Catholic Carnival to Trinidad. This chapter considers
women’s role in the development of Trinidad’s annual festival from its inception to
Carnival’s contemporary manifestation. It challenges the dominant scholarship on
Trinidad Carnival that does not acknowledge how women made an impression on
Carnival’s evolution. I do this by acknowledging women’s creative contributions to the
festival, which challenged the established propriety of cultural practices. This chapter
examines the creole vision of Trinidadianness, which recognized the celebration of black
masculinity as being an inherent part of these cultural practices. This convention was
eventually supplanted by the particularities of popular culture that spoke to women’s
unabashed desire to use the nationally endorsed festival as a means of expression.
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Finally, the first chapter addresses Shalini Puri’s problematizing of Carnival as a
paradigmatic example of Caribbean resistance by demonstrating that both resistant and
oppositional possibilities have and do exist in the festival.124
The jamette and her influence in the movements of contemporary women
masqueraders is the subject of the second chapter. The jamette is important since she
tapped into the potential of corporeal expression once the authorities felt it unfit for
women to sing the popular kalinda songs of the late nineteenth to early twentieth
century.125 This chapter examines the history of the term jamette and how it eventually
encompassed the debased traits of a certain type of woman in mid-twentieth century
Trinidad. I utilize feminist theory to discuss how jamettes defied Victorian principles
that relegated women to subservience. This chapter also theoretically frames how
jamettes, recognizing that the elite considered the open exposure of their bodies a
debasement of Carnival, acknowledged how effective their socially sanctioned,
“primitive” physicalities were in inciting insubordination as they, for example,
performed as flagwomen for steel bands. Despite being abhorred by the elite and the
colonial authorities, the jamette’s legendary deeds became influential to the performance
of contemporary women masqueraders. I theorize her movements, which I termed
jametteness, by employing the writings of feminist writer Audre Lorde.
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The third chapter examines the factors that contributed to the founding of the
Jaycees Carnival Queen competition, an event the elites tailored to establish the Carnival
Queen as the symbol of post-WWII Trinidad Carnival. This competition was the first
beauty pageant in Trinidad and Tobago and it commemorated women of European and
mixed-race descent. In this chapter I examine why the middle and upper classes created
such a competition that celebrated European ideals of beauty and femininity. In
addition, this chapter explicates how the queen, whose reign went beyond the
designated Carnival, eventually became a celebrated yet enigmatic figure throughout
the year in colonial Trinidad. The advent of the bikini-based costume aesthetic is also
addressed in this chapter, evolving (despite arguments for a 1970s genesis) after World
War II in the Carnival Queen competition. Through a consideration of the writings of
feminist scholars such as Judith Butler and Simone de Beauvoir, I also consider how the
competition served to indoctrinate a performance of the female body that correlated
with the unremitting influence of the Victorian principles. Finally, this chapter
interrogates how such a performance of the female body has had a major impact on
contemporary women masqueraders’ self-presentation. I argue that awareness of one’s
appearance encourages one to examine the masquerader’s body as the locus of
creativity.
The legend of soucouyant and how she reinterprets Jouvay, the ritual that marks
the beginning of Carnival, is the subject of the fourth chapter. According to local legend,
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the soucouyant is a childless old woman who slips out of her skin at night and becomes a
ball of fire seeking unsuspecting victims. This figure was often used as an exemplar of
the woman that society deemed as threatening to its order. However, the black masses
of the late nineteenth century saw the soucouyant as a symbolic reference to fire, which
was particularly important in the now abolished Canboulay, a ritual commemorating
slavery. I argue that her incarnation in Jouvay ensures that the symbolism of fire is never
forgotten. Also, employing the theoretical framework of performance studies scholar
Diana Taylor, I identify practices developed in Jouvay as evidence of the collective
body’s potential to recall cultural practices associated with the prohibited Canboulay.
This chapter reconsiders Jouvay as woman-centered and, thus, a ritual concerned with
fertility, origins, and women as key instigators in the creative process. This concept
parallels the vital role that women of Ancient Greece played in their society through
their participation in rituals. In so doing, I correlate Trinidadian women’s involvement
in various religious rituals with the ways women have contributed to the development
of Jouvay.
In the conclusion, I interrogate how the contemporary woman masquerader
symbolizes the intersection of the jamette and the Jaycees Carnival Queen, while their
costumes represent a confluence of the old mas’ and pretty mas’ aesthetics that have
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characterized Trinidad Carnival.126 This section of the dissertation establishes that the
contemporary woman masquerader is significant since she disregards the high/low
divide and its aligned social, cultural and political values. These convergences speak to
the hybridity present in Trinidad Carnival, and, to a larger extent, Trinidadian culture as
a whole. This section also considers racial hybridity through the work of literary scholar
Robert Young, among others. Young’s work offers a foundation for historicizing the
representation of the romanticized Caribbean woman (that is, the mixed woman or the
mulata). Finally, given the popularity of Trinidad-style Carnivals throughout the
Caribbean, North America and Europe, the conclusion examines how the imagery of
contemporary women masqueraders offers a new rendering of the mixed woman and
has thereby served in creating a new visual construction of women in Trinidad and the
wider Caribbean.

1.7 A Brief Description of the Trinidad Carnival Season
The Carnival season in Trinidad starts immediately after Christmas day and ends
the day before the beginning of Lent, Ash Wednesday. Many costumed bands start
preparing the following year’s costume designs soon after the beginning of Lent.
Launchings for costumed bands usually start as early as July and often take the form of
elaborate stage presentations that show potential patrons the themes and costumes for

Old mas’ (mas’ is an abbreviated version of masquerade) has aesthetic roots in African cultures and often
was associated with the working class that was mostly of African descent. Pretty mas’ often consists of
elaborate costumes mostly based on Greek mythology or aspects of European culture and history.
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the new Carnival season. By November, the costumed bands begin the long process of
creating the costumes. Because of the large enterprise that Carnival has recently
become, many bands have their costumes made in other countries where materials and
labour are far cheaper.
The various events and competitions associated with the festival commence
several weeks after the Christmas season. Fetes (parties with admission fees) are usually
the first events that mark the Carnival season, and there are many of them that occur
throughout the season. The next series of events, namely the Panorama (the steel band
competition) and the Calypso Monarch competition start their preliminary rounds in
January. The King of Carnival and Queen of Carnival qualifying rounds begin shortly
thereafter. The King and Queen of each costumed Band compete with each other for the
coveted title. The semi-final rounds are often a couple of weeks before Carnival Monday
and Carnival Tuesday. There are also a number of events and competitions, such as
those that feature traditional Carnival characters, that take place a few weeks prior to the
official days of Carnival.
The culminating days for the festival are Carnival Saturday, Dimanche Gras (or
Fat Sunday), Carnival Monday and Carnival Tuesday. On Carnival Saturday, “Kiddies’
Carnival” – the parade of costumed bands for children – takes place all day and the
Panorama finals occur that night. On the night of Dimanche Gras, a grand and lengthy
show of the same name occurs during which the Calypso Monarch, as well as the King
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and Queen of Carnival are decided. A couple of hours after the Dimanche Gras show
ends, Jouvert, the literal opening of Carnival, begins. The Parade of the Bands (re: the
large adult costumed bands), appear on the streets on Carnival Monday and Tuesday.
While there are many Carnival celebrations in towns and villages throughout Trinidad,
the main celebrations take place in Port-of-Spain, the nation’s capital. Here bands are
categorized according to size, and judged at several points in the downtown area of
Port-of-Spain for the Band of the Year title.
There are numerous costumed bands that masquerade, and the large bands can
have as many as 8,000 members. Apart from having a king, a queen, and masqueraders,
each band has musical accompaniment given by DJs whose sound systems are set up on
trucks. The song that is played most frequently at judging points is considered the
“Road March,” since it is the “soca” song that most inspires the masqueraders to revel
and dance. The National Carnival Commission (NCC), which administers all Carnival
proceedings, was formed in 1991 after the passing of a legislative act and its main
function is to ensure that managerial, marketing and archival infrastructures are put in
place so that the country can fully benefit from the national festival.127

Trinidad and Tobago Acts Enacted by the House of Representatives and the Senate of Trinidad and Tobago during
the year 1991 & Legal Notices published during the year 1991. (Port of Spain: Government Printery, 1992), 71.
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2. Rethinking the History of Trinidad Carnival
While much has been written on the history of Carnival, very little has been
written on how the politics of gender affected its evolution. This chapter considers the
influence women have had in Trinidad’s annual festival, from its inception with the
arrival of French planters to its present form. During celebrations of Carnival in the
early nineteenth century, for example, French creole women imitated the dress and
movement of mulatto women, while enslaved African women were engaged with their
male counterparts in revelling within and outside the parameters of the plantation.
Given the potential for heated confrontations between the enslaved and the elite, the
authorities enforced laws to make certain that no true reversals of roles actually
occurred. After the abolition of slavery, the number of elite women participating in
Carnival lessened. At the same time, recently arrived Martiniquan and Guadeloupean
women of African descent could be seen masquerading in elaborate costumes associated
with the upper class, thus creating alternative social orders in the carnivalesque sphere.
This chapter will also examine the ways in which women and men of the jametre
class defined the Carnival of the late nineteenth century, so much so that Carnival was
referred to as Jametre (Jamette) Carnival. In this important juncture in the festival’s
evolution, jametre women created thought-provoking costumes, composed and sang
kalinda songs that were the source of calypso, and had a significant influence on the
formation of “bands,” the formal groupings of costumed masqueraders in Carnival. In
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the early twentieth century, jamette women were pivotal in their contributions to
corporeal expression in Carnival, especially the development of the steel band
procession and the sailor masquerade. As active participants in the labour movement,
working class women used Carnival to implicitly speak to their social, economical and
racial oppression. Middle and upper class women, on the other hand, masqueraded
their costumes on lorries, thereby purposely separating themselves from the working
class. After World War II, there was a re-emergence of middle and upper class women in
Carnival, which led to costumed bands that increasingly and specifically catered to the
middle class. Under the auspices of the elite, a Carnival Queen (who was often a white
upper class woman) was chosen from a group of contestants. The Queen came to
symbolize Carnival up to the 1970s. Around this time, there was a noticeable shift in the
gender ratio in the public sphere during Carnival, and women not only predominated
but influenced the change in the costume aesthetic. This chapter also examines the
cultural politics behind the terms old mas’ and pretty mas’ and their importance to the
development of contemporary Carnival.
By the 1980s, women who participated in the festival no longer wanted to behave
respectably while masquerading, thereby violating the obligation to engage in dominant
cultural practices with decorum.1 Carnival had already been established as the épitome

See Philip W. Scher, “Copyright Heritage: Preservation, Carnival and the State in Carnival.”
Anthropological Quarterly 75, no. 3 (Summer 2002): 453-484, for an indepth examination of how the
government validated claims that contemporary Carnival is no longer an authentic and legitimate cultural
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of Trinidadian culture that gave the celebration of black masculinity a central focus.
However, with women now outnumbering men as masqueraders, the festival soon
reflected aspects of popular culture that women usurped to make their presence felt and
to masquerade in new and daring ways.2 There is the belief that establishing Carnival as
the utmost case in point of Caribbean resistance is problematic since resistant and
oppositional possibilities within other cultural practices are not considered.3 Carnival
may prevent the oppositional qualities of other practices from being recognized. At the
same time, as this chapter will show, the festival has always been reflective of the
various tensions that result in the gendered, social, racial, and economic networks of
power within Trinidadian society.

2.1 From Spanish to English Colonialism
When the Spanish landed in Trinidad in 1498, it would take another two
centuries before the potential of the sugar crop was fully exploited. The indigenous
peoples of the Caribbean unwillingly became subjects of the Spanish Crown after much

form, therefore justifying means to preserve and protect certain Carnival “traditions” by recognizing them
as Heritage and guarding them under the laws of UNESCO and the World Intellectual Property
Organization.
2 The work of Deborah Thomas has been instrumental in my formulating of this argument. See Modern
Blackness: Nationalism, Globalization, and the Politics of Culture in Jamaica (Durham: Duke University Press,
2005), 11.
3 Shalini Puri, The Caribbean Postcolonial: Social Equality, Post-Nationalism and Cultural Hybridity (New York:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2004), 114. Puri further explains that, “different aspects of the same Carnival may enact
reversal, compensation, and continuation or intensification of existing relations of power.”
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intermittent warfare with the European settlers.4 Those who survived were forced into a
system of slavery whereby they were expected to pay a tribute of one-half to two-thirds
of an ounce of gold or twenty-five pounds of cotton every three months.5 The Spanish
soon introduced the encomienda system in which individual Spanish settlers were
allotted plots of land complete with native laborers. However, by the middle of the
sixteenth century the system had to be abolished, given the immense mistreatment of
the indigenous population.6 It took some time for the Spanish authorities to recognize
forced African labor as a viable replenishment for what remained of the indigenous
population, turning instead to white emigration to solve the problem. White settlers in
Spanish territories, however, did not arrive in adequate numbers and, in any case, were
most often small craftsmen such as barbers and tailors rather than field laborers. By the
eighteenth century (with the African slave trade becoming more rampant in the
Caribbean), Trinidad’s population consisted of 126 whites, 295 free coloreds, 310
enslaved Africans and 2,032 Caribs and Arawaks.7
In an effort to boost the colony’s development, the Spanish colonialists issued the
Cedula de Poblacion in 1783, allowing planters from the French colonies to come to

The limited ammunition of the Caribs and Arawaks could not compete with the heavy artillery and knives
of the Spanish who also had dogs trained to hunt them down. Many of the indigenous peoples fled to the
mountains and saw starving themselves to death as the only means of escape. See Eric Williams, From
Columbus to Castro: The History of the Caribbean 1492-1969 (New York: Harper and Row, 1970), 32.
5 Ibid.
6 Ibid., p33-35.
7 Ibid., 40, 102-103, 110.
4
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Trinidad to expand the sugar cane industry.8 By inviting the French (who came with
their slaves, capital and expertise in the cultivation of tropical staples) and persuading
them to transfer their assets to Trinidad, officials hoped that the colony could finally
develop a viable plantation economy.9 The French planters came from other Caribbean
islands like Grenada, which had been ceded to the British and where they encountered
severe political and social discrimination, or from Martinique, where problems like
exhausted soil and insect infestations made life intolerable.10 The opportunity to come to
an island whose colonizer was anti-British proved to be beneficial; apart from the virgin
soil, the principal incentive was a free land grant to every settler, with free colored or
free black settlers receiving half as much as white settlers.11
With the British crown increasingly gaining a stronghold on former Spanish and
French colonies in the Caribbean, Trinidad, too, eventually ceded to Britain and became
one of its colonies in 1797. Many of the laws instituted by the Spanish remained in
effect. However, the new British colonizers brought their own policies that affected the
French planters and, thus, created much conflict.12 They now had to readjust, again, to
the same types of discrimination that had led many of them to immigrate to Trinidad in

Eric Williams, Capitalism & Slavery. (New York: Perigee Books, 1980), 34.
L. M. Fraser, History of Trinidad, 1781-1810, vol. 1 (Port of Spain: Government Printing Office, 1891; reprint,
London: Frank Cass, 1971), Appendix 1, i-v.
10 Bridget Brereton, A History of Modern Trinidad, 1783-1962. (New Hampshire: Heinemann Educational
Books, 1981), 13.
8
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Ibid.
For more on this, see James Millette, The Genesis of Crown Colony Government: Trinidad, 1783-1810
(Trinidad: Moko Enterprises, 1970).
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the first place. Free blacks and peoples of mixed ancestry, who under Spanish law, were
treated with a measure of courtesy and legal considerations, now saw the slow
eradication of their rights. The British allowed French planters a free hand with their
enslaved Africans under the 1800 Slave Ordinance introduced by Governor Thomas
Picton. Planters were permitted to inflict corporal punishment on their slaves, up to 39
strokes, and to abolish the custom of giving Saturdays to the slaves to work their own
plots.13 The code also allowed planters to use the judicial system to terrorize slaves, with
the Port of Spain jail becoming the primary site for slave punishment and
imprisonment.14 As time progressed, more British-owned plantations were established
in Trinidad, and their slaves had to endure similar afflictions.
The enslaved retaliated by continuing their respective cultural activities and by
undermining the interests of the plantation owners. For instance, they continued to
practice the unsanctioned religious rituals of Obeah: a West African-derived belief
system involving spirits from the afterlife, deities from various West African religious
pantheons, and the mystical and pharmaceutical use of herbs and other symbolic
materials. Obeah men and women were very influential in the slave quarters, and were
often implicated in poisoning their masters.15 Enslaved Africans also established secret
societies called convois, whose leaders held titles such as kings, queens, princes,

Gertrude Carmichael, History of the West Indian Islands of Trinidad and Tobago (London: Redman, 1961), 37983.
14 Bridget Brereton, A History of Modern Trinidad, p 47-48.
15 L. H. Fraser, History of Trinidad, 225.
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dauphins and dauphines. The convois held ceremonial feasts, maintained their own
judicial systems, and performed mock communion services.16
Despite the shift in their political and social standing, the French community in
Trinidad was nonetheless able to make a smooth transition, both socially and culturally.
The colony remained predominantly Roman Catholic, so the French were not forced to
practice religious and secular traditions vastly different from the ones to which they
were accustomed. One such tradition was the Pre-Lenten Carnival, which the English
also celebrated.17 Traditionally, aspects of folk culture like Carnival festivities and comic
shows in the marketplace were an important part of Europe’s cultural and social fabric.18
The humorous and the carnivalesque were manifested in the comic antics of clowns,
fools, giants, dwarfs and jugglers, with peasants dressed as royalty and the bourgeois
dressed as servants and other members of the proletariat.
In keeping with the topsy-turvy parameters that Carnival offered, but in the
context of a New World plantocracy, the pre-Lenten festivities that the French celebrated
in Trinidad were bound to be significantly different. Carnival in Europe involved the
suspension of the social hierarchies, thus moving towards changes in human relations.

Ibid., 269.
The British also celebrated Christmas with as much enthusiasm. For a detailed description of their
festivities, see Andrew Pearse, “Carnival in Nineteenth Century Trinidad.” Caribbean Quarterly 4, nos. 3 & 4
(March-June 1956): 175-193, and Errol Hill, The Trinidad Carnival: Mandate for a National Theatre (Austin:
University of Texas Press, 1972), 11.
18 Mikhail Bakhtin, Rabelais and his World, transl. Helene Iswolsky (Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
1984), 4.
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In the New World, the plantation economy called for the creation of a social hierarchy
that placed one cultural and racial group over the others so that a certain power
relationship could be maintained. Despite the strained relations in Trinidad between the
two major European powers (especially before 1826 when the French finally gained
important rights and privileges), Carnival provided all whites with a means to assert
their social, cultural and political influence, including the satirizing and mockery of
enslaved Africans.19
One of the ways in which the European settlers demonstrated this was by
assuming the roles of the enslaved in the masquerades. In their elaborate balls every
Carnival season, elite men adopted the characters of negres de jardin (field blacks), while
elite women performed in the roles of mulatresses (mulatto women).20 A contemporary
writer described the practices of the elite in their festivities:
The favourite costumes of our mothers and grandmothers was the graceful and
costly one of the mulatresse of the time; whilst gentlemen adopted that of the
negres de jardin, or in creole negre jardin or field labourer. In that costume, the
gentlemen often figured in the bamboola, in the giouba and the calinda. These
pretended negres de jardin were wont to unite in bands, representing the camps

Hollis Liverpool provides a detailed analysis and critique of the predominant scholarship that
states that despite the fact that the Europeans and Africans existed in opposition to each other
since slavery, Carnival celebrations reflected more harmonious relations between the two groups.
See Hollis Liverpool, Rituals of Power and Rebellion: the Carnival Tradition in Trinidad and Tobago,
1763-1962. (Chicago, IL; Trinidad and Tobago: Research Associated School Times; Frontline
Distribution, 2001), 130-1.
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Carnival, Canboulay and Calypso: Traditions in the Making. (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1996), 21; Hollis Liverpool. Rituals of Power and Rebellion: the Carnival Tradition in Trinidad and Tobago,
1763-1962. (Chicago, IL; Trinidad and Tobago: Research Associated School Times; Frontline Distribution,
2001), 128.
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of various estates, and with torches and drums to represent what actually did
take place on the estates when a fire occurred in a plantation.21

One of the aforementioned dances, the calinda (or kalinda), was a combination of songs
and dances that incorporated ritualized stick fighting.22 Lynne Emery explains the
dance as “one or more couples encircled by a singing, clapping ring; the movement of a
couple consisted of a rather shuffling advance and retreat, with most of the movement
originating in the hips.”23 In this role reversal, elites took to the streets enacting other
slave personas and practices:
Canboulay was played…during slavery by many members of the middle and in
some cases the upper classes: that it was intended to ‘take off’ slave life on a
plantation, and hence the driver with a whip pretending to drive the people
before him to extinguish a night-fire in the cane-piece, the slaves tramping in
time and singing a rude refrain, to a small Negro-drum and carrying torches to
light their way along the road.24

The Cannes Bruleés (French for canes burning or Canboulay, its creole derivative), that the
elites were emulating was a task enslaved Africans performed whenever a fire broke out
on the plantation.25 L. M. Fraser gives his account of how this custom started:
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Essentially, the Kalinda became a ceremony fashioned from both secular and religious
tendencies during which the sticks were blessed. Chantuelles (lead singers) sang kalinda songs,
impromptu songs accompanied by drums, along with the audience to encourage the stickFighters
in battle.
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In the days of slavery whenever fire broke out upon an Estate, the slaves on the
surrounding properties were immediately mustered and marched to the spot,
horns and shells were blown to collect them and the gangs were followed by the
drivers cracking their whips and urging with cries and blows to their work.26

The enslaved Africans bore the responsibility of maintaining the economic
prosperity of the planters, which was parodied in Canboulay by their oppressors.
Nonetheless, the enslaved also had opportunities to revel at Christmas, Easter, on
weekends, and in tandem with their French masters on the three days permitted for
Carnival. Much of the scholarship states that during Carnival’s early history in Trinidad
enslaved Africans were confined to their plantations.27 However, Hollis Liverpool
references the work of Fr. Anthony de Verteuil who, quoting an 1831 diary entry by
Friedrich Urich, a German national living in Trinidad, states:
Monday 14th Feb….We follow various masked Bands. The dances are usually
African dances, and the enthusiasm of the negroes and negresses amuse us very
much, for these dances are stupendous….Tuesday March 6th. I went to see the
masks. Nearly all were coloured people and a crowd of our acquaintances and
our Negro (slaves) had organized a funeral procession to mark the end of the
carnival.28

Ulrich’s memoir suggests that, enslaved Africans participated in Carnival festivities
throughout Trinidad. These performances offered the enslaved a chance to imitate the

L. M. Fraser, “History of Carnival,” Colonial Office Original Correspondence, Trinidad, (C.O.295), vol. 289,
Trinidad No. 6460, as quoted in Errol Hill, The Trinidad Carnival, 23.
27 See Hollis Liverpool, Rituals of Power and Rebellion, 151. Liverpool cites both Errol Hill and Michael
Anthony for drawing these conclusions.
28 As quoted in Fr. Anthony de Verteuil C.S.S, The Years of Revolt: Trinidad, 1881-1888 (Port of Spain: Paria
Publishing, 1984), 57.
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elites’ dress, actions, and dance: ritualized actions that implicitly served as a form of
ridicule.29 The enslaved Africans were not only engaged with the role reversals so
common in European Carnivals, but they were active participants in what Mikhail
Bakhtin termed “festive laughter.” Although it is universal in scope and directed at
everyone, “this laughter is ambivalent: it is gay, triumphant, and at the same time
mocking, deriding.”30
A painting by the Italian itinerant painter Agostino Brunias, entitled Negro Dance
in the Island of Dominica shows what the activities of the enslaved may have been like in
Trinidad, since the culture, language and politics of Dominica were comparable to what
one would have found in Trinidad during this period (Figure 3). Brunias, the personal
painter and draftsman of Dominica’s Governor William Young, accompanied Governor
Young on his travels throughout Dominica, St. Vincent and Tobago between 1764 and
1775, and produced a large group of paintings. In Negro Dance in the Island of Dominica
Brunias depicts elegantly dressed Africans, perhaps both free and enslaved, assembling
for a social dance. The focal point of the composition is the dancing couple in the center
who are surrounded by musicians and onlookers engaged in conversation. The tree

Cowley notes through his historical accounts that role reversals were common in the English-speaking
Caribbean (such as in the Junkanoo celebrations of Jamaica and the Bahamas) during the Christmas-New
Year season. However, this may have undoubtedly occurred during Carnival in Trinidad as well. See John
Cowley, Carnival, Canboulay and Calypso, 16-17, and Judith Bettelheim, “Jonkonnu and Other Christmas
Masquerades,” in John W. Nunley and Judith Bettelheim, eds., Caribbean Festival Arts: each and every bit of
difference (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1988), 39-83.
30 Mikhail Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World, 11-12.
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overhead draws the eye to the dancers, and hints at this British colony’s fertile grounds.
The painter represents an enslaved society that is orderly and luxuriating in creature
comforts, clearly not conveying the harsh realities of slavery and the complexities of a
plantocratic society. Brunias depicts his subjects as types rather than individuals
engaging in an activity that appears composed, but in reality were potentially
subversive. Portraying such a scene may have been the artist’s way of reflecting in his
work the desire of the British crown to have civilized colonial societies. At the same
time, representing his subjects as idealized people wearing stylish clothing may have
been Brunias’s way of “showing sympathy for his subjects’ yearning to establish
autonomy through their attire.”31
Amidst the plantocracy in which one class and race of people prospered from the
forced labor of another group (along with the conflicts and tensions that arose from this
system), the new culture that was being created, to which all the racial groups
contributed, could be described as Creole. The cultural model that typified Trinidad at
this historical moment has been reflected in the writings of numerous scholars.
Anthropoligist M. G. Smith defines Creole society as comprising “native West Indians of
European, African, or mixed descent.” “The Creole society and culture,” states Smith

Tim Barringer, Gillian Forrester, and Barbaro Martinez-Ruiz (eds.), Art and Emancipation in Jamaica: Isaac
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“derive from Europe and Africa.”32 Smith’s analysis was largely dominant until 1971,
when historian and cultural critic Edward Kamau Brathwaite formulated a definition of
Creole society in Jamaica that moved beyond Smith’s concept of two fused cultures. For
Brathwaite, the peoples of Britain and Africa “contributed to the formation of a society
which developed its own distinctive character or culture which, in so far as it was
neither purely British nor West African, is called ‘creole.’”33 Brathwaite continued his
examination of the concept when he coined the term “creolization,” which he saw as
having two aspects, namely:
ac/culturation, which is the yoking (by force and example, deriving from
power/prestige) of one culture to another (in this case the enslaved/African to the
European); and inter/culturation, which is an unplanned, unstructured but
osmotic relationship proceeding from this yoke. The creolization which results
(and it is a process not product) becomes the tentative cultural norm of the
society.”34

The latter definition considers the context from which the cultural model is derived, and
acknowledges the inevitability of its constant transformations. At the same time, some
scholars have critiqued Brathwaite’s concept of creolization for, among other things,
being an ambiguous one that sees the two cultures as defined in relation to, and not in
existence with, one another (which takes into consideration social conflict), and for being
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oriented in Afrocentrism by not acknowledging that many people of color were drawn
to European culture.35 Certainly, all of the aforementioned should be considered when
analyzing a European festival as performed in a colonial plantocracy. The Carnival
practices of both the enslaved and the elites reflected the complexity and multi-layered
nature so endemic in Brathwaite’s idea of creolization.
Carnival provided enslaved Africans with a platform for the expression of
disgust over their predicament while simultaneously allowing them to retain certain
cultural practices. Their masters recognized the crucial role that the festival served for
the Africans, and responded with harsh laws and regulations. The enslaved were
allotted a special time and space to masquerade, but they were also required to obtain
permission to dance from their masters. In 1810 an order of the Cabildo banned the stick
fighting, and Ordinance No. 4 of 1835 stated that masking, drumming, and the playing
of the gong, banjee, and chac chac were all prohibited before 5 a.m. and after 8 pm.36
The enslaved nonetheless kept their traditions alive. The abolition of the slave
trade in 1807 significanyly cut the supply of fresh labor from sub-Saharan Africa, which
also attenuated the cultural continuity between Trinidad and Africa. Still, planters
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found ways to manipulate the system and brought Africans to the Caribbean as
indentured laborers.37 This became a full-fledged project after the abolition of slavery in
1838.38 Members of these African-descended communities continued to introduce other
elements of West African masquerade traditions into Carnival amidst great opposition
from the colonial authorities.
Scholars such as historian Eric Williams have argued that the antislavery
movement was catalysed by the shift in the British economy from a feudal system to an
industrial one.39 But the efforts of the enslaved to undermine the economic and social
interests of the plantation owners should not be overlooked. Throughout the Caribbean,
slaves bargained with their owners for more rights and privileges, and when their hardwon gains were encroached upon, the enslaved retaliated.40 Three major slave rebellions
also played significant roles in the passing of the Emancipation Act of 1833 (Barbados in
1816, Guyana in 1823, and in Jamaica in 1831-32).41

2.2 The Post-Emancipation Moment
With the ending of African slavery, many planters felt their prosperity was in
danger, and envisioned a post-Emancipation society descending into chaos and
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mayhem.42 In an effort to compensate for the loss of free labor on the plantations, the
British authorities began to import Chinese workers as early as 1806.43 By the late
nineteenth-century there were just over 2,500 Chinese immigrants in Trinidad.44
However, because these men were generally tradesmen rather than farmworkers, they
tended to leave the plantations, eventually to establish their own shops.45 Authorities
then set their hopes on the Portuguese peasants of Madeira, Fayal and the Azores
Islands, off the coast of Africa. About 41,000 Portuguese were brought in to work on
plantations in British Guiana, Jamaica, Trinidad, St. Vincent and Grenada.46 This
experiment also failed, due to the Portuguese having little expertise in sugar cane
cultivation, and their high mortality in the humid swamps and lowlands of the
Caribbean.47 After these failed attempts, India became the next source of cheap
immigrant labor. The first Indian indentured workers came to Trinidad in 1842, and by
1916 nearly 30,000 of them had arrived to work on the rural plantations.48 While the East
Indians were able to maintain their social and cultural practices on the estates, the
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conditions in which they worked were comparable to what enslaved Africans endured
during slavery.49
Former slaves sought ways of surviving in a social structure that did not provide
any mechanisms to support their transition to freedom. Members of the elite, including
the already free black and colored middle class, opposed the entry of women into the
workforce. Still, formerly enslaved men and women sought out employment in order to
survive.50 Baptist missionaries were integral in the introduction of new gender
ideologies among the black working poor, and this was part of an effort to reorganize
their post-emancipation existence socially, economically and politically.51 Black men,
they argued, should serve as productive and responsible Christians who contributed to
society and provided for their families, while black women, now freed from the burden
of being the sexual property of the plantation owner, should be loyal wives who
remained dependent on their husbands.52 Many of the African-descended masses
squatted on land owned by the Crown or privately, or founded settlements on the
outskirts of plantations; such villages numbering over five thousand by 1846.53 Others
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succumbed to the efforts of the planters to make them into semi-serfs, tied to the estates
through arrangements that obliged them to work for minimal wages.54
The formerly enslaved Africans who migrated to urban areas were greeted by
extreme poverty. Employment opportunities were scarce due to the arrival of
immigrants from other colonies in the region and from other continents. At least nine
thousand Africans had come to Trinidad as indentured labourers by 1867.55 About ten
thousand migrants from other colonies in the West Indies arrived between 1839 and
1849.56 All of these people flocked to Port of Spain, the urban centre of Trinidad, hoping
to find work.
This social predicament became the fodder for the Carnival masquerades of the
formerly enslaved, who could now take full advantage of the public sphere. The
African-descended masses of Trinidad now practiced Cannes Brulees, (formerly a
masquerade exclusively performed by the white elite). But unlike the white elite, the
African descended masses performed Cannes Brulees annually on August 1, the day of
emancipation. L. M. Fraser described the ritual:
After Emancipation the negroes began to represent this scene as a kind of
commemoration of the change in their condition, and the procession of the
“cannes brulees” used to take place on the night of the 1st of August, the date of
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their emancipation … After a time the day was changed and for many years past
the Carnival days have been inaugurated by the “cannes bruless.”57

While there is hardly any evidence to suggest that this annual celebration of
Emancipation continued with any regularity after the 1830s, there is one account given
by a Dominican priest, Father Bertrand Cothonay, who described the Emancipation
celebration as beginning with a daybreak mass, and lasting for three days.58 The scarcity
of these celebrations most likely resulted from efforts to abolish them, which the priest
attempted to reinforce in his parish but with little success.59
As mentioned earlier, the elite would imitate the dress, songs and movements
the formerly enslaved Africans did while they extinguished plantation fires. However,
enslaved Africans would deliberately set fires on the cane fields as a means of collective
yet implicit resistance.60 It seems that their Cannes Brulees rituals offered a way for the
enslaved to assert their influence on the prosperity of the planter class. 61 One can thus
conclude that it was the African masses who first practiced the ritual of Cannes Brulees.
Such a commemoration on August 1 held much significance as the formerly enslaved
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Africans could recollect not only the horror of slavery, but their capacity to out
maneuver the plantocracy.
When the musical, theatrical, and dance performances associated with Cannes
Brulees (or Canboulay) were only allowed during Carnival and not on the day the
formerly enslaved celebrated their emancipation (August 1), the commemoration of
slavery still had not lost its significance.62 Charles Day, an English visitor who
chronicled his Caribbean travels, gave a detailed account of the Carnival he witnessed in
Trinidad in 1848:
Every negro, male and female, wore a white flesh-coloured mask, their woolly
hair carefully concealed by handkerchiefs; this, contrasted with the black bosom
and arms, was droll in the extreme. The ladies who aimed at the superior
civilisation of shoes and stockings, invariably clothed their pedal extremities in
pink silk stockings and blue, white and yellow kid shoes, sandaled up their
sturdy legs. For the men the predominating character was Pulinchinello; every
second negro, at least, aimed at playing the continental Jack-pudding. Pirates too
were very common, dressed in Guernsey frocks, full scarlet trousers, and red
woollen cap, with wooden pistols for arms. From the utter want of spirit, and
sneaking deportment of these bold corsairs, I presumed them to have come from
the Pacific. Turks also there were, and one Highlander, a most ludicrous
caricature of the Gael…. The best embodiments were the Indians of South
America, daubed with red ochre; personified by the Spanish peons from the
Main, themselves half-Indian, as testified by their exquisitely small feet and
hands. Many of these had red Indian quivers and bows….I noticed that
whenever a black mask appeared, it was sure to be a white man.63

The masquerades of Pirates, Turks, and the Highlander as well as the Pulinchinellos
speak to a certain resistance underpinning each of them. The pirates and Turks were
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probably seen as seditious given their disparaging status in European societies, the
Highlander represents a person from the Gael ethno-linguistic group from Ireland who
was also maligned in British society, while the Pulinchinellos was a trickster-type
character found in British traditional masquerades.64 Slavery had been abolished a mere
decade prior to this moment and an air of insurgence may have surrounded the diverse
groups of people that crowded the streets. Given the spontaneous nature of the festival
that is set in a public space, it is safe to say that Trinidad Carnival in the mid-nineteenth
century was very open in its potential for expressive, corporeal exchanges between men
and women of different racial, economic, social, religious and political backgrounds.
Day also described groups of black women dressed in bodices of the same
colour, and there were also young girls dressed in á la jupe, the attire of the black women
from Martinique and Guadeloupe who introduced it to Trinidad in the late eighteenth
century through their drum dances.65 Based on the early-eighteenth-century French
woman’s open gown which included an open skirt that revealed an underskirt, á la jupe
or chemisette et jupe differed as it included a detached skirt and bodice, with the hem of
the full floor-length skirt draped, slightly rolled and tucked into the waist that effected
folds while simultaneously revealing a decorated underskirt; the look was completed
with a large scarf draped around the neck and shoulders, a turban decorated with
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brooches on the head along with earrings, bracelets, and necklaces. The overall
presentation created a powerful effect since a major part of the dress aesthetic involved
juxtaposing highly contrasted fabric of varying colors and designs. Also, the colors
women wore were determined by their skin complexions that, along with the extensive
application of jewellery, created a dynamic visual effect. The women who dressed á la
jupe throughout the Francophone Caribbean attempted to assert themselves culturally
and politically through bourgois-like attire, and, in Trinidad Carnival, they created an
alternative social order.66
The social and cultural tensions that existed between the French and English elite
echoed in the clashes that erupted amongst the English- and French-speaking
masquerade Bands of the black working class.67 The language-based divide was a
consequence of the presence of immigrants from the English-speaking Eastern
Caribbean colonies, most of them Barbadians who were escaping low wages, scarcity of
land, and planter oppression.68 Many of these immigrants held low-paying jobs (like
plantation laborers, hunters, fishermen, artisans, domestic servants, and longshoremen),
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while some fell into the trap of being squatters, vagrants and criminals.69 But more
important regarding the tension among the black working class was that the West
Indian immigrants all spoke English and most of the Barbadians were literate, as
opposed to the black natives of Trinidad who mostly spoke French patois.70
Undoubtedly, the Carnival of the black masses ultimately became one of
territorialism between competing groups, which resulted in brutal clashes between
bands.71 Their interactions replicated the frustrating and dire way of life many of them
faced in Port of Spain. They resided in barrack ranges that lay behind the frontage of
each city street but were still hidden from passersby. As seen in Jackie Hinkson’s
drawing of improverished communities in east Port-of-Spain, the barrack ranges
consisted of long sheds built against a back wall, and divided by wooden partitions into
six, eight, ten or more rooms of approximately twelve feet square (Figure 4).72 There was
one tap per range that was used for bathing and laundrying, while relieving oneself was
limited to one cesspit surmounted by a wooden hut. Sometimes up to seven people
lived in each room. Despite the high demand for these lodgings, the owners made no
efforts to improve these dwellings.
By the middle of the nineteenth century, the term jametre (from the French word
diametre) became the descriptor for this class of people. Diametre here refers to the
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imaginary line that divided society into two dichotomous fractions, namely the
respectable and the criminal.73 Some scholars have interpreted diametre to mean a class
of people who fall below the limits of decorum (i.e., the underworld).74 Undoubtedly,
members of this class were marked so that they were easily identified and demarcated to
accord with the geopolitical and social strata reserved for them in society. Since they
predominated among Carnival participants, the festival soon became associated with
them and, henceforth was referred to as the Jametre or Jamette Carnival.
Jametre Carnival was for the most part very noisy and consisted of a violent
Canboulay, lewdness in costume, gesture, and song lyrics, transvestism by women and
men, and stick fighting contests.75 The jametre class was characterized by the shameless
actions of the stickmen, prostitutes, pimps, and ‘bad johns’.76 While stick fighting
involved only men, the presence of women in the yards made it possible for them to
learn the art as well.77 Although women may not have fought with one another in the
same spaces that men engaged in kalinda (also referred to as stick fighting), women’s
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main battlegrounds were the streets. These confrontations occurred more frequently
during Carnival when they masqueraded in women-only bands.78
Martiniquan scholar Edouard Glissant acknowledges two important forms of
resistance that have shaped Caribbean culture:
…the camouflaged escape of the Carnival, which I feel constitutes a desperate
way out of the confining world of the plantation, and the armed flight of
marronnage [settlements that fugitive slaves established in mountains and
forests throughout the Caribbean], which is the most widespread act of defiance
in that area of civilization that concerns us.79

Like their counterparts in other slave societies in the Americas who settled in
clandestine maroon communities, formerly enslaved Africans in the Caribbean created
alternative institutions that went against European forms of civility and society
formation. Carnival as an institution of resistance, therefore, allowed for very contested
exchanges between the members of the underclass and the authorities, culminating in
the Canboulay riots of 1881 when underclass masqueraders and stick fighters fought with
police officers.80 The authorities were defeated, but there was still a slow and steady
repression of the Carnival masquerades.
East Indians also recognized ritual’s potential for critically speaking of their
situation. Like the Africans, they sought refuge and resistance through ritual. In this
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case, it was in their annual Hosein celebrations, the festival commemorating the death of
the Prophet Mohammed’s two grandsons. After the repressive measures authorities
imposed on Canboulay in 1882, many of the black masses connected with their defiant
Indian counterparts who were disgruntled over similar restrictions being imposed on
Hosein.81 During the 1884 commemoration, colonial authorities’ attempts to suppress it
resulted in a massacre of participants.82 The Hosein festival, much like Canboulay,
included parading of various groups who carried torches and hakka sticks.83 Despite its
Muslim origins, Hindus also participated, speaking to the value of the festival to the
Indian community at large. The government came to believe that curbing the
celebrations of Hosein was necessary in order to avoid the sorts of disturbances linked to
the Canboulay riots. Also, the importance placed on separating the Africans and the East
Indians (through laws specifying that indentured laborers limit their religious festivities
to the plantations) reflected the fear of the two groups joining forces.84
Indentureship proved to be another way the planters ensured that supposedly
“free” labor was still dependent on the plantation system. The colonial government
stipulated that the East Indians would stay for an allotted period and then be given
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funds to return to India. Authorities believed that a new labor force would create a level
of competition between the recently freed Africans and the East Indian indentured
laborers and, thereby, improve the moral character of blacks.85 Still, the system of
indentured labor proved to be just as gruesome as slavery with severe working
conditions and horrendous living quarters.86 Nonetheless, the East Indians were
allowed to maintain their cultural practices and familial and communal networks. In an
effort to save money, authorities reneged on the promise to return these laborers to their
homeland, and, instead, offered them plots of land.87 This policy stirred up more
conflicts and tainted the relationship between the two racial groups in Trinidad,
particularly since African-descended men and women received no such compensation
after slavery. Also, the former slaves along with the middle and upper classes perceived
the East Indians as outsiders because of the latter’s unfamiliar cultural and religious
practices. It would not be until the early to mid-twentieth century that East Indians
gained any social and political leverage.88
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In the years after 1881, the government took systematic steps to exert greater
control over Carnival proceedings, especially lewd dances and songs. Many felt that
migrants from the other Caribbean islands (who brought their customs to Trinidad)
should be blamed for the island’s social difficulties. Among the perceived cultural
incursions from abroad were the Creole dances of the French islands and the indecent
Quelbe songs and dances of Curacao: controversial importations that were thought to
encourage the obscene “winin’” style in Carnival dancing.89 To control these new
tendencies, the Summary Convictions Ordinance, No. 11 of 1883, made the owner of any
yard that had singing and dancing accompanied by the drum, chac-chac, or any other
instrument liable to a huge fine.90 The following year the Peace Preservation Ordinance,
No. 1 of 1884, stated that the lighting of any torch, the beating of any drum, the blowing
of any horn or other instrument, and the carrying of ten or more sticks at once were
strictly prohibited.91 Nonetheless, retaliations erupted that same year in the form of
Canboulays in towns like Couva and Princes Town.
Once it became impossible for stick bands to use drums, other means of
percussion were invented. With tamboo-bamboo, drummers and even stick fighters
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started to beat bamboo of different heights to create varying tones.92 For the next decade
the police force continued their efforts at trying to control the masses and repress
selected activities during Carnival. In 1886 the police aggressively suppressed
transvestism, as well as “immorality and obscenity whether in dress, speech or song.”93
Notices published in newspapers spelled out the practices that were seen as
inappropriate and the consequences of these actions, heeding the ideals of decorum.94
Of course, these measures were not always effective since the police could not keep track
of the many bands masquerading in different locations throughout Port of Spain, as well
as those in towns and villages. There was even a predominance of pisse-en-lit, a
masquerade consisting of mostly female participants dressed in nightgowns who held
red-stained white cloths.95 Therefore, transvestism, pisse-en-lit costumes, and the singing
of Guinea songs were present in Carnival proceedings despite newspapers (the
mouthpiece of the elite) never hesitating to express their disgust with these activities.96
All of these policing measures speak to the history of the elite’s socio-political
motivation to simultaneously reject a derogated lower classes while possessing a deep-
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seated and suppressed desire for them; the elite’s incessant and obsessive scrutiny of the
working class’ activities indicates a fascination that fed the dominant culture’s
imaginary.97 The subalterns’ physicality and verbal banter during Carnival symbolized
everything grotesque and marginal, as well as sexual, thus defining through opposition
the classical body idealized by the middle class.98 This system of demarcation separating
varying bodies was mapped onto the city as a whole, dividing uptown and downtown
according to class identity.99
By the 1890s, the undesired jametre component began to be eased out of Carnival.
One Port of Spain Gazette contributor in 1894 writes approvingly of the long-awaited
prohibition of the pisse-en-lit masquerade expressing their pleasure in knowing that “one
of the most objectionable features of the masquerade will be prohibited this year –
namely, the disgusting spectacle of women appearing in the streets as ‘pisse-en-lit.’”100
At this time, the ‘Social Unions’ began to appear in the celebrations, bringing to Carnival
a middle-class aesthetic by using “pretty” materials to create costumes of a more
European style.101 A famous print of 1888, however, provides us with an impression of
what Carnival may have been like preceding the eventual suppression of the jametre
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class (Figure 5). During the winter of 1887 and 1888, the Illustrated London News assigned
the artist Melton Prior to visit some of the colonies in the southern Caribbean and draw
interpretations of his experiences there. He visited Trinidad during Carnival on
February 13 and 14, 1888. The energy captured in the image entitled Carnival on Frederick
Street, Port of Spain is concentrated in the foreground, where revelers mostly of African
descent are dancing on the congested main thoroughfare of Port of Spain. The lively
musical accompaniment most likely consisted of a fiddle, banjo, and perhaps the then
illegal percussive chac chac and bongo drum. The accompanying text for the image
notes that the attire and behavior of people formerly referred to as the jametre class “on
this occasion, in former years, caused a certain degree of scandal”.102 The drawing
portrays people in impressive costumes celebrating in a rather elegant fashion.
However, one should leave room for the artist’s subjectivity in this composition, which
almost mirrors a European Carnival of sorts.
Still, Prior depicts costumes typical of the period such as jab jab, pierrots, and
baby dolls, along with “wild Indian” costumes of South America and East Indian as well
as Persian costumes. Most of the masqueraders are wearing white-faced masks;
probably the only type available in stores that may have imported them from Europe. In
contrast to these lively revelers are the stoic figures standing at the edges of the
composition on the streets and on banisters overlooking the crowd, wearing expressions
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that echo the disapproving sentiments expressed in the newspapers. Although the
Illustrated London News is careful to state that “there was nothing at Port of Spain to
shock the most fastidious sense of decorum,” history tells us that the local elite still felt
that the costumes and behaviour of the masses were embarrassing and inappropriate.

2.3 A New Type of Mas’: The Institutionalization of Carnival
By the closing of the nineteenth century, it was the intention of the colonial
authorities to create loyal colonial subjects out of the underclass. One way was by
promoting marriage as an inherent part of the family structure among the working class.
The opinions of the elite and the black middle class paralleled with those of the
authorities. East Indian indentured laborers attempted to continue practicing their
cultural norms, especially traditional gender roles that were framed within the
institution of marriage.103 Yet a shortage of Indian women during the indentureship
period disrupted these efforts.104 And women of African descent often chose economic
autonomy and personal freedom, as marriage didn’t always guarantee economic
stability.105 Likewise, Indian women went against tradition by blatantly challenging the
notion of monogamy, choosing their own husbands and leaving one for another when it
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was convenient, impelling their male counterparts to salvage a ruptured patriarchy and
re-establish old gender power relations once indentureship ended.106 Of course, these
traditions of their mother country paralleled sanctioned Victorian principles.
These conventions of respectability seeped into the Carnival festivities. With the
dwindling of Canboulay came the growth and overall acceptance of Jour Ouvert
(“Opening Day” or Jouvay, its creole derivative), a masquerade of people dressed in old
clothing or as folkloric characters.107 By the dawn of the twentieth century, Jour Ouvert
became the accepted ritual to start Carnival celebrations.108 During Carnival Monday
and Tuesday, fancy bands continued to make their mark, triggering structural and
aesthetic changes in Carnival. They were mostly fashioned after artillery bands whose
costumes replicated soldiers’ uniforms and gestures.109 According to John Cowley, the
“regalia and elected hierarchy” of social unions were a consequence of creolisation, a
continuation of European nomenclature that had existed in dance societies since
slavery.110 Errol Hill notes that the Kings and Queens of the social unions were the most
resplendently costumed figures during these occasions. On the night before Carnival
officially began, these groups held their annual drum dances during which the King was
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crowned.111 At the same time, while the titles may be European in derivation, the
practice can also be seen as a feature of the African hierarchical system prevalent in
convois.112 Licensed drum dances eventually gave way to dances accompanied by string
bands (consisting of a fiddler, violinist, guitarist, and box base player, in addition to the
player of the quarto, or four-stringed guitar) situated in what were called “tents,” and
this became the model after which fancy bands would structure their procession.113
Members’ contributions paid for the making of costumes, and other expenses were often
covered by donations from the French Creole elite. The fancy band danced to music
written mostly in French patois by their chantuelle (singer) and the crowd responded
with the chorus.
All of these developments in Trinidad Carnival were hindered in 1903 with the
Water Riots, which irrevocably changed the festival’s tone.114 Any chance of
maintaining a relationship of compromise between the working class and the authorities
collapsed. The jametre class, with the stick fights, pelting of bottles and stones and their
tamboo-bamboo emerged in parts of Port of Spain less frequented by police. The new
commissioner of police now had the task of keeping the negre jardins (now a popular
Carnival character) of the jametre class at bay so that the elite could feel safe during
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Carnival. The enduring presence of the negre jardin character in the festival seemed to
reveal the socio-economic disparities so prevalent in the colony. Other characters seen
during this period that reflected changes in the social and cultural climate included
clowns, a giant-headed individual, court luminaries, soldiers, and a group of men
dressed like “Yankee sailors,” probably reflecting the recent visit of a United States
Pacific fleet.115
Despite the inequities the black working class suffered, a growing black and
mixed-race middle class was a notable development of the early twentieth century.116
Trinidad also welcomed immigrants from beyond the Caribbean region. The Lebanese
and Syrian migrants who started entering the colony at the dawn of the twentieth
century thrived as merchants along with the Portuguese, while European immigrants
came to Trinidad in smaller numbers to work in administrative positions.117 Meanwhile,
a class of low-wage agro-proletariats of African descent worked in the fields of a
thriving cocoa industry and lived in extreme poverty along with their Indian
counterparts from the sugar-cane plantations.118 In the second half of the nineteenth
century Trinidad had begun to acquire the trappings of a modern capitalist state; there
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was remarkable growth in a diverse array of commercial ventures that included
shipping agents, insurance and commission agents, oilfields and their suppliers,
hardware suppliers, and, food and drug importers. By 1897, petroleum had been
discovered, and with the help of large-scale foreign investment, the oil industry
flourished, employing thousands of workers, both men and women.119 Despite the
flourishing of these various enterprises in the first two decades of the twentieth century,
workers did not receive adequate wages or have decent working conditions. As a result,
by the 1920s members of the lower and middle classes came together to form workers’
organizations and political parties that agitated against antidemocratic colonial
policies.120
The motivation for such action may have derived from the experience some
Trinidadian men had in Britain as part of the British West Indian Regiment during
World War I.121 Once in Europe they experienced discrimination, forced to do degrading
tasks like cleaning latrines and washing linens, and given segregated and inferior
canteens, hospitals, and cinemas.122 Upon learning of the social and economic plight of
other West Indian soldiers, they collectively formed a secret Caribbean league whose
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mission went beyond the social rights of the soldiers, to consider the political future of
the West Indies.123 Upon their return home, the former soldiers mobilized to fight for
social and economic rights. Uriah Butler, a Grenadian immigrant, and “Captain” A. A.
Cipriani, a French Creole who fought in the Regiment, became very active in leading the
disenfranchised masses into activism in Trinidad. The Italo-Ethiopian War of 1935 and
the subsequent Ethiopianism movement that thrived throughout the African Diaspora
catalysed their efforts.124 This new political assertiveness was echoed in the Carnival,
inspiring the creation of memorable calypsos and costumed bands that further reflected
and commented on social and economic disparities.
With such a noticeable bifurcation in the socio-economic realm, it is no surprise
that an aesthetic division became more and more evident in the Carnival. Two costume
aesthetics ultimately became associated with Trinidad Carnival: pretty mas’, the aesthetic
associated historically with European culture and/or the upper class; and Monday mas’ or
old mas’, usually associated with the mostly African-descended working-class, with its
aesthetic roots being attributed to African cultures. The pretty mas’ aesthetic often
consisted of elaborate costumes mostly based on Greek mythology or aspects of
European culture and history. More of these types of costumes appeared in the Social
Union Bands of the 1890s, thus demonstrating the willingness of the black working class
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members to incorporate European notions of beauty into the color, form, texture, and
structure of costumes.125 Further incentive to Europeanize was offered by merchants
who, realizing the commercial potential of Carnival, encouraged costumed bands to
advertise goods for them and offered prizes for the best costumed band, which sought to
encourage a more Eurocentric approach to costume design.126 Having members pay a
contribution that would go into the production of costumes was another way in which
capitalism began to manifest in the festival. Members of the middle and upper class
masqueraded on large lorries along with musicians that included fiddlers, guitar
players, and drummers.127 These costumed bands were commonly considered
aesthetically superior.
The terms old mas’ or Monday mas’ pertained to a rag-tag costume aesthetic
prevalent during the official beginning of the parade of the bands in the early hours of
Carnival Monday (or Jouvay), in addition to the depictions of Red Indians, the Bat, Dame
Lorraine, just to name a few.128 People of the poorer classes developed the aesthetic for
Jouvay by creating costumes from found objects.129 Although it started off as a
masquerade in which folkloric characters and jumbies (spirits) were depicted, Jouvay
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soon evolved into any costume that satirically commented on the social or political
situation.130 The masquerade also involves covering the body with mud or dark oil, and
the use of ad hoc percussive instruments (Figure 6). Jouvay provides an opportunity for
the masses to assemble and continue a tradition that started in the nineteenth century
where issues of power, class, race, and gender were constantly negotiated. It was the
French elite who started this tradition of revelers clad in impromptu costumes that also
included raiding private homes.131 When the practice of Canboulay was abolished, the
creation of ad hoc costumes became an acceptable replacement for the official start of
Carnival. It is worth noting (with the portrayal of folkloric characters and the covering
of the body in mud or oil in Jouvay) the political, racial and social implications of rooting
this practice in Afrocentricity.
These two costume aesthetics continue to structure the hierarchy of artistic and
creative merit in Trinidad Carnival. The establishment of such a dichotomy contributed
to the existence of two simultaneous celebrations of Carnival: the Carnival of the elite,
and the Carnival of the masses. All of the events associated with Carnival, i.e. the soon
to be established Jaycees Carnival Queen, the Calypso King, the sailor mas’ tradition, and
steel band competitions, would find their appropriate place on either side of the
demarcating line. There has always been an exchange of ideas occurring between the
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groups and their respective aesthetics. At the same time, the confines of race and class
have always maintained the differentiation of the two aesthetics. However, it is the
pretty mas’ aesthetic that has been the most heavily promoted by the authorities.
After World War I, the major newspapers of colonial Trinidad, the Argos (which
had a large black readership), the Port of Spain Gazette (the mouthpiece of the elite), and
the Trinidad Guardian, felt compelled to carry the banner for an improved Carnival in
Trinidad, though with conflicting agendas. The involvement of these newspapers began
in 1918 when Carnival proceedings for that year were cancelled, due to the war.132 As
far as the Argos was concerned, the Port of Spain Gazette was instrumental in this
outcome. In expressing the newspaper’s adamant displeasure about the cancellation, a
writer for the Argos exclaimed:
The Carnival would be abolished by some persons altogether, if they had the
power to do so. We are of a different opinion because it is a custom that has been
too well gratified on to this community of ours to be cut off without creating
considerable resentment in the public mind…. What refined people object to are
the display of wantonness in the streets which we admit is very prevalent during
masquerade days and the readiness of the young men of the upper, middle and
lower classes to take advantage of the license given them. As regards to the
singing, one can hardly expect anything else from untrained and uncultured
voices – and when the spirit of King Carnival takes possession of people of little
refinement it must find utterance and expression in vulgarities which grate on
the sensibilities of other people.133
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The writer pointed out that both France and Italy continued Carnival celebrations
despite the war, and asked why Trinidad, being thousands of miles away from the
conflict in Europe, should cancel the festival.134
Nonetheless, the Argos eventually surfaced as an ambitious entity with
enterprising ideas for the Carnival of 1919 that were reflective of not only the working
class but also the growing black middle class. Like their adversaries at the Port of Spain
Gazette and the Trinidad Guardian, the editors of the Argos supported the restraint of
nonconformist revelers and promoted the use of uniform, colorful and expensively
produced costumes.135 With the war behind them, it was the Argos and the Trinidad
Guardian newspapers that set about pursuing their own agendas for Carnival
competitions. The Argos wanted to keep the same venue for Carnival in downtown Port
of Spain – around which the neighborhoods and slums of the working class lived – and
remained on the cusp between maintaining traditional masquerade and the “improved”
aesthetic of which it spoke.136 On the opposing side, a suggestion was made to the
Governor, Sir John Chancellor, that the festivities be transferred to the Queen’s Park
Savannah – which surrounded the upper class neighbourhoods of St. Anns, St. Clair,
Woodbrook and Maraval, and would later be the main venue for the parade of the
costumed bands – since Carnival could be restricted “to a particular area by which it
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could be easily and effectively controlled.”137 As Gordon Rohlehr explains, it was
important for the colonial authorities to not only alleviate their fear of another uprising
by having the celebrations strategically confined, but to also maintain a certain level of
rigidity in their authoritarianism against a politically ambitious black middle class.138
The Trinidad Guardian, the other upper class-aligned newspaper, was likewise
pleased with the Governor’s decision and created its own committee to organize
masquerading competitions. The Guardian’s focus was on having an “improved” and
well-dressed costume aesthetic that would reflect the “Continental model”.139 Although
more sympathetic to the black working class’s Carnival, the Argos mounted a successful
campaign in favor of a more elitist Carnival, sending out committee members to lecture
on how to improve Carnival behavior and recommending approved costumes that
included French peasants, Italian fishermen, Cinderellas, and Daisy Queens.140
In a picture from the 1920s of members of a French Creole family entitled Gypsies
of Tuscany played by members of the Vincentini family, we can get a sense of what was
seen as a “Continental” costume suitable for the elite (Figure 7). The two women and
one man wear costumes detailed with ribbons, sashes, bandanas, stockings, and laced
shoes that convey the popular imagery of gypsies. This masquerade is one that
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represents the down trodden and nomadic peoples of Europe, thus reflecting the
masqueraders’ knowledge of European culture and history. In order to achieve the
“continental” look, they probably hired a seamstress to make the costumes, while the
added accessories (like jewelry), were purchased in a store. This picture may have been
taken in their home before they ventured into the streets and boarded lorries for
revelling. By positioning themselves on lorries, they demonstrated to the people
revelling on foot their position of superiority, not only in everyday society, but also in
the context of Carnival, thereby re-instituting a measure of decorum back into the
festival.
If the attempts of the two newspapers were not enough, further reprobations
were provided in 1920 by a new ordinance, which forbade the portrayal of the diametre
and pisse-en-lit, in addition to the cross-dressing of men and women.141 Also, anyone
found guilty of indecent behavior was liable to a penalty of five pounds.142 Attempts by
the authorities to prohibit an entire class of people from reveling during Carnival could
not have been any more evident. Just as men were expected to dress and perform
appropriately, if women wanted to play mas’, it was imperative that they adhere to the
precepts of respectable femininity and portray the mandated characters permitted by
Carnival’s governing organization such as French peasants and Daisy Queens. The skirt
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was always considered the appropriate attire for women, so costumes such as these
were, in effect, stipulated. One costume that was prevalent among working class
women of African descent who chose to abide by the tenets of Victorianism was the
Bajan Cook (Figure 8). This masquerade was modelled after Barbadian women
immigrants who began residing in Trinidad with their male counterparts in the late
nineteenth century and who (because of English language skills) were employed as
domestics at a higher rate than Trinidadian women.143 Although working class
Trinidadians of African descent begrudged the presence of the Barbadians, the Bajan
Cook masquerade became a popular masquerade for Trinidadian women by the early
decades of the twentieth century. This masquerade did not necessarily promote a
demure womanhood, as both Trinidadian and Barbadian-born domestics formed a
pivotal part of the labor movement, creating an arm of the labor organizations that dealt
specifically with working conditions, fairer wages, etc.144
The labor movement instilled within the working class a strong sense of activism
that manifested in the development of trade unions, the budding Black Nationalism that
produced Garveyism, and in the radical journalism of such publications such as the
Beacon, the Negro World, and the previously discussed Argos newspaper.145 However, the
Seditious Publication Ordinance of 1920 forced these local publications to cease
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operation and prevented the Negro World newspaper from entering the island.146 In
addition, several union leaders were arrested, imprisoned, and deported. However, this
did not deter activism, and issues of economic instability and racial discrimination
catalyzed a tumultuous period for the labor movement as working class men and
women, led by Butler and Cipriani, rallied in protests.147 Amidst these circumstances,
the anti-colonialist movement was well under way, and the black middle class, inspired
by the political and cultural activism of the black masses, adopted creolization as a
legitimating discourse for both political power and cultural expressions.148
Despite these overtures toward black popular culture, many aspects of AfroTrinidadian culture were considered debased, as in the open female sexuality
manifested in Carnival events and elsewhere. What Deborah A. Thomas has asserted
about the development of cultural policy in Jamaica also occurred in Trinidad, since “by
selecting certain cultural practices (those of the post-emancipation rural peasantry), and
excluding others (those of the rapidly growing urban unemployed),” the desired
cultural representation for a sovereign Trinidad and Tobago was one that “reflected a
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vision of cultural ‘progress’ and ‘development’ that prioritised ‘respectability.’”149
Carnival, arguably, would be an important part of this development.
The elite continued their encroachment on the festival when, in 1927, Edgar
Gaston-Johnson, the mayor of Port of Spain, organized the ad-hoc Carnival
Improvement Committee (CIC), made up of local businessmen and professionals.150 Its
main purpose was to “clean up” the image of Carnival that was fast being recognized as
a cultural product that could be emblematic of Trinidad and appealing to foreigners.151
The presence of U.S. soldiers stationed at the American base on the island further
stimulated this desire for “improvement.”
With the institutionalization of Carnival came the financial and aesthetic
influence of the “colored” middle class over art forms like the kalinda songs of the
chantuelles. The codes of Victorian behaviour now penetrated the Carnival activities of
the jametre class, and the gender roles established within their cultural practices were
gradually reconstructed. One key area was in the genre of kalinda songs, which the
women of the jametre class innovatively developed. Soon, it transformed into a new
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musical form called calypso, performed and recorded by men of the working class.152
Now that Carnival was becoming more respectable, women were expected to avoid
public performance of any kind, particularly the bawdy songs characteristic of
kalinda.153 This repression, along with the legal and social restrictions placed on women,
was part of the colonial authority’s agenda to control female subjects.
Men now channelled their energy from stick fighting to singing calypsoes, and
the women who continued to defy the hegemonic order now did so with their bodies.
The jametre women showed their defiance through attire, deportment, and through their
interactions with men in the public sphere. They recognized how their bodies could be
used as a form of protest. Soon the term jametre became less associated with the men of
the jametre class and more with the women. As the twentieth century progressed,
society relegated jametre behaviour solely to the black working class woman who
behaved licentiously and/or dressed in a provocative manner. She inherently went
against the stipulated principles of social structure by which women were supposed to
live.
According to cultural anthropologist Peter J. Wilson, women in the Englishspeaking Caribbean had to adhere to standards of propriety, which required girls to
practice honesty, discretion, considerateness, premarital chastity, and, most importantly,
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Christianity.154 Married women were relegated to the home, had to devote complete
sexual faithfulness to their husbands and were expected to dedicate themselves to
reproduction.155 Alternatively, Wilson presents the early twentieth century Caribbean
man as being socialized to earn a reputation where, regardless of his economic standing
and social status, “he can take his place in society, and thereafter he may build it up to
create his own distinctive position,” with the minimal requirement being that he should
father children.156 In addition, Barbara Powrie aptly notes that middle class men also led
an exceptionally free existence. Since society and the church did not reserve for them
the same expectations they had for women, they could freely and promiscuously express
their sexual urges.157
Wilson’s analysis of gender politics of the lower class could be applied to any
West Indian colonial context; it is clear, however, that jamettes did not abide by this
principle of decency assigned to women. Cultural anthropologist Christine Barrow
writes that most Caribbean women were not marginalized in their respective societies,
and could not be restricted to the home, which adherence to the private/public
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dichotomy would have required of them.158 Furthermore, as Janet Momsen has
explained, in most cases Caribbean gender relations exist within a system of matrifocal
and matrilocal families, not to mention the reality that many Caribbean women have
had to be economically independent.159 Taking these factors into account, one could
argue that many West Indian women, especially jamettes, valued their bodily freedom,
their economic independence and their individual reputations over being respectable.
The notion of the licentious black woman (who was now referred to as the
jamette) highly contrasted with that of the beloved black gentlemen who sang the newly
formed musical genre of calypso. His ascent to respectability and reputation was further
enhanced by the cultural mandate that songs had to be sung in English rather than in
French patois.160 This cultural realignment meant that, at least symbolically, the British
colonial government had finally infiltrated the cultural milieu that the French Creoles
had long controlled. Calypsonians sang their satirical compositions in tents that were
frequented by “jacketmen” (as men of the middle and upper classes were called, since
only they could afford entry into these commercial establishments).161 To participate in
the pretty mas’ of Carnival Monday and Tuesday, people now needed to purchase
costumes from designers, with different bands catering to the particular enclaves of
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society. The most popular masques included bats, Yankees, robbers, ancient history,
Jewish and “oriental” themes, and clowns.162 If middle class women masqueraded (i.e.
upper class women hardly ever masqueraded), it was expected that they did so in the
accompaniment of a male companion.163
In a picture taken from the 1947 Carnival celebrations, one can see an array of
costumed and non-costumed revelers crowding what must be a major street in Port of
Spain (Figure 9). Here, both the men and women are in the mandated attire,
maintaining the levels of decency clearly stipulated both by the organizing CIC and the
Colonial Secretary’s Office. This was actually far from the norm because the
improvements the authorities hoped the American military presence would instigate did
not occur, with the American soldiers themselves often challenging the moral codes.
Prostitution, crime, and gambling were rampant, and inevitably involved Carnival and
the jamettes.164 Still, the committee and the colonial authorities perservered in their
efforts to “clean” Trinidad Carnival.

2.4 Striving for Independence and an Independent Carnival
If before the war only a few middle class women masqueraded on lorries during
the day (or revelled with bands at night, when the chances of being recognized were
scarce), this all changed with the end of World War II. More and more began to revel on
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the streets in costumes, in clusters either in the middle or at the head of the bands
without the accompaniment of men. The number of costumed bands catering to the
middle class increased in this historical moment. Barbara Powrie notes that the middle
classes became less reluctant to openly engage in the festivities, since the representation
of their social cliques via costumed bands expressed their group solidarity.165
As time progressed, the pageantry of Carnival increased as various formalities
were added to the infrastructure of the festival. Continuing in the tradition of the Argos
and Port of Spain Gazette, a number of groups emerged in post-WWII Trinidad, again,
dedicated to stamping out what they saw as the amoral and nonconformist aspects of
Carnival. The Carnival Improvement Committee (CIC), informally started twenty years
earlier by Port of Spain Mayor Garnet McCarthy, was dominated in the post WWII
period by Mayor George Cabral. The Trinidad Guardian also created the Carnival
Celebrations Committee during this period. And in 1949, the Carnival Committee was
founded and was sponsored by the Trinidad Guardian.166 These committees organized
programs, shows, and other initiatives in order to gain influence over Carnival. One
such event that became part of the institutionalizing process was the Carnival Queen
show, which was first held by the Carnival Celebrations Committee in 1947 to raise
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money for the Guardian’s “Neediest Case Fund.”167 Subsequently, the beauty contest
was tailored into the Dimanche Gras Carnival Queen competition.
By 1940, the governor and his wife, for the first time, officially attended the
opening show of the Marine Square (currently Independence Square) competition on
Carnival Monday.168 When the Carnival Queen competition started, the reigning Queen
always officiated for her entire reign, which started at the beginning of Jouvert and
ended at midnight on Ash Wednesday.169 Under the auspices of the Carnival
Improvement Committee, the Carnival Queen competition became the main feature of
annual Carnival festivities and, along with the costumes seen during the parade of the
Bands on Carnival Monday and Tuesday, it promoted and maintained the
predominance of a Eurocentric aesthetic.
Costumed bands like the lorry party Brittania of 1941, a “party of pretty girls”
who carried Union Jacks, sang “There’ll always be England,” and won first prize, were
often the highlight of Carnival of this period.170 Other bands like Yeomen of the Guard,
who appeared in the 1949 Carnival, helped propagate the celebration of European and
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especially British culture and history during this period (Figure 10).171 The actual
Yeomen of the Guard – the British military corp attached to British royalty that served as
ceremonial attendants and guards of the Tower of London – are all male, but the
Carnival costumed band that assumed their name included women, as seen in this
photograph. The masqueraders wear convincing replicas of the guards’uniforms,
complete with elaborate hats, frilled shirts, detailed jackets, and pants. They even carry
spears. It is very apparent that these costumes would have been quite cumbersome and
uncomfortable to wear for an entire day in tropical weather.172 This costume aesthetic
not only celebrated European themes but it also celebrated the masculinity that was so
incumbent in the festival.
King Neptune and His Aquamarines, a band whose name bears a salutation to a
mythological male deity, won first place for the Best Fantasy Band in 1950 (Figure 11).173
The photograph captures what seems to be a section of the band whose costume
incorporated an animal print. The aesthetic and overall structure of these costumes
differed from those previously discussed, in that more of the masquerader’s body is
exposed and more freedom of movement is permitted. Some revelers even have their
faces painted in the same color and design of their costumes. The men and women all
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surround a man depicting King Neptune and wearing a robe, a long white beard and
crown. He has very fair skin, much like the revelers surrounding him. One cannot help
but notice the onlookers in the upper left section of the background. They are black and
most probably working class people who cannot afford to purchase this costume. This
image is indicative of the class structure that the upper classes and colonial government
attempted to maintain in Trinidad Carnival.
While members of the unemployed working class were unable to masquerade in
such bands, they found other means of expression for Carnival. The oppressed and
disenfranchised of the colonial society reveled in a young, thriving steel pan movement.
The resilient black working class men who continued the tradition of tamboo-bamboo
found new channels for percussive instrumentation. The musicians’ incessant
experimentation with different types of iron, tins, cans, and eventually oil drums
resulted in the development of the steel pan.174 It soon became a necessary part of the
masquerading procession, associated with young black men of the working class.175 The
Carnival Improvement Committee wanted steel pan players to look “respectable”, but
many of them defied these expectations, as can be seen in the photograph from 1947
(Figure 12). Here, they are seen wearing short-sleeved shirts and caps that served as the
“uniform” of the “badjohns”: a euphemism for street toughs at the time. Steel bands soon
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became the mid-twentieth century version of the jametre class’s stick bands that
pervaded Port of Spain in the late nineteenth-century.176
The subculture that revolved around the steel pan yard also symbolized the
threat that the authorities saw in the jametre class. Apart from the steel bands, these
young black men also created their own costumed bands, most notably what was
referred to as sailor mas’. As was mentioned earlier, this masquerade first became
popular after the United States Pacific fleet visited the colony in 1907, and the costume
included a mask made of either undershirts or stockings with holes cut for the eyes and
mouth.177 The costume gained new dimensions during World War II with the presence
of American military personnel stationed at the newly established U.S. naval base in
Chagauramus. Masqueraders often mimicked the American sailors in action and garb
(Figure 13). As can be seen in this image, which captures the popular Casablanca steel
band’s sailor mas’, the costume consisted of a basic pair of black pants, a white t-shirt that
often included graphics, and a sailor hat. Such costumes were quite affordable and
became hugely popular during Carnival. In fact, by 1952 sailor bands were the most
popular bands to enter various competitions and became the largest bands in recorded
Carnival history, some of these bands numbering up to 400 members.178 The steel pan,
Jouvert and the structure of the fancy band represented cultural entities that made the
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colony distinct from its colonizer. These cultural forms also served a particular agenda,
as the black middle class viewed this creoleness - emblematic of accepted rural black
working class cultural forms – as a legitimate discourse for their political power in the
anti-colonial period of the 1950s.179
The jamettes were very involved in the steel bands at mid-century, serving (apart
from masquerading in the sailor mas’ bands) as flag bearers.180 Like the badjohns, they
ignored standards of decorum by wearing the same costume as the men and sometimes
even skimpy tops and tight pants.181 Embodying the grotesque, these women were
increasingly viewed as deviant in the context of masquerading publicly during Carnival.
When jamettes performed in sailor mas’ or waved flags for popular steel bands, there was
a rebellious quality in their movements reminiscent of the jametre class of the prior
century. Everything the jamette represented countered the standards of decorum
inherent in the higher end of the social hierarchy. Yet, while her physical, geopolitical
and social positioning were all abhorred and reviled by the bourgeoisie, their fascination
with and erotic desire for the jamette established an interesting dynamic between the
two.182
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Nevertheless, their provocative dance moves and bodily displays increasingly
became an influential force in the evolution of the festival, juxtaposed against the
idealized position of the classical body.183 As Stallybrass and White propose, when
deconstructing the language of the bourgeois physique one must reconstruct the
geography of the city that always inscribes the intersection of class, race and gender.184
However, even when the elite removed the lorries from their processions and opted to
parade on foot, they still avoided any close contact with the lower classes. By avoiding
any association with and acknowledgement of the grotesque body, the collective
bourgeois body clearly demonstrated the power dynamic that had to be maintained.
Nonetheless, the elite were well aware of how the “grotesque” physicality of the
lower classes influenced how they themselves maneuvered on the streets during
Carnival. By the 1940s, steel bands were the most popular providers of musical
accompaniment. Tempos tended to be quite slow. This meant that the collective
momentum of performers playing mas’ in the streets was somewhat placid. Also, if one
was a great distance away from the steel band, all that was heard was the hitting of the
iron – the rhythm section of the steel band – and the trodding of revelers’ feet on the
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streets, which was how people stayed in time with the music.185 Such a collective yet
intuitive response to music was indicative of the nature of Carnival at this historical
moment. The embodied movements consisted of swaying from side to side, though the
rebellious jamettes and badjohns would often “wine” to the music.186 However, by the
1950s, many women wined and gyrated their torsos, including those of the middle class,
since it was no longer considered abnormal.187
While the aesthetic of pretty mas’ and all it represented was steadily promoted by
the CIC, there was a working class practice that was also threatening to the social order
of colonial Trinidad. Falling within the parameters of the old mas’ aesthetic, calypso, a
musical form encompassing African, Asian, and European influences, was created by
the black masses and became yet another expressive tool that had to be restrained. Prior
to recording, calypsos had to be approved by the office of the Commissioner of Police.188
If a song was deemed unacceptable, it had to be amended and sometimes re-titled before
it could be recorded for public broadcasting and performance.189 However, despite such
mechanisms of repression, the calypso tent offered much picong about the colonial
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authorities and members of the elite who were its regular patrons.190 Additionally, what
is noteworthy about the calypsonian who performed these stanzas is that he presented
himself as a respectable gentleman who maintained a certain reputation in the public
domain, directly contrasting with the badjohn of the steel bands.
The calypsonian came to symbolize the celebration and reverence of black
masculinity, the epitome of the cultural ethos of the black masses (Figure 14). Apart
from the patriarchy promoted in referring to the festival as King and the constant
referencing of male figures in Carnival costumes, the cultural practice of calypso being
predominantly practiced and performed by men established a linkage between black
masculinity and culture.191 Despite the presence of women in Carnival during this
period, there was an unconscious decision among societal forces (particularly the jacket
men, government authorities) to create a cultural model in which working class men
were the performers while the creative contributions of working class women remained
unnoticed. The Carnival of the masses was therefore beginning to be engendered as a
tradition that was oriented to black masculinity.
Other creative interjections disrupted the Eurocentric tendency in conventional
Trinidad Carnival. For example, the Wild Indian mas’ (which was initially masqueraded
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by African-Amerindian Venezuelan peons who immigrated to Trinidad in the
nineteenth century), became quite popular in Carnival by the early twentieth century,
and paralleled the costume aesthetic of indigenous people of North America that many
saw in American motion pictures. Another non-Western costuming tradition emerged
in Carnival for the first time around 1947 – the Ju Ju warrior.192 Onlookers witnessed
hundreds of them that year during Jouvert and the parade of the bands. Onlookers were
fascinated and stunned to see bare-chested and bare-footed men, wearing tribal marks
on their faces, bones stuck in their ears and noses, ivory or silver bracelets around their
wrists and ankles, and carrying spears.193 This performance of the Ju Ju Warrior was no
doubt a stereotypic idea of Africans rooted in European misconceptions.
New designers also emerged whose costume aesthetic challenged the
Eurocentric ideal that currently existed. In the mid-1950s, George Bailey, a young black
designer, arrived on the scene and embodied the desire of the black masses for social
recognition in the costumes he created. It is plausible to conclude that the Ju Ju warrior
masquerade was a significant influence on his work. The young Afro-Trinidadian
designer created costumed bands like Back to Africa, Relics of Egypt and Somewhere in New
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Guinea, all of which celebrated an African heritage that had been disparaged for
decades.194 In an image of the band Back to Africa from 1957, obvious attention is paid to
the intricate detail of the leopard printed fabric, goatskin, elaborate headpieces,
ornamental jewellery, and spears as standards (Figure 15). The vivacity of the moment
is captured in the painted face of one reveler in the left foreground while others are
playing bongo drums. The thick horizontal lines of the textile-based costume in the
center contrasts the rich designs of the others, demonstrating the diversity of textile
design in Africa while adding a strong visual dimension to the overall presentation of
the band. Bailey’s band won the Band of the Year competition and, with the sociocultural statement he made by representing the cultures of Sub-Saharan Africa, he no
doubt encouraged a re-evaluation of the pretty mas’ aesthetic.195
Other bands continued this sentiment. One band in 1953 looked to the Middle
East for inspiration to produce Followers of Abdul Ahmed (Figure 16). Here, the designer
went at great lengths to create costumes that simulated the grandeur of Arabian garb.
The design of each costume is embellished with great ornamentation, as can be seen
from the masquerader in the center who stands with legs apart and arms outstretched.
The full effect of the expansive sleeves, together with the headpiece, the pants, shoes and
scimatar, can be experienced by any onlooker. When costumed bands such as this used
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non-European themes, they countered the negative stereotypes prevalent in the public
imagination, and simultaneously responded to the dichotomized convention in Carnival
aesthetics.
When Trinidad and Tobago gained independence in 1962, it became clear that
the promotion of the festival as exemplary of the country’s identity was part of the
nationalist enterprise of the new government. Nowhere is this more palpable than in
George Bailey’s award-winning Band of the Year presentation Somewhere in New Guinea
(Figure 17).196 Bailey’s continuing development as a designer is evident in the picture of
a section of his costumed band of 1962, which is a departure from his approach to the
1957 band. The male masqueraders appear majestic in their white, fitted body suits
accented with black lines. The spherical headpieces complete the presentation with their
intricate and detailed designs. Although the bourgeoisie still maintained its influence
through the ever-present Eurocentrism explicit in many costumed bands and in the
prestigious Jaycees Carnival Queen competition, no one could dispute that changes
were occurring in the festival.
The innovative handiworks of George Bailey and other designers continued to
impact the aesthetic of costume making in Trinidad Carnival. One major creation that
emerged in the 1960s was a torso piece that covered the chest and upper back of the
masquerader. Edmund Hart’s band Playing Cards, the winner of the Band of the Year
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Award in 1966, utilized this costuming element (Figure 18).197 In the “Jesters” section of
the band, a brightly colored fabric is used to create the torso piece, which is attached to
the headpiece. The Band of the Year for 1967, Stephen Lee Heung’s China – The
Forbidden City, also applies this structural form to its costumes (Figure 19).198 The vigor
of the masqueraders brings the costumes to life as they raise the standards in the air,
while the layered effect of the top half of the costume is further accentuated by the
curvilinear chest piece.199
By this time the average number of masqueraders in a costumed band was 800,
and bandleaders increasingly explored non-Western themes in their bands.200 Harold
Saldenah’s City of Gold, winner of the Band of the Year in 1968, evoked the grandiose
kingdoms of Precolumbian Latin America with the costumes’ metallic finish.201 The first
and second place winners for the Band of the Year competition in 1969, George Bailey’s
Bright Africa and Stephen Lee Heung’s Arabian 1,001 Nights, respectively, continued this
trend.202
The costume aesthetic of the late 1950s to the 1960s, which increasingly embraced
fantasies of Africa, Asia and the Middle East, represented a complete departure from the
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first half of the twentieth century, which had been dominated by portrayals of Classical
Antiquity and European cultural history. By the 1970s, there were often several
costumed bands whose designers introduced themes based on ideas not gathered from a
European imaginary but, instead, the expression of an individual designer’s artistic
disposition and unfurled imagination.203
Wayne Berkeley is credited with being the costume designer who went against
the grain of history mas’ and pioneered fantasy mas’ in Trinidad Carnival.204 Despite
criticism that accused Berkeley of “turning Carnival into a sort of Follies Begeres,” the
designer created costumed bands such as Secrets of the Sky (1973, designed with Bobby
Ammon), Kaleidescope (the award-winning Band of 1974), and Masquerade (1981).205
Berkeley demonstrated his capacity to create a costumed band from the imagination, his
creative process involving the extensive exploration of a theme through research or
drawing inspiration from a piece of fabric that can influence the shape of a costume.206
In a picture of the section “Pan” from Berkeley’s 1974 band Kaleidescope, what is
immediately noticeable are the circular head pieces that are reminiscent of the costumes
in George Bailey’s Somewhere in New Guinea (Figure 20). A patriotic tribute, this section
celebrates the musical instrument indigenous to Trinidad and Tobago. Utilizing the red,
white and black colours of the national flag as well as the chest/torso piece that was
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prevalent during this period, Bailey’s two-dimensional and abstract interpretation of the
steel pan can also be construed as a film reel. The flexibility that such symbolism
possesses speaks to the immense versatility that the fantasy genre offered to costume
designers for Carnival.
With the decade prior witnessing the independence from Great Britain, there was
increasing interest in celebrating Trinidadian nationalism. History mas’ served a
particular agenda of upholding the cultural legacy of the British Empire and the
European elite, while maintaining the efficacy of patriarchy. The creative yet political
interjections of the likes of George Bailey and Stephen Lee Heung in Carnival served to
challenge these precepts, despite not challenging the patriarchal structure. The
contributions of these innovative designers amplified the nationalist agenda of the
newly independent country for which Carnival exemplified a Creole cultural form that
became “folklorized” and in turn “indigenized.” It is also possible that the economic
and political situation in Trinidad (especially the Black Power Movement of 1970-71)
and other Eastern Caribbean states, like socialist Guyana, may have catalyzed the shift
to fantasy-based designing.207 But more palpable is the fact that the new themes tackled
by some of the costumed bands did not immediately relate to the socio-political and
cultural reality of the masqueraders. With the change in an approach to designing also
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came a change in the materials used. Designers now used materials that were lighter
and less cumbersome than the copper and other heavy materials that characterized the
history mas’ costumes of prior decades.
A combination of the above-mentioned changes seems to have affected in
women an increasing desire to play mas’. The oil boom was advantageous to the
economy and created more job opportunities for the growing population. As a result,
more women gained employment and financial independence, and were attracted to
playing mas’ with the emergence of the fantasy genre in Carnival. Prior to this period,
middle class women usually masqueraded in a women-only section of a costumed
band.208 Now, a new generation of women of various classes and ethnicities had an
opportunity to utilize Carnival to fully execute their self-expression.209 This renewed
participation by women in Carnival would later influence the aesthetic direction of the
costume design.
Soon, the imagery of Carnival in newspapers and periodicals reflected the
changed gender dynamic. A picture of Y De Lima’s Blue Diamond band masquerading at
the 1967 Miss Port of Spain Carnival Queen show encompassed this change (Figure 21).
The women in the image are young and attractive, wearing leotard-based costumes that
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are sparkly, form-fitting and somewhat revealing with equally shimmering headpieces.
By the 1970s, it was evident the path that the costume aesthetic would now take. In
1978, Peter Minshall’s dynamic presentation Zodiac foretold a new sensibility that would
prevail in Carnival design. His inventive use of colour, fabric, two-dimensional design
and ingenious engineering produced costuming which incorporated elongated pieces of
fabric supported by girders originating from the ankle: innovative designs that,
euphemistically, “de-centered the center” of gravity for the masquerader’s physicality.
Minshall’s fantasy mas’ dissects the notion of fantasy even further by making what seems
impossible visually tangible.210

2.5 Carnival Today
In the 1980s, during the height of Trinidad’s oil-rich prosperity, the potential for
Carnival as an economic resource grew. With inexpensive materials now the convention
in Carnival design including the mass-produced one-piece leotard, costumed bands got
bigger, now averaging 3,000 participants. Additionally, women continued to
predominate as masqueraders, which strongly affected the development of fantasy
costume design. While there were hardly any women designers spearheading costumed
presentations for Carnival, many women did work in conjunction with the bandleaders
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to create the designs, which were crucial in attracting women to the bands.211 The
change in the costume aesthetic can also be attributed to the migration of people,
including costume designers, to North America and Great Britain in the 1960s and
1970s.212
Edmund Hart’s wife, Lil Hart, for example, frequently designed costumes for the
entire band.213 Whimsical and playful, Hart’s presentation for the 1980 band Reflections
of My Childhood Days confirms the impact of a woman’s designs and the female clientele
that she served (Figure 22). In this band, it is the concept behind the design of the
costuming, rather than the costumes themselves that prompts a recollection of the
innocence of childhood. So, for example, the costumes in the “Easter” section consisted
of a white leotard, bunny ears, and a standard that included a representation of an
Easter bunny and egg. In the past, the theme for a costumed band’s presentation was
largely visible in the costume. In this instance, the concept is limited to a few symbolic
references. Lil Hart helped usher in a new approach to designing costumes in the 1980s,
which became more oriented toward the masquerader’s body. Unlike the costume
designing of Edmund Hart’s 1970 presentation Inferno and other bands from this decade
(whose design modus operandi concentrated on manipulating materials and fabrics to
create a wearable work of art), subsequent designers now discerned the consensual
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desires of masqueraders who wanted costumes that accentuated their figures. Designers
also recognized the potential of spandex, a flexible fabric that became widely used
throughout the world for costuming in the entertainment industry and for exercise gear.
It was only a matter of time before Trinidadian Carnival costume designers tapped into
the trend. As this “Easter” section of Hart’s 1980 presentation demonstrates, the onepiece spandex leotard was now one of the more popular elements used for costume
designing along with the previously mentioned materials used in this new era of
Carnival.
Wayne Berkeley also took heed of this costume aesthetic in 1980. His
presentation Genesis, which also won Band of the Year, integrates the leotard into the
overall design. But he also integrates a Minshallesque approach to his application of
fabric and the overall structure of his costume. The band visualized the genesis of the
world from the first book of the Old Testament in the Judeo-Christian Bible. In sections
such as “And God Said, Let the Earth Bring Forth Vegetation” and “Rainbow Dance,”
Berkeley creates winged masqueraders using girders that emanated from their backs
supporting brightly coloured fabric designs some of which included interesting
geometrical shapes (Figure 23).
In that same year, Minshall’s experimental work challenged Carnival enthusiasts
once again with his presentation Danse Macabre. Danse Macabre is a mammoth departure
from Zodiac of 1978 and Carnival of the Sea of 1979. The presentation seems to be inspired
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by the famous opus 40 of the same name by French composer Camille Saint-Saens. In
the opus based on the ancient European myth of Halloween, Death calls forth the dead,
in skeletal form, from their graves to dance for him until dawn while he plays the
fiddle.214 Along these lines, Minshall’s 1980 presentation of Danse Macabre implies a
departure from fantasy mas’ and his entry into a design aesthetic, inspired by SaintSaens’ composition, that comments on the social, cultural and political conundrums that
Trinidad was experiencing in this historical moment. Renderings of skin, rope, bones, in
addition to whistle blowing and shaking chac-chacs confronted onlookers on Carnival
Monday and Tuesday (Figure 24). The color scheme was limited to shades of white,
black and brown with occasional interjections of red devil bats. Other unconventional
elements in his presentation included percussion-based music for the soundtrack and an
absence of the ever-popular standard.215 Minshall deliberately brought Jouvert into
Carnival Monday and Tuesday, days that are usually reserved for the pageantry of
pretty mas’ with its celebration of color, structure and organization. The Carnival
designer also commented visually on the inevitable parallels of European and African
Diasporic masquerading traditions. Additionally, like George Bailey decades earlier,
Minshall contested the dichotomous nature of costume aesthetics in Carnival: an
internal debate which, in the succeeding years, he has continued.
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Minshall continued to pursue this aesthetic shift with Jungle Fever: the 1981
award-winning Band of the Year that cleverly incorporated African sculptural forms
into the costume designs (that, again, recalled the work of George Bailey). By 1983, Peter
Minshall challenged the institution of Carnival yet again with his presentation River. In
Trinidad the river has spiritual and cultural connotations to the country’s many belief
systems. Members of the Spiritual Baptist faith use it as a place for baptisms, and in the
Hindu religion – seen as a life sustaining force and embodiments of purity – replace the
holy rivers of India. Rivers also served practical purposes in Trinidad as places for
bathing and cleaning laundry, and sources of water. Minshall’s presentation used the
river as a metaphor for society. It incorporated all of the aforesaid references but, with
an ecological twist, also referenced those environmental factors that negatively impact
the sustenance of the river.
When designing the band, Minshall did something that is rarely seen in Trinidad
Carnival – he designed costumes in white (Figure 25). The King and Queen of the band
served as important narrational characters while masquerading at the Queen’s Park
Savannah – the main judging point. The Queen was “The Washerwoman” (portrayed
by Minshall’s sister Sherry Ann Coelho), and she represented purity and the essence of
the river. The King was “Mancrab” (portrayed by Peter Samuel) and he represented the
ills of industrialization and capitalism. On the savannah stage, the 4,000-strong band
did a theatrical interpretation that included the dead Queen being carried on a human
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bier, maidens emptying a “red liquid” from calabashes onto their bosoms, and yards of
white cloth held aloft as a canopy over masqueraders who, along with the canopy, were
eventually squirted with a colored dye.216 This provocative performance bears a strong
likeness to the prohibited pisse-en-lit masquerade of earlier years. The interesting
parallel Minshall has made through this performance between the female masqueraders
of his band and the ostracized masquerade tradition illuminates the social and political
potency of the pisse-en-lit. Minshall continued the visual and theatrical repertoire the
next year with Callaloo, which inevitably generated criticism from the likes of veteran
Carnival designer Stephen Lee Heung, who complained, “Peter is trying to inject white
into Carnival. Two years on a straight he has done it. That is good for one section, but
not for a whole band.”217 Despite the immense criticism, Minshall was still recognised as
a vital and unique creative force in Carnival at that time whose talent paralleled that of
George Bailey.218
As the decade progressed, women masqueraders demonstrated an increasing
desire to reveal and parade their bodies during Carnival Monday and Tuesday, with the
two-piece bikini becoming more popular. Bandleader Edmund Hart even noted that he
knew of people in his band who “cut up their costumes to make them scanty.”219 Also, it
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seemed that women masqueraders increasingly desired to undulate and dance
provocatively to soca music in ways that were perceived as very erotic. The anxieties
expressed in the late 1980s about gyrating women by members of the public echoed the
sentiments that authorities and the elite possessed of the jametre class during the late
nineteenth century. Concerns regarding the changing face and “body” of Carnival
culminated in 1988, popularly regarded as the most immoral and vulgar Carnival ever.
The uproar of that year’s Carnival was instigated by the launch of Peter Minshall’s band
Jumbie.
Some of the female masqueraders in Jumbie wore daring bikinis and leotards.
The next morning, a number of newspapers featured on their front pages photographs
of these female masqueraders (Figure 26). Numerous letters to the editors of the major
newspapers (including one from the Archbishop) expressed discontent over the nature
of the costuming. Published reflections on that year’s Carnival included voiced concerns
about the moral standings of Trinidadian women. 220 In addition, women were blamed
for what was deemed a lack of originality in the festival, a sentiment palpable in a quote
from the editorial of one newspaper: “It is almost standard now for wave upon wave of
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barely covered females to sweep through the nation’s streets with little regard to the
basic ingredient of good mas’ – creativity.”221
Still, costumed bands that adhered to this new costume aesthetic proliferated in
the late 1980s and came to epitomize what the new woman masquerader symbolised in
the Carnivalesque realm. Poison was one such quintessential band, becoming a cultural
phenomenon after branching out of Savage Fun Lovers Limited, a costumed band founded
in 1987 that portrayed anything loosely considered “savage,” from warriors to mountain
climbers.222 Eventually Savage became two entities when its committee members split,
creating Barbarossa and Poison. While Barbarossa only flourished for less than a decade,
Poison proved to be successful from the beginning, starting with its first presentation,
Poison of the Sea and Poison of the Land, in 1991 (Figure 27).
What is interesting about this period is that, despite the array of rampant
criticisms of the new aesthetic and performative shifts in Trinidad Carnival, the success
of Poison and Barbarossa encouraged the government to reassess the role of Carnival in
society. Previously run by the Carnival Development Committee, Carnival was now
given a new governing organization. In 1991, an act was passed to establish the
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National Carnival Commission of Trinidad and Tobago (NCC).223 The purpose of the
Commission was:
a) to make Carnival a viable national, cultural and commercial enterprise;
b) to provide the necessary managerial and organizational infrastructure for the
efficient and effective presentation and marketing of the cultural products of
Carnival; and
c) to establish arrangements for ongoing research, the preservation and
permanent display of the annual accumulation of Carnival products created
each year by the craftsmen, musicians, composers and designers of
Carnival.224

With its capitalist leanings and clear indifference to the creative development or
perceived moral character of the festival, this ambitious act therefore advocated for the
kind of change already occurring in the costumed bands of Trinidad Carnival.
In the 1990s, having a costumed band for Carnival evolved into a business
venture. Michael Headley, a real estate developer and contractor, invested a
considerable amount of money into Poison when it was founded. While in the 1940s and
1950s people who wanted to enjoy the ambience and excitement of a mas’ camp
volunteered their time to help designers assemble costumes for a band that averaged
200, in the 1990s bands like Poison produced thousands of costumes and hired people to
make them. Money was also needed to purchase materials like beads, appliqués, and
sequins, which had also increased in value. Headley moved away from the
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preoccupation with creativity and ornamentation in costume design and instead focused
on creating as many costumes as possible to satisfy the masqueraders. This change in
approach to the development of a costumed band thus envisaged its masqueraders as
consumers. A costumed band became a brand, and the costume its product. Yet
costumes have a very limited shelf life, being of little value after Carnival Monday and
Tuesday. Still, it was important to produce a costume of considerable quality.
Poison set the precedence in further developing the aesthetic of bikini mas’ that
Edmund Hart pioneered in the early to mid- 1980s. Following the desires of his
masqueraders, Headley also realized that in keeping with the entrepreneurial ethos of
satisfying the consumer, he would have to eventually eliminate the standard since it
prevented masqueraders from fully enjoying themselves.225 A major impetus behind the
development of bikini mas’ was the desire by women to exhibit their bodies, many of
whom frequented the gym in the months before Carnival. Their numbers vastly
increased, and, in order to maintain a level of uniformity among thousands of women
masqueraders of varying physiques, bandleader Michael Headley designed the belt on
the hips when previously it was placed on the waist.226 By doing this, he believed that
not only would it compliment the shape of the bikini bottom, but it would also
compliment any figure wearing the costume.227 Although Carnival was transforming
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into a youth-oriented festival, Headley still created the one-piece bathing suit variant for
all his costumes. He believes that he was able to attract women of various ethnicities by
using certain colors that matched certain complexions. So, for example, for a lightskinned person, he used black and other dark colors, and light colors for darker hued
people.
By the mid-1990s, Poison was the most successful and popular costumed band in
Carnival. It became a cultural phenomenon, even entering the lingua franca with the
popular term “Poison Girl,” referring to an attractive, young, often professional woman
who was more often than not a dedicated Poison masquerader.228 At its height, Poison
had up to 40 sections and 15,000 masqueraders. Such a large operation of course
required some business acumen. To allow for continuity, Headley invited people to
market some of the sections at a discount in an effort to encourage groups of friends and
even members of a club or company to play in these sections.229 So, of course, if there
were people who contemplated playing mas’ or if there was a visitor from overseas who
knew one of the members and wanted to have a full Carnival experience, they would all
be inclined to play in the sections.230 When he felt the people marketing the sections had
acquired enough sales experience, they were given an opportunity to produce their own
costumes for the section for which they were charged a band fee. A level of competition
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among these sections propelled them to remain committed to satisfying consumers to
ensure their return the following year. However, if Headley received a report that a
section/section sales manager hadn’t satisfied their customers, they would not be
allowed into the band the next year.231
As the years progressed, Poison became popular not only to potential
masqueraders, but also to non-masqueraders. Poison was the first band to hire the soca
band Xtatik, featuring the dynamic young singer Machel Montano. In time, Xtatik
became the most popular soca band in Trinidad Carnival, thus augmenting the
popularity of Poison.232 Increasingly, more and more non-masqueraders would march
along with the costumed band during Carnival Monday and Tuesday. Headley made
provisions for this new reality: he would hire extra music trucks to entertain them and
thus keep them at bay, particularly at judging points. However, in the Carnival of 1998,
numerous non-masqueraders not only stayed in the costumed band for most of the day,
they refused to leave the band at the Queen’s Park Savannah stage and prevented the
music trucks from providing music to masqueraders already on stage.233 In response,
masqueraders purposely stayed on stage for at least two hours, at certain moments
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chanting, “We want music; we want we money back.”234 This pivotal moment in
contemporary Trinidad Carnival demonstrated how non-masqueraders disrupted the
now highly commercial enterprise that Carnival became, harkening back to an earlier
period of resistance and provocation.
Poison continued to thrive despite these inevitable challenges. After the setback
of 1998, there were numerous Poison masqueraders who did not like crossing the
Savannah stage because the size of the band meant it took a considerable time for
everyone to get across. In 2001, Headley decided to have two bands: one that would
cross the Savannah stage, and one that would not. Yet as the years passed, and as some
sections grew more popular, many of them branched out to form their own costumed
bands.235 Eventually, Poison’s popularity lessened and in 2005, Poison produced its last
presentation. Not all of the bands that branched out of Poison flourished. One, called
Tribe, emulated many of Poison’s precepts, and inherited its power and popularity. Now
only four years old, it remains to be seen whether the band can enjoy the longevity of its
predecessor, especially with the competition of another very powerful and popular band
called Island People.
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Various aspects of post-colonial Carnival are examined in Masquerade, an ink
drawing by Jackie Hinkson (Figure 28).236 The composition is set on a crowded street in
Port of Spain and features traditional Carnival characters, contemporary Carnival
masqueraders and various socio-cultural references. Among the traditional characters
the artist represents are Midnight robbers, whose wide-brimmed hats usually have
references to death such as skulls. Hinkson, however, renders a television on one
robber, a computer monitor on another, and the Roman Catholic cathedral on a third.
For him, these are subtle ways he could bring social and political observations to the
work.237 The large dome of the Red House, Trinidad and Tobago’s House of Parliament,
is most prominent in the center of the background as if drawing a parallel between the
masquerading on the streets and what transpires during parliamentary sessions. The
female figure immediately to the left of the building is an obvious archetype of the
women masqueraders now dominating the festival. The artist thus uses the subject of
Carnival as a way to convey his social and cultural observations. Hinkson’s composition
of Trinidad Carnival in the twenty-first century differs from Melton Prior’s examination
of late nineteenth century Carnival. There is an air of surveillance that is quite
prominent in Prior’s depiction which is on par with the civilizing aims of the colonial
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order. Contrastingly, one is able to focus more on the theatricality and corporeality in
Hinkson’s piece and less on the individual.
As this chapter has shown, women have been a constant presence in the history
of Trinidad Carnival. From its advent, upper class women of pre-emancipation
Trinidad began a traditon by masquerading as mulatresses, and in the late nineteenth
century jametre women created provocative costumes and performances. These creative
inclinations continued in the mid-twentieth century with middle and upper class
women making their marks in the changing structure of costumed bands and in the
symbolism of Carnival respectively. Despite these advancements, women have yet to be
acknowledged in the festival’s canon and this speaks to how they have always been
policed, silenced, and prevented from being key negotiators in the masquerading space.
However, their visual impact is irrefutable.
With cases such as the Jaycees Queen and the bands of the early to midtwentieth century, one can see that when women stayed within their mandated
boundaries, they were considered acceptable. It was only when women were explicit
and defiant in their expressions during Carnival that they faced opposition from
authorities. This chapter also maintained the dichotomous nature of the festival (one
Carnival for the lower classes and another Carnival for the middle and upper classes)
actually existed, thereby refuting the popular conception that everyone regardless of
race or class converges on the streets during Carnival. Since the late eighteenth century,
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the various classes have always remained within their enclaves while reveling.
Furthermore, the costumes they wore adhered to one of the two costume aesthetics, both
products of Trinidad’s political and cultural ethos. Nonetheless, designers like George
Bailey and, later, Peter Minshall, disrupted these conventions by integrating both
aethetics, much in the same way women challenged many practices in Carnival. By the
late 1980s, new costumed bands emerged and their designers conceded to the yearnings
of women who wanted figure-accenting costumes that could also be mass-produced,
further contesting what was customary. Yet these changes were in concordance with the
founding of the capitalist-oriented governing organization of the festival. Although
Carnival in Trinidad is still quite institutionalized, these hegemonic tendencies continue
to be challenged by women.
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3. De Jamette in We: Redefining Performance in
Contemporary Trinidad Carnival
On Saturday February 2, 1991, the semi-final round of the Calypso Monarch
competition was in full swing at Skinner Park. The calypsonian Super Blue was a
contender that day, and was expected to perform his popular, and now classic, soca
song “Get Something and Wave”.1 Without question, his act was one of the most
anticipated. Many spectators found things to wave by the time he got on stage,
including one schoolteacher who brandished a pair of red underwear. She was seen on
the nationally owned television network, Trinidad & Tobago Television, which
broadcast the competition live.2 However, an image of her on the front page of the
newspaper the next day did a better job of archiving her act (Figure 29).
In the picture, slightly elevated above those around her, she is immersed in the
excitement of the moment as she grips the red panties with both hands. This image
triggered a huge backlash against the woman as well as the Trinidad Express newspaper
for publishing the photograph. Many people condemned the Catholic schoolteacher for
setting a poor example to her students and their peers.3 Two pastors of St. John’s Baptist
Church commented that, “a possible image conveyed to the world is that the stereotypes
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of Carnival, black people and sex, are synonymous.”4 Despite such criticism, the
Catholic Board of Education did not enforce any disciplinary measures against the
teacher, particularly since many of her peers agreed that she was dedicated to her
profession.5
Perhaps the board was well aware of the satire embedded in the teacher’s act, a
key aspect of the Pre-Lenten Catholic festival that is Carnival. While the red of her
undergarments are one of Trinidad and Tobago’s national colors, red also symbolizes
blood, which directly refers to the pisse-en-lit costume that nineteenth century jametre
women masqueraded during Carnival. The costume, composed of a white chemise or
nightgown and a red-stained menstrual cloth, caused tremendous uproar among the
nineteenth century elites who saw it as offensive and tactless.6 Since governmental
authorities did not recognize the jametre women’s civil rights, these women used their
deeds to speak to their social, political, economic and cultural oppression. The act of the
Catholic schoolteacher at the Calypso Monarch competition undeniably recalled and
paralleled the pisse-en-lit masquerade.7 With such acts, jamettes began a legacy of
performance-based bravado and social critique that continues today.
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Although the jamette is no longer a symbol of disorder and licentiousness in
Trinidad, her impact on the corporeal expression of the contemporary woman is
unmistakable. From the late nineteenth century until the mid-twentieth century, the
poor black woman who defied standards of propriety and retaliated against her
dehumanizing position in society was referred to as the jamette. When jamettes violated
the conservative rules of etiquette in everyday life and during Carnival, they prompted
a reevaluation in Trinidadian society of the ways in which women appeared and
behaved in public, thereby challenging control of their bodies by colonialsim.
Subsequently, the figure of the jamette is a defining force in the repertoire of
performativity that exemplifies the contemporary woman masquerader in Carnival.
These working-class women of African descent were historically seen as
abominations by the authorities and members of the elite during the colonial period
because the writhing of their bodies was viewed as indecent.8 As a participant in
Carnival in the mid-twentieth century, jamettes realized how their unruly behavior could
be used for both revelry and political purposes.9 In light of this climactic moment in the
history of Carnival in Trinidad and the important role that this black woman played in
it, I will explore the jamette figure, investigating how the classification became
destigmatized after the 1980s and attained a new significance in the post-colonial
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imaginary. I will then interrogate the ways she has informed the creative and corporeal
expressions of women in contemporary Carnival.
In this chapter, I will trace the evolution of the term jamette from a word used to
describe a class of poor, underprivileged and formerly enslaved people to become a
strategically gendered descriptor for women of a certain race, class, and deportment.
Integral to understanding the shift of the classification’s use is the recognition of the
efforts made by the colonial order to “improve” Carnival in the early twentieth century
so that it would be continental, i.e. on par with the Carnivals of Europe. It became taboo
for women of the jametre class to be chantuelles (the singers of costumed bands), since
this did not reflect respectability.10 Such prohibition represents an important juncture in
the shift from vocal to corporeal expression in women’s participation in Carnival, and
encouraged a further discovery of the potential for the physicality to be effectively
provocative in its articulation. Although the social classification of jamette was
oppressive, it nonetheless empowered these women by encouraging jamettes to be more
defiant than ever. Jamettes were instrumental in the development of many urban,
working class, cultural practices, including the steel pan movement. From the 1940s,
this movement provided the jamette a space for innovation and creative freedom in their
roles as flagwomen for the steel bands and masqueraders in sailor mas’ bands.
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By the 1960s to 1970s, a steady increase in the number of women of varying races
and classes masquerading during Carnival occured. This was a result of women
becoming more economically and socially independent, finding it unnecessary to
masquerade with male accompaniment. Apart from costumed bands steering away from
themes of European and Greco-Roman History to themes of fantasy, the costume
aesthetic of this period now accentuated the woman’s body. The jamette’s insistent use
of the unguarded public sphere of the streets for rebelliously contesting tenets of proper
behavior laid the foundation for the increased presence of women during Carnival, and
for the new creative direction in costuming and masquerading.
The 1980s would be pivotal with respect to the way women moved during
Carnival. The majority of women masquerading for Carnival wined and gyrated
without reservation. Their undulatory motions from the waist unquestionably recalled
the jamette, who was significant in these women’s performances. The disconcerted
reactions to these public acts of transgression were immense, and it soon became a moral
and sociological issue of national stature. What also bears highlighting about this
moment was that many of these women who engaged in this act were non-black and
non-working class. By exploring Carnival of this period, I assess the various movements
cultivated by contemporary woman masqueraders, who exhibit what I term jametteness:
a performativity that asserts both a creative and subversive impact on the festival. In
fact, the gyrating of contemporary women masqueraders is indicative of a new era that
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reflects modernity in Carnival, a modernity that the jamettes of pre-independent
Trinidad anticipated and practiced in their lives.

3.1 From Slavery to the Emergence of the Jametre
In order to explore the figure of the jamette, it is necessary to first understand the
historical context from which she emerged. During the period of the trans-Atlantic slave
trade until emancipation, enslaved African women were, like their male counterparts,
the property of the plantation owner. Women’s bodies were integral to the continued
prosperity that the sugar cane crop brought to the British monarchy. Women played a
key role in the production of sugar since they outnumbered men in the execution of
cultivation tasks that included hoeing and reaping, the two most physically demanding
jobs on the plantation.11 Their reproductive capabilities were not overlooked and, with
the abolition of the slave trade, planters sought them out to increase the slave
population of the colony. Like their male counterparts, enslaved African women
endured a horrific existence under slavery, and, with its abolition in 1838, they entered a
colonial society to which they had to acclimatize themselves even though they were
relegated to its periphery.
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Carnival proved to be a useful coping mechanism that enabled the formerly
enslaved Africans to deal with their past and current conditions. One of the many
masquerades Charles Day observed in 1847 in his chronicle were “[p]arties of negro
ladies dance[d] through the streets, each clique distinguished by bodices of the same
colour.”12 These parties were similar to what was seen in Jonkonnu, the festival that
occurred in post-emancipation Jamaica during the Christmas season, and illustrated by
Creole artist Isaac Mendes Belisario in an 1836 drawing entitled The Red Set Girls and
Jack-in-the-Green (Figure 30). Belisario reported that the colors each group wore
represented the nationality with which they culturally identified, such as the “English,”
“Scotch” and the “French,” the latter comprised of immigrants from Haiti.13 The dresses
these women wear are elaborate, the wide skirts detailed with colored frills. The bodice
is the central part of the overall design and is the same color as the frills on the skirt.
Expensive fabrics were obviously used here, not to mention the umbrellas and the widebrimmed hats adorned with plumes. This drawing provides us with an idea of what the
cliques of women dancing in the streets of Port of Spain may have looked like. The
practice appears to have been the predominant model that black women used to
organize themselves for masquerading in Carnival. Ridiculing women of the upper
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class, their motions were suffused with self-assertion and boldness. The women’s
masquerades that Belisario portrays recall the performance practices and costumed
bands that jametre women developed which, in turn, influenced the woman-dominated
costumed Bands of today.
The various iterations of the Creole term jametre first came into usage in the
second half of the nineteenth-century, a few decades after enslaved Africans were
emancipated.14 The newly emancipated now utilized a public sphere that had
previously been the domain of the European elite and the small black and colored
middle class. In the late nineteenth century, as the economic and socio-political situation
for the formerly enslaved became especially dire, their masquerade illuminated their
conditions. They created what became known as the “jametre Carnival,” the term
referring to their subaltern status.15
In most scholarly texts, the word jamette is often used to describe both the
Carnival of the late nineteenth century and licentious twentieth century working-class
women.16 I have chosen to use the term jametre to refer to the class of people that
characterized Carnival of the aforesaid period, and the designation jamette for the
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women of this classs of the twentieth century. The term jamette clearly feminizes the
cultural practices of a certain class of people, and, in turn, is used by society to regulate
and scrutinize the sexuality of black women. The creole word jamette was derived from
the French diametre and, as was briefly discussed in chapter one, some scholars have
interpreted diametre to figuratively mean “border” because it relegated the black
working class to a debased position in society.17 Others have deconstructed it to mean a
class of people who fall below the limits of morality, into the “underworld.”18 The use of
“underworld” to describe the locus of these people helps one to understand the
worldview the jametres self-imposed. The term undoubtedly reflects the inferior
position African people held in society. Oral historian Mitto Sampson best encapsulated
how the black masses in Trinidad associated Europe with good and Africa with evil
when he quipped: “since God is a white man and the devil is a Negro, every negro has
that devilish ferocious quality in him.”19 This ideology was such a significant part of the
jametre class’s worldview that Trinidad’s stickmen often used it when preparing for
battle with other street gangs.20
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Still, the literal meaning of “diameter” begs for more analysis. According to the
Oxford English Dictionary, “diameter” is a straight line passing through the centre of a
circle (or sphere), and terminated at each end by its circumference (or surface). It also
means the length of a straight line passing from side to side of any body through the
centre. Taking these literal meanings into account, one can say that the members of the
jametres class, like these demarcated figures, were inextricably marked so that they were
easily identified in society. The jametre class was not only demarcated to accord with
the geopolitical and social strata reserved for them in society, but they also functioned as
the periphery of society’s hierchical structure. However, despite its marginal position in
society-at-large, the jametre class was still central in defining colonial Trinidad: its
infrastructure and its most important cultural events.
In the jametre Carnival the social, economic, and political predicament of the
same named class was manifest, both physically and vocally. Their bands, consisting of
adults and children alike, were a combination of various social groups created in the
barrack yards where they resided.21 While masquerading, they “boasted their skill and
bravery, verbal wit, talent in song, dance, and drumming, their indifference to the law,
their sexual prowess, their familiarity with jail, and sometimes their contempt for the
church.”22 Women more often than not were the chantuelles who sang praises of male
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stick Fighters and impromptu lyrics meant to shock and entertain.23 These women wore
masks and sometimes exposed their breasts.24 The elite complained incessantly about
the transvestism they witnessed in the jametre Carnival.25 Newspaper writers even
described members of the jametre class as “the enemy” and “savage hordes.”26 One
writer described the Carnival as “beastly,” and expressed concern for the effects of the
“pollution and obscenity exhibited naked before the eyes of our wives and daughters.”27
Despite their angst over the changing nature of Carnival, the elite nonetheless bore
witness to the veritable impact this class of people had on the festival they once
dominated.
In 1877, there were reportedly twelve bands in downtown Port of Spain, each
representing a particular street or area they claimed as their own.28 One writer strove to
satisfy the curiosity of his upper-class readers by offering information on these
organizations:
The ‘Free-grammar’ (formerly the True Blues) hail from Coburgtown; the Bois
d’Inde (pronounced ‘bois d’enne’) or Allspice tree, from Upper Prince Street; the
Bakers, from the streets behind (i.e. east of) the Market; the Danois (Danes), from
the Dry river suburb (between Faure’s and Samuel’s Bridges); the peau de
Canelle (Cinnamon bark), from the streets behind (to west of) the Gaol; the Rose
barrier (Hedge-rose or rose hibiscus), from about the Toll-gate;29
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Despite their peripheral locations, these liminal spaces served as the breeding grounds
for the creativity that unfolded on the streets. Still, the elite were condescending toward
the jametres, criticizing the lack of social cohesion in the bands and the frequent changes
in both their names and compositions. According to a writer from the Trinidad Chronicle,
the people who made up these bands were usually the “the loose, idler, younger
members of the floating portion of the populace (it would not be always correct to call
them the working class).”30 Little consideration was given to the lack of employment
opportunities for the jametre class, which also included immigrants from neighboring
islands and African-born men and women.31 The prevalence of vagrancy in Port of
Spain and, ultimately, in Carnival, was a fiery topic of discussion in newspapers. Men,
women and children who could not afford to live in the barrack ranges would be seen
roaming the streets at all hours of the day (Figure 31). The aforesaid writer expressed
much impatience about delays in the passage of a Vagrancy Law and the opening of
Reformatory Schools, which he felt would eradicate this “moral leprosy.”32 The elite
transferred such intolerance and condescension into their perceptions of the Jametre
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Carnival, as they described the various masquerades of the entire jametre collective as
vagrants and vagabonds.
While the elite complained, the jametre class continued their defiance, and the
women were no exception. According to legend, one famous nineteenth century
chantuelle named Bodicea was a case in point. During the wake of Hannibal, a popular
male chantuelle, a scuffle broke out between gangs that led to his grave being dug up
and his head being carried away. A group gathered by the cemetery once news of the
incident disseminated. Bodicea then accused a certain Congo Jack of the deed in an
impromptu song, and when the police arrived she tore off her dress and waved it as a
banner; she was later arrested. In another incident, she viciously attacked a man after
learning that he had become enamored of another chantuelle, Piti Belle Lily. Bodicea
was so notorious and known to do such outrageous deeds that any young girl who
exhibited rebellious traits was told: “You playing Bodicea!”33
The women of the jametre class often organized themselves into bands for
Canboulay that had such names as “Black Ball, Dahlias, Don't-Care-A-Dams, Magentas,
Maribuns (usually Maribone), Mousselines and True Blues,” all of which were seen in
the 1868 Carnival wearing fantastic dresses.34 Queens accompanied by prince consorts
headed these costumed bands whose members were referred to as princesses.35 These
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women’s participation in Carnival, however, was not pure revelry. When (during the
Carnival of 1868) nineteen members of the Dahlia band were arrested and later tried for
battling against their main rivals, the Mousselines, the princesses of the Mousselines
admitted to concealing their batons in baskets filled with bread and cheese.36 The
Dahlias likewise carried batons in their baskets, along with stones and broken bottles.37
The concealment of weapons seemed to be a common practice in these bands as early as
1864. In a clash between the Don't-Care-A-Dams and the Mousselines, many of these
women armed themselves with horsewhips, stones, and razors, reflecting the violent
culture inherent among the jametre class.38
A black and white drawing by an anonymous artist from a 1969 calendar
provides a visual re-creation of these defiant and powerful jametre women. (Figure 32).
Here, a woman stands behind a male stick fighter preparing for battle. Dressed in a
frock with a sash around her waist (probably the color for her band), she is confidently
holding the stick high above her head as if ready for a fight. It is noteworthy, though,
that she is the only woman in this image, which appears to capture a confrontation
between two stick bands. The viciousness of slavery and its quasi-continuation in the
post-emancipation era of colonial plantation society produced a class of both men and
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women who could inflict violence with as much vigor as they endured it.39 As this
image shows, women not only actively participated in riots and confrontations, they
could be key instigators of them.40
For the elite, the black masses encroached on what they thought of as their
parade. Members of the upper classes incessantly complained about the costumes and
movements of the jametre men and women, and they saw jametre Carnival practices as
degenerate and eventually “dying a natural death.”41 At the same time, their own past
actions contradicted their complaints. As discussed in chapter one, the French elite often
replicated the attire, dances, and songs of the Africans during slavery.42 Additionally, as
Bridget Brereton has already pointed out, the so-called decline in Eurocentric Carnival
characters and masquerades chronicled in late nineteenth century newspapers may not
have occurred; these articles were a consequence of the editors’ and, in turn, the elite’s
preoccupation with the jametre presence in Carnival.43 This clear prejudice toward the
formerly enslaved Africans and their activities influenced the passing of two ordinances
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that contributed to the repression of Canboulay: the Habitual Criminals Act of 1875 that
permitted police surveillance, and an 1879 ordinance that amended the law regarding
punishment for riots and such disturbances.44 These ordinances eventually led to the
prohibition of Canboulay two years later.45 By this time, the government had become
conscious of the jametres’ deep-rooted association with Carnival. In the years after 1881,
the authorities took systematic steps to establish greater control over the proceedings,
and by the end of the nineteenth century had succeeded in keeping the jametres from
gathering during Carnival through new laws and regulations.
With the eventual exclusion of the jametre class by the century’s end, the
atmosphere in Port of Spain during Carnival had changed as can be seen in the 1888
engraving by Melton Prior (Figure 33). Although different from what was seen a decade
earlier, the dissident quality of many of these characters still vexed the upper classes.
The elite were eventually successful in banning many practices and costumes associated
with the Jametre Carnival.46
One instance of a jametre-developed Carnival character that survived the
repression stands in the right foreground area of Prior’s painting. A woman of African
descent in a baby doll costume capitalizes on the opportunity Carnival offered to
directly confront a man of European descent (Figure 34). The priest’s expression mirrors
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the other stoic figures that stand at the edges of the composition on the streets and on
banisters overlooking the crowd. Apart from being shocked at his close proximity with
the reveler, he is perhaps perturbed about what her costume represents. The baby doll
character often wore oversized baby garb, held a baby doll, and would theatrically
accost any man for not supporting her children.47 This masquerade allowed these
women the opportunity to say what was on their minds, confronting society about their
lack of socio-economic stability. The baby doll masquerade survived the repression of
the Jametre Carnival, permitting women of African descent to comment on the workingclass men who refused to hold themselves accountable for their children as well as the
elite men who contributed to the oppression of women.48 This bold and candid
disposition signifies the fundamental nature of the jamette.
Another masquerade that characterized the brashness of the women jametres was
the pisse-en-lit. A modification of a Martiniquan masquerade called chie-en-lit (bed
shitter), jametre women and men were linguistically comical with the term pisser to
suggest menstruation in their interpretation of the masquerade.49 The accompanying
dance consisted of a quick shifting of the pelvis back and forward and side to side, while
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they sang obscene songs.50 This cunning use of menses within ritual has West African
precedents. Among the Yoruba, women in the midst of the menstrual cycle are believed
to be so pungent that they can sometimes render a priest’s powerful medicine impotent;
as a result, Yoruba women sometimes use menstruation as a social weapon.51 Far from
being intended merely to stimulate repulsion, the pisse-en-lit masquerade was a
manifestation of the dissent that jametre women felt strongly toward the state that
consistently violated their bodies through the auspices of the police, the judicial system
and the medical profession.52 Because of their subjugated social standing, police
constantly scrutinized women of the jametre class, who followed them on a regular basis
and, in some cases, extorted sexual favors from them.53 Those who did not comply
might be sent to the courts to be registered as common prostitutes, a marker that made
them even more vulnerable to official harassment.54
The oppression went even further as jametre women were forced to submit
themselves to monthly internal examinations at the St. Ann’s Hospital. If they were
infected with a venereal disease such as syphilis, they were prescribed dangerous
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mercury treatments.55 These women instilled a vehement fear in the state, which saw
them as contaminants that threatened the well being of the city and its inhabitants. This
line of thinking paralleled the general belief in Europe that Africa was the home of
syphilis, and that it was from there that the infectious disease spread into Europe.56 In
fact, much of the nineteenth century medical writing in Europe recognized pathology as
inherent in the black body, often seeing dark skin and black physiognomy as a
consequence of congenital leprosy.57
Jametre women reacted to these condemnatory regulations using their creativity
both in costume and in gesture during Carnival, protesting this outrageous bodily
violation they experienced on a regular basis. This harsh reality, of course, never
superseded the horrific experience of slavery, the consequences of which still had an
impact on them. Collectively, the traumatic effects of both slavery and post-slavery life
were reflected not only in their everyday acts but also in their Carnival performances
such as the pisse-en-lit (which, eventually, was banned in 1894).58
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3.2 The Jamette as the Embodiment of Defiance
At the core of Victorian culture were the ideological and highly conservative
tenets of respectability and reputation. Subjects of the British Empire were expected to
remain within their assigned positions in the hierarchical structure of society. Jamettes
did not conform to this hegemonic categorization either in their thinking or the use of
their bodies. Instead, they existed in between categories, on margins, at thresholds.
When one thinks of the term, and looks at a woman who is socially demarcated as a
jamette, the concept is indirectly linked to masquerade. Apart from the word’s social and
economic implications, it suggests that the jamette is a character, a personality that the
woman assumes and, thus, performs, completing it with a particular attire and physical
bearing. A ritual process like Carnival, in which she participated, encouraged her to
escape everyday life and enter a “place for spontaneous invention and improvisation”.59
As the twentieth century progressed, African-descended and colored middle
class men (referred to as jacket men) sought more involvment in the development of
Carnival traditions, and this had an impact on the freedom of jametre women. The jacket
men were very much involved in the jametre subculture. Women of the jametre class
were constantly present in the barrack yards, and many of them were sexually involved
with jacket men.60 However, these women’s creative input through kalinda songs would
be greatly hindered since the jacket men encouraged jametre men and women to adhere to
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traditional gender roles.61 From the genre that jametre women innovatively developed, a
new musical form called calypso, performed and recorded by working class men,
emerged.62 The male stick fighters now transferred the energy previously used to
challenge their opponents physically into musical composition, appropriating the female
chantuelle’s banter, gossip, and abuse.63 Public performances of the new calypso music
by women were considered taboo, as all female colonial subjects were expected to
behave respectably during Carnival.64 Newspapers published guidelines for selfpresentation and deportment, and “improved” costumes and songs were introduced by
the authorities that reflected the desire for Carnival to have a more “continental,”
European model.65
The agenda to silence and restrict the movements of jametre women came part
and parcel with the colonial authority’s intention to adamantly control female colonial
subjects and enforce British standards of propriety requiring women to be Christian,
modest in dress, dedicated mothers, and loyal wives relegated to the home. The ideal
woman in patriarchal culture is expected to be mute; she is always silent and
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uncomplaining, and should avoid being a spectacle.66 While some lower-class women
recognized that rejecting jametre traits made them entitled to upward mobility, others
refused to be sidelined during Carnival. These more rebellious women were aware of
how the body could be used as a form of protest. Although these women knew that the
voice was the most effective tool for expressing displeasure with social and political
circumstances, they cunningly gauged the potential of their exposed bodies as a locus of
rebellious and expressive energy through which their discontent with the colonial order
could be channelled. This embodied protest went against everything the female colonial
subject symbolized to the colonialist by continuing the legacy of those like Bodicea and
Petit Belle Lilly well into the twentieth century.
Despite the attempt to eradicate working-class women with exposed bodies from
the public arena, they remained integral parts of the working class world of Port of
Spain, and continued to participate in popular urban culture both within and outside the
context of Carnival.67 One must keep in mind that in the early twentieth century, urban
working class African-Trinidadian culture tolerated, and on occasion celebrated, open
female sexuality.68 This attitude contributed to jametre becoming more associated with
the women of the jametre class than the men. As the twentieth century progressed,
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society defined jametre behavior more and more in terms of the black working class
woman who behaved licentiously, dressed in a provocative manner, and often worked
as a prostitute, and would become known as a jamette. Efforts to encourage women to
maintain decorum by associating Christianity and marriage with increased social status
was backed by policies in denominational and state education that emphasized the
training of young girls to be wives and mothers.69
Still, like other working-class women, jamettes had to find a means of living.
Most women of African descent were still involved in manual labor, trade, and services,
as well as small farming in urban and rural areas; this pattern changed after 1917 when
many companies in the industrial sector excluded a vast number of women from their
workforce.70 The crusade to reduce the number of women workers grew even more
forceful after the labor riots of the late 1930s, when new governmental policies
responded to the view that social ills existed because households did not reflect the ideal
family formation.71 The scarcity of work, and the deplorable wages earned if one did
find employment, reflected the dire socio-economic situation of many working class
women.
This is why the women referred to as jamettes used Carnival to vent their
frustrations, even if it meant not behaving like respectable female colonial subjects. It is
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important to consider the feminist claim that only the female gender is marked, thereby
being defined in terms of her sex, while the male gender is conflated with universal
personhood, thus transcending the limitations of one’s physicality.72 However, by
means of a noncompliant shift, the female gender can attain freedom from the confines
of sex by recognizing, as de Beauvoir proposes, that the body can be the situation and
determining factor of women’s freedom rather than a defining and limiting essence.73
This is fundamentally what jamettes did as they defied the conventions of “uprightness”
by which women of the British colonies were expected to abide. While their
distinctiveness warranted constant surveillance, they grasped the powerful impact their
bodies could have, both within Carnival (through the baby doll and pisse-en-lit
masquerades) and in society at large. Furthermore, the Caribbean feminist Christine
Barrow suggests that, for economic reasons, most Caribbean women could not be
restricted to the home.74 Caribbean gender relations existed within a system of
matrifocal and matrilocal families as many Caribbean women had to be economically
independent.75
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In actuality, these women were increasingly viewed by the authorities as
abnormal in the context of masquerading publicly during Carnival. This abnormality
specifically pertained to the jamette’s body, her geographical location, and her social
standing.76 Everything she represented was defined by counter-discourses inherent in
the higher end of the relevant hierarchy. Yet, as Stallybrass and White remind us, while
her physicality, sexuality, geopolitical and social positioning were all abhorred and
reviled, fascination and desire simultaneously twinned the aforementioned postures.77
As the bourgeoisie created systems of regulation governing jamettes’ bodies (most
notably her genitals), the bourgeoisie also became obsessed with the activities of the
lower classes and the spaces they occupied.78 From the elite’s perspective, the jamette
literally embodied the grime of the slums where she resided and, thus, always
threatened to contaminate the purity of bourgeois space.79 Although she was
systematically marginalized and made invisible, the jamette’s bodily presence, imbued
with negative connotation, eventually defined the parameters of the budding
continental Carnival and the limits of masquerade in colonial Trinidad. Now a
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powerful, symbolic form, her body became the primary surface on which battles over
sexual propriety and “metaphysical commitments of culture” were contested.80
While hegemonic forces endorsed the image of an ideal woman and potential
wife through the church and education, society used various mechanisms as tools to
reaffirm these social and cultural conventions.81 The spread of popular folkloric legends
like la diablesse in the public imaginary provided one of the most effective ways of
regulating women so that they would avoid any comparison with the jamette (Figure
35).82 French for “the devil woman,” la diablesse is a legendary figure who seems to be a
beautiful woman but really has the face of a corpse and a cloven hoofs for a foot.83 She
conceals her devilish appearance by wearing a wide-brimmed hat, an exquisite blouse, a
long skirt, and attractive jewelry. She would appear at village social events to charm
men and they would follow her, totally under her spell, deep into the woods or cane
fields. Her victim tries hard to keep up with her, but la diablesse disappears, and he
wonders lost and bewildered, never himself again.
The impact la diablesse had on her victims added to the mystery of the legend and
the probing of whether or not this fearful creature really existed. Yet, the real life
persona that could be referenced as the closest orientation of her was the jamette. It is
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plausible that this legend reflected, or even contributed to, misogynist stereotypes of
jamettes as evil, demonic and skilled in the art of deception. La diablesse’s animalistic
physicality, coupled with her deadlike facial features, evoked the stigma attached to the
common conception of the jamette. Both la diablesse and the jamette supposedly
possessed an untamed, irresistibly seductive sexuality.84 The legend’s obvious
defamation of women who, like the jamette, recognized and used the power rooted in
their sexualized bodies, says much about the danger that such women were perceived as
representing to the established order.
The now popular and socially accepted musical form of calypso also provided
another avenue through which society could scrutinize and, thus, disparage such
women. The threat that these women posed to male sexuality is captured in the calypso
“Mamaguy Me” by Cobra of 1937:
I couldn't believe the girl was like that
But she prove to be a vampire bat
But when you take them down to Teteron
You will be frightened to see the size of they craw85

Here, the woman to which Cobra refers is most likely a prostitute and her vagina is
conceptualized as a “craw”. The evocation of the woman’s vagina as having the ability
to devour like a craw recalls the myth of vagina dentata, which insinuates that the
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woman’s sexual organ is dangerous and can demolish the phallus. The view of the
jamette having such an uncontrollable sexual appetite revealed men’s fear of castration
and emasculation, and their insecurities about sexual competence.86 Nevertheless, many
of the calypsonians still sought prostitutes.
While calypso provided a forum of much ridicule for jamettes, a young and
rebellious subculture of which jamettes were a part revolved around another
phenomenon, the steel pan. This instrument is made from the base of discarded oil
drums and is a response to and a direct descendent of the prohibited bongo drum –
which had played a crucial role in Canboulay processions – and the tamboo bamboo bands
of the late nineteenth century. In fact, just as enslaved Africans of the nineteenth
century maintained underground regiments that privately observed Christmas with
regalia and pageantry, steel bands served as social organizations that participated in
festive occasions like Carnival.87 As in all such organizations of this period, the roles of
participants were usually gender-specific – the men often played the steel pan while the
women, frequently jamettes, served as the flag bearers of the steel band.
The movements of the flag bearers on the streets during Carnival often created
spectacles. Many of them were well known for being magnificent “winers” –
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practioners of an undulating, gyrating and writhing form of dance. Whenever two steel
bands crossed paths on the streets, impromptu competitions broke out as flag bearers
tried to outdo those of the opposing band.88 One flag bearer of the 1940s, Mayfield
Camps, who waved flag for the Trinidad All Stars Steel Orchestra, was often referred to
as a “pepper sauce type of flagwoman.”89 She was known to execute dynamic routines in
which she flew her flag high in the air and then low to the ground, and would finally
wine bodaciously while “rolling her belly.”90 One of Trinidad’s most famous jamettes,
Yvonne “Bubulups” Smith, was also a flag woman for All Stars in the late 1940s.91 She
was an intimidating figure even for some of the most fearless men in steel pan like
Carlton “Zigilee” Barrow of the Bar 20 Steel Band. Barrow recalled Bubulups’s defiance
when she was the band’s flag woman and felt compelled to lead them into battle: “When
she was in front with the flag your stones was cold but it was a woman in front so you
had to go.”92 Along with the constant police harassment she experienced as a prostitute,
she landed in jail a number of times after violent confrontations with police or with
members of steel bands.93
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Most of the pan men were called badjohns or saga boys, flashy dressers who lived
up to their branded names as they opted to go against moral standards and reputation
that were customary in the colonial Caribbean.94 They preferred to be unemployed and
many were pimps who lived off jamettes who were engaged in prostitution. As steel
bands became a popular sight with costumed bands masquerading in the streets during
Carnival, the authorities started seeing them as a threat to the social order. Members of
the middle and upper classes perceived pan men as instigators of violence even though
most were not.95 The government responded in 1946 with a bill banning “noisy”
instruments, stipulating that steel bands had to obtain a permit to play between 6 p.m.
and 9 p.m.96 When seventeen members of the Invaders steel band, two of which were
women, appeared in court after a brawl with a rival band, they were all charged with
malicious wounding, assault, and taking part in an unlawful assembly.97 In the
confrontations steel bands had with police, an underlying dynamic of rebellion
“[challenged] …the hierarchy of sites of discourse;” their transformative power
necessitated a rethinking of what was then considered a Carnival of the elite, which the
black masses were now able to pervade.98
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As part of the class of poor people of African descent in urban Trinidad, jamettes
(like their male counterparts, the “badjohns” of the steel bands) lived a “ghetto”
existence. Many of them came from extreme poverty, and often were victims of sexual
abuse.99 In the 2001 play Jean and Dinah (in which two jamettes reunite after years of
estrangement), one recalls how her uncle started to inappropriately touch her:
He come just so, early one Sunday morning when Aunty gone to church, and lie
down on top of me on the bed. I jump up and push him off. I was always a
fighter….That night he come back again. I tell him go tell Aunty and he hold me
tight. He cover my mouth, he was hurting me. He say if I tell Aunty he will kill
me.100

Such traumatic home situations led these young girls to escape into prostitution, which
sometimes made them economically independent. The existence of the Coterie of Social
Workers founded by Audrey Jeffers in 1920, which sought to eradicate prostitution and
protect young girls who ran away from home, spoke to prostitution’s presence in urban
centers like Port of Spain.101 Not everyone had access to these social programs or
wanted to take advantage of them. Indeed, there were cases of girls who came from
respectable families and fled, or were chased away after becoming pregnant, as was the
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case with Bubulups.102 After she moved in with the baby’s father in downtown Port of
Spain, she took to the streets for company and as a means of living.103
Prostitution became an even more viable way of making a living during the U.S.
Navy’s occupation of the island during World War II. In 1940, British Prime Minister
Winston Churchill offered large plots of land in Trinidad to U.S. President Franklin
Roosevelt for building naval and air bases.104 With hundreds of American men earning
decent wages (paid in “Yankee” dollars), it was more than enticing for some workingclass women: not only for the prostitutes, but also for those whose only employment
opportunity was serving the domestic needs of middle- and upper- class households.105
The average pay for the latter was $12 per month, while prostitutes would often charge
$3, $5 and, sometimes, as much as $10 for each sexual encounter.106 American soldiers
gave them more money than local men did, becoming serious competitors to their
Trinidadian customers.107
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One of the ways in which these men were able to retaliate was through the
musical art form of calypso. In one song, the calypsonian Tiger ridicules a woman
because of the varying complexions of her children and an absent father figure:
Some of the children brown and some little whiter
Put she to the world she can't point a father
Who it is? Me next door neighbour108

Calypsonians were often critical of these women and their songs reflected what the
masses felt about this cohort, relegating them to the category jamette. In their lyrics they
often presented the moral ideals they expected women to follow, yet they seldom
professed a desire to change their own behaviors.109 However, their sense of
emasculation was relieved with the end of the war and the departure of the foreigners.
The sentiments of local men are best captured in the calypso “Jean and Dinah” (sung by
the calypsonian the Mighty Sparrow), which warns jamettes that the “Yankees gone” and
he is “taking over now.” In other words, the jamettes had to accept what local men gave
them and if they didn’t, they would suffer terribly.
The vicious nature of these consequences manifested itself physically and
violently. “Jean in Town” (a character who many say was one of the jamettes about
whom the Mighty Sparrow sang), ended up with a deformed arm after being attacked
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with a knife.110 When Yvonne “Bubulups” Smith initiated a battle with her opponents,
policemen arrested a naked and wounded Bubulups.111 Their lives became a matter of
survival as they constantly had to defend themselves.112 The difficulty of a jamette’s life
is best summed up in these words expressed by Jean from the aforementioned play:
Listen to me, Dinah. You could be a waiter, that is your business. The road I walk
had nothing. It didn’t have no money, no food. I didn’t have no mother. I didn’t
have no father. All I ever wanted in my life was money and that is the only way I
know how to do it. And that is how I going down. You hear me?113

This bleak reality equipped jamettes with the capacity to realize the spectacle that their
bodies could inherently become. Recognizable by their posture, style of dress, and their
disregard for spatial and temporal precepts, jamettes threatened the controlled and
repressed position that women had in society. Indeed, the mostly black female bodies
exemplified this model of the jamette, but more so because society branded them
vulgar.114 As uncouth spectacles, their bodies represented indiscretion against the
repressive colonial order.115 Vulgar now became the pejorative term in the socio-cultural
framing of these black working class women. The anxieties of the elite and the colonial
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authorities centered around the vulgarity that branded the jamettes’ bodies. The
dehumanizing criticism they often faced pictured them as degenerates, and
uncontainable.
The authorities continued to attempt to control the masses during Carnival with
the annual publishing of a “List of Don’ts.” One such list from 1946 reveals the anxieties
the government still had in knowing that the potential for an insurgence could erupt
during Carnival:
1. Don't dress in an immodest or scanty costume
2. Don't dance in a vulgar way
3. Don't sing any immoral or suggestive songs
4. Don't lose your temper and behave in a violent manner, give and take
5. Don't indulge in obscene language
6. Don't over-indulge in intoxicating liquor
7. Don't forget that your children and your neighbour's little ones are looking at
you.
8. Don't carry about you any weapon of offence
9. Don't leave room for regret116

This warning to the jamettes and badjohns evinced the expectation that colonial subjects
were consciously and constantly to practice “proper etiquette” even in the midst of
revelry in Carnival (Figure 36). However, as the authorities were well aware, Carnival
could not be regulated or controlled.
The defiant spirit of the jamette is captured in this visual reference in which two
women are roaming the streets alone at night (Figure 37).117 As the image suggests,
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jamettes proposed a challenge to the socially acceptable idea of the colonial female
subject having a sense of social responsibility by practicing self-monitoring, selfrestraint, and self-containment. It is nighttime. The women parade on the streets and
stop by a building in what seems to be a designated marketplace for prostitutes. While
both women are impeccably dressed, the one on the left wears more provocative attire
and stands facing the wall protruding her derriere as if attempting to attract attention.
The other woman stands boldly and holds a cigarette to her mouth, a practice that was
considered unbecoming of a lady. Standing strategically underneath the light allowed
them to be noticed by potential customers and to create spectacles of themselves.
Although prostitutes always had the option of frequenting nightclubs to gain clientele,
prostitutes such as these opted to stay on the streets in the red light districts of urban
centres. Undeniably, any woman seen on the streets at night in these parts of town
would immediately be considered a jamette. By doing this, they showed no concern for
the social repercussions of being branded ‘vulgar,’ and for the perception they were a
major hindrance to the social and economic development of the black working class.
Often prostitutes were divided into two categories based on how they dressed
and dealt with customers. “Low grade” prostitutes like Yvonne “Bubulups” Smith and
Gateway Elaine wore t-shirts and jeans or cheap dresses, and frequented the streets at
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night striking up conversations with potential customers.118 Once the prostitutes gave a
price, which was often low, they would go around the corner to engage in their sexual
encounter. Contrastingly, “high grade” prostitutes wore stylish dresses, jewelry, and
high-heeled shoes and would only do business in nightclubs.119 Prostitutes such as
Delilah, Vera, and Destra among others would be seen in clubs like Marama and the
Lucky Diamond Horseshoe Club. Here, men would invite them over to their tables and
buy them a drink in an effort to seek sexual favors. Once a man agreed on the price the
prostitutes gave, they would go to a private place to have intercourse. Although women
with fair complexions and/or straighter hair often were immediately considered
prostitutes of high caliber, usually any attractive woman who dressed well would fit
into this category.120
However, at the same time, jamettes still did not correspond to the model of the
ideal woman, physiognomically. Like many of the women of her class, the average
jamette was black and, thus, always stereotypically aligned with the paradox of erotic
desire and ugliness. At the same time, those black women who adhered to the tenets of
decency were considered socially acceptable good candidates for marriage. Despite
cultural nationalist overtures to Afrocentrism in Trinidad beginning during the 1920s,
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the feminine ideal was, nevertheless, of European descent.121 No one symbolized this
ideal more than the Jaycee’s Carnival Queen.
The Jaycees Carnival Queen represented what every woman was supposed to
emulate. She was almost a replica of the Queen of England, clearly standing in direct
opposition to the jamette (Figure 38). Like the contestants of the competition, the flag
woman performed in the public sphere; however, her body was not exhibited in a
guarded social arena like the Jaycees Carnival Queen competition. For many black
working-class men, the Carnival Queen competition served as a reminder that they
could not have “the Queen.” Instead, they had to settle for the “big black ugly one.”122
Although she was the least desired, a respectable black woman with a good reputation
often proved to be a loyal, selfless, hardworking, and chaste wife and mother. At the
other end of the spectrum was the jamette. Unlike the chaste black wife who was
symbolically asexual, the jamette epitomized the sexually zealous black woman even
though she was never openly celebrated as a desired figure.
Such an association of the jamette’s bodily expressions with the dark and the
savage marked her as inherently primitive. As demonstrated in the regulations for
Carnival behavior mentioned above, her provocative gesticulations in the carnivalesque
sphere received the same condemnatory reading as her perceived role in everyday
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society. Amidst the large crowds of masqueraders in sailor mas’ costumed bands
organized by the predominant steel bands, jamettes sustained a rebellious quality in they
gyrated their pelvises that was reminiscent of the jametre class of the prior century.
Their movements akin to the steel bands, whose rhythmic and melodic sound also
emitted an unruly flair as the steel pan voiced the black masses’ desire for
acknowledgement of their political, social and creative presence. The jamettes thus
reveled to the music in their costumes, oscillating their hips with their arms akimbo,
some waving the flags of their affiliated steel bands and others simply moving to the
music while singing refrains from popular calypsos. If the jamettes were indeed
primitive, it is because they were appropriating primitivity in their performances as a
means of challenging the colonial order.123
This primitivity interrogates notions of the feminine through a type of “corporeal
style,” a term Judith Butler applies to gender to describe “an ‘act,’ as it were, which is
both intentional and performative, where ‘performative’ suggests a dramatic and
contingent construction of meaning.”124 One could argue in this context that corporeal
style refers to the jamettes’ disrupting the mandated corporeal style of the feminine by
incorporating an aggressive yet overt sexuality into their deeds. It is this idea of
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feminine corporeality that linked the jamette permanently to the lower strata and to the
fringes of the permitted spaces for visual and physical enjoyment during Carnival.
In imagery that is rarely seen in newspapers prior to independence (because of
its unconventionality), a woman who would be perceived as a jamette can be seen
waving a flag for Tripoli Steel Band during the Carnival of 1948 (Figure 39). This woman
may actually be Mable Corbin, a jamette of East Indian descent, who was a flag woman
for Tripoli during this period.125 The arm of a man standing in the foreground hides her
face, but it is quite clear that she heads a crowd of revelers, with her hands raised and
waving the band’s flag. Although the steel band movement is considered a man’s
domain, her corporeal style constitutes a reminder of the impact of women in the
development of the steel pan and the subculture surrounding it. After what may have
been a quick maneuver through the crowd, she transforms into a spectacle and is
immersed in an act that is both invigorating and contravening as she captures the
attention of onlookers.
In another photograph from the play Jean and Dinah, the two women dressed in
sailor costumes, flags in hand, gyrate with a man positioned between them (Figure 40).
Jean and Dinah’s overt sexual behavior is manifested in their direct bodily contact with
the man. They may have pursued him and, like the baby doll character discussed
earlier, are audacious in deciding to dance with him in such a sexual manner. In the
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1940s, it was not uncommon to see women like Jean and Dinah in costumed bands
organized by steel bands like San Juan All Stars. These bands included masquerades that
replicated the American sailors on the island who frequented bars, calypso tents, and
socialized with jamettes. More than anything, this masquerade was a parody on the
American military’s behavior. Yet there was a certain admiration for the Americans’
rebelliousness. In fact, in 1941, the authorities prohibited the popular sailor bands from
masquerading.126 At the same time, the sailor band permitted a performance that not
only explored the insertion of American culture into the colonial Trinidad context, but
also led the way to a new and exciting aesthetic both for costuming and for corporeal
expression. Sailor bands were the most popular costumed bands to be seen parading
through the streets. By 1952, of the 120 bands entered for competitions, about 40 were
sailor bands.127 The innovative aesthetic presence of the sailor band is one of the few
costuming traditions of the 1940s that have survived in contemporary Carnival, and
evokes a pivotal moment in Trinidadian history to which the jamette contributed.

3.3 Time to Get on Bad! – Jametteness in Contemporary Carnival
As was discussed in the first chapter, an increase in the number of middle-class
women masquerading in post-World War II Carnival coincided with an increase in the
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number of costumed bands catering to the middle-class.128 Barbara Powrie attributes the
apparent “emancipation” of women as a reason for their amplified presence, identifying
this revival of the women’s movement as a by-product of the war.129 Yet, along with the
continued participation of jamettes and other working class women in Trinidad Carnival,
this period marks an important juncture when there was a greater presence of women in
the festival. During the war years, numerous jamettes in Port of Spain continued to
participate through their involvement with the steel bands and sailor mas’ costumed
bands. The presence of the many American soldiers who resided at naval bases only
accelerated the challenges to traditional moral codes already pursued by the jamettes and
badjohns.130 Furthermore, the American soldiers’ validation of the calypso art form
matched their attraction to the jamettes’.131 The fact that some middle-class women also
had liaisons with the American soldiers may have had some impact on their wanting to
participate in Carnival.132
The effect of the lower class was even more potent by the 1960s, since Trinidad
Carnival began to embrace the cultural and corporeal practices of the working class. Part
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of this included a gradual co-optation by the middle and upper classes of the working
class’s performative tendencies. The black masses, whose cultural contributions were
“nativized” during the anti-colonialist independence movement, were now seen as
symbolizing the “essence” of Trinidadian culture. Since Carnival was no longer
required to pay obeisance to the European colonial discursive legacy, it now became
“we t’ing” and was supposed to reflect this newly constructed indigeneity.133
This change was also reflected in the aesthetic of the costumed bands.
Bandleaders’ themes began to demonstrate either a sense of nationalistic pride or ideas
that were imaginative or fantasy-oriented in derivation. This less restrictive propensity
flowed into the structure of the costume. For example, in 1957 Bobby Ammon produced
the band La Fiesta Brava in which the costume aesthetic replicated traditional Spanish
garb (Figure 41). The image of the band shows the revelers in costume on what seems to
be the stage in Queen's Park Savannah, the main judging point for Carnival. They are
wearing thick long-sleeve shirts, long skirts and pants, capes, wide-brimmed hats, and
black boots as they dance to music provided by wind instrumentalists, which are all in
keeping with the theme of the band. Ammon's band highly contrasts with John
Humphrey's presentation in 1966 entitled Snow Kingdom (Figure 42). Here,
masqueraders are wearing a costume with a leotard and tights as its foundation
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supplemented by additional pieces such as a chest piece, waistband, armbands and
wristbands, a headpiece, and, finally, the standard. As is apparent, this new costume
aesthetic and structure now provided masqueraders with more freedom of movement
since there was now greater access to stretch nylons and knits, which also meant that
costumes became more affordable. Carnival thus became more “democratic” and
embraced revelers of different socio-economic strata who could not afford more
elaborate costumes. The deportment of masqueraders and other revelers during
Carnival celebrations was less constrained and regimented, and the jamette’s
tremendous impact on the expressivity of the frame is obvious in this historical moment.
In the 1970s, there was a gradual yet consistent modification in gender dynamics
as more women masqueraded in the streets during the festival. Fantasy-oriented themes
attracted greater numbers of women of various classes and ethnicities to the costumed
bands. More and more women started to work outside the home and the disposable
income for some began to rise.134 Carnival was now associated with women more than
ever. As was discussed in chapter one, this may have been the result of the changes in
the political and, in turn, cultural climate during this historical moment when radical
ideologies of racial, gender and national identity were being constructed.135 But more
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importantly, women of varying ethnic and socio-economic leanings now perceived
themselves and their anatomies differently, and the jamette’s bold performative legacy
and insistent use of the unguarded public sphere for articulating this clearly attributed
to this tendency. It is plausible to conclude, though, that this new sense of bodily
awareness was legitimated by the non-black, non-working class women who
masqueraded during Carnival.
The notion of freedom of expression for women is most exemplified by this
photograph of a female reveler during Jouvert in the late 1970s (Figure 43). With a bottle
of beer in her hand and wearing nothing but a meager bikini, the woman is engaged in a
moment of sheer revelry and seems to be unaffected by stares from the fully-clothed
onlookers. This woman at once becomes pure spectacle as her demeanor differs from
the other women seen around her, while her outlandish manner recalls the threat that
jamettes symbolized in pre-independence Trinidad. She also represents a new sensibility
that embraces her body as a key expressive tool in the public domain. In other words,
she is incorporating the legacy of the jamette's corporeal style by exhibiting an
uninhibited brashness and sexuality in her motions. More importantly, the demeanor
and attire of this woman is reflective of a historical moment when women were
becoming more self-assured and independent.
As the 1970s progressed, Carnival was increasingly recognized as a viable
economic resource, and more and more people were attracted to the festival. The
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increase in the number of masqueraders in costumed bands reflected this. New bands
continued to emerge, with women now dominating their mas’ camps. During this
period, the two-piece or the bikini became the basis for most costumes. The desire to
exhibit oneself in the public domain was an alluring element that attracted more and
more women to masquerade in this costume aesthetic regardless of race, class, or age.
Bandleader Edmund Hart even noted that he knew of people in his band who “cut up
their costumes to make them scanty.”136
Apart from wanting to show as much of their bodies as possible, there seemed to
be what can be perceived as a yearning by women immersed in the various Carnival
activities to deploy their corporeality in a sexually suggestive way. While wining is
popular today, there have been different versions of it throughout the history of
Carnival since many dances from the Caribbean incorporate movements that originate
in the hips.137 In her research on the retention of original African dance forms and rituals
in Haiti in the 1930s, Katherine Dunham noticed the isolation of the hips in the danses
grouilles form. This dance, common during Haitian Carnival and rara festivals,
consisted of a grinding movement of the hips and was directly associated with sexual
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activities.138 These dances have always been linked to women and, in the context of
Carnival in colonial Trinidad, jamettes have always performed such movements. As was
mentioned several times before, the preoccupation of the bourgeoisie with the lower half
of the jamettes’ bodies conjured up a keen association of her corporeal movements with
vulgarity. Therefore, there is a history of associating this type of dancing with the
vulgate, the common, the masses.
So when there was a prevalence of women masqueraders wining provocatively
during Carnival of the late 1980s, the anxieties expressed by the public in newspapers
seemed to echo those of late nineteenth century Trinidad. Although there was a
tendency every Carnival for more and more women wearing bikini-based costumes and
wining to soca, this tendency apparently culminated in the year 1988. The launch of
Peter Minshall’s presentation for Carnival called Jumbie was blamed for instigating the
bacchanal. By this time, Minshall was no stranger to controversy, since his 1980 band
Danse Macabre had been highly criticized for its avoidance of the pretty mas’ aesthetic that
is part and parcel of the costuming for Carnival Monday and Tuesday. Although in
1987 his Carnival is Colour won Band of the Year (with its geometric shapes, clever
engineering of the structures of its costumes and wonderful use of color), in 1988
controversy swirled around Minshall subverting (in the band Jumbie) the conventions of
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the pretty mas’ aesthetic with the use of cardboard. But on the night of the band’s
launching, the focus was taken away from Minshall's aesthetic and, instead, put on a few
of the female masqueraders in his band who wore g-strings and other high-cut leotards.
The next morning, a number of newspapers featured on their front pages photographs
of these female masqueraders.
A letter to the editor from a popular television personality initiated the attack on
the show. In it she exclaimed:
Bare bottoms and revealing vaginas have their place (they already desecrate our
beaches), but what message are you giving to the young when you show them a
horde of non-thinking half-naked people, “wining” and rubbing bouncing
derrieres across a Savannah stage and on our streets?139

There was even concern expressed in the media by the Roman Catholic Archbishop,
who expressed his hope that the models and the people who cheered them were
reconsidering their actions.140 In his response, Peter Minshall emphasized the fact that
his designs for costumes are always over-wear and that the masquerader can freely
improvise underneath.141 Perhaps, it is this revelation that encouraged critics to be even
more apprehensive about women's involvement in Carnival. Certainly, there was
already a tendency for women masqueraders to wear revealing costumes and make
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alterations to their costumes if they so chose. The change in Carnival was obvious and
women were now the targets of immense criticism for what was deemed a lack of
creativity and an increase in immorality and vulgarity in the nation's celebrated festival.
Reflections on that year’s Carnival in the newspapers included concerns that
“women [were] expressing themselves in dance that is nothing short of scandalous” and
recounted how women “in skimpy outfits, which apparently some of them still found to
be too cumbersome, they gyrated wildly by themselves, with and against one another
and occasionally with men.”142 One writer angrily compared women masqueraders to
prostitutes charging that “many of our women are LOST, beyond redemption, and
seemingly content to be branded with the image of sluts and loose-moralled
individuals.”143
What seemed to be the crux of the matter was the reality that these women
possessed the volition to wear costumes and do any acts they desired. That women of
certain socio-economic standings and racial compositions could be immersed in this
type of corporeal expression was astounding to these critics. These women without
hesitation wined and gyrated alone, with other women and/or with men in a manner
reminiscent of the jamettes of prior historical moments. Whether or not these movements
consciously demonstrated a safety valve for these women to vent frustrations over social
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inequities, their abundant presence spoke to a new aesthetic that literally burst the
seams of the costume.144
This kind of jamette behavior, as it would have been referred to in more ways
than one, revealed an insistence by these women to become engaged in the creative act
of spontaneous movement. Unmistakably, the costumes designed and created in the
mas’ camps based on a particular theme did not afford these women masqueraders the
kind of portrayal they wanted to convey. So for them, the body became the costume.145
It was only through the full utilization of their physique that their creativity could
emerge. As Toril Moi has declared, a woman’s use of her freedom is deeply connected
to the significance she places on her frame.146 Such creativity was only possible through
the embodiment of a body aesthetic that I term jametteness. The jamettes of the first half
of the twentieth century provided this new generation with a corporeal vocabulary that
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compensated for its absence in the present costume aesthetic. The pelvic oscillations,
gyrations, and wining that plagued the festivities symbolized the social, artistic,
economic, and sexual independence and freedom of these women.
The expressive display of the erotic can also be applied here.

Audre Lorde sees

the erotic as “a resource within each of us that lies in a deeply female and spiritual
plane, firmly rooted in the power of our unexpressed or unrecognized feeling.”147
Recognizing the hegemonic structure’s need to distort sources of this power within
cultures of the oppressed, Lorde encourages women to be wary of patriarchal models of
power that sanction the repression of the erotic as pornographic, which she affirms is the
suppression of one’s true feelings, a sort of objectification of oneself and others.148 The
communal experience women masqueraders share during the carnivalesque moment
can be read as spiritual since it binds them together in a way they are not able to
otherwise. Empowered in numbers, these women dance uninhibitedly to the music,
moving their bodies in unison to create dynamic movements. This experience can be
likened to the work of performance artist Carolee Schneemann whose work often dealt
with notions of the erotic.149 In the performance Meat Joy (1964), for example,
Schneemann explored intersections of carnality and the erotic in a rite that included
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men, women, raw chicken, fish, and sausage among other materials. Both
interpretations of the erotic are applicable to the women-dominated performances that
occur during Carnival Monday and Tuesday. Rather than stigmatizing women for their
corporeal expressions, it is more constructive to view these expressions from a broader
perspective.
When assessing the movements of women in the dancehall subculture of
Jamaica, Carolyn Cooper offers an alternative theory of gender relating to Afro-Jamaican
women. These women are an integral part of this creative subculture that not only
contributes to the Jamaican economy (as entertainers, DJs, and retailers for the fashions
unique to the subculture), but also greatly impacts the cultural framework of Jamaican
society.150 Cooper states that these women, who engage in overtly sexual dance
movements to songs with lyrics that are sexually explicit, are responding to and
resisting Western notions of female decorum.151 Far beyond what Jamaicans
euphemistically refer to as “slackness” (sexual immorality), Cooper interprets this form
of dancing as:
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potentially a politics of subversion. For Slackness is not mere sexual looseness though it certainly is that. Slackness is a metaphorical revelry against law and
order; an undermining of consensual standards of decency. 152

Slackness parallels jametteness in meaning and significance by articulating the unique
power that physical expression holds as its effect in provocative dissent is more
enduring than the voice. More importantly, embedded in both slackness and jametteness
are distinctive connotations of the primitive, a denigrating term that is often applied to
African cultures from which many cultural practices of the African Diaspora are
derived.
The obvious way in which these women of Jamaican dancehall culture and
Trinidad Carnival are disparaged and, in turn, primitivized is rooted in the belief that
they are not behaving like civilized modern subjects. These women – of Indian, African,
Chinese, European, Arab and mixed descent – are a threat to the social order that the
authorities hope to portray to an international audience. While jamettes’ motions in preindependence Trinidad were primitivized by elites, contemporary masqueraders
purposely employ a repertoire that has always been deemed inappropriate, savage, and
uncivilized, thereby primitivizing themselves through a creative process. In other
words, contemporary women masqueraders are embracing a primitivist performativity
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in order to comment on the patriarchal containment of women inside and outside of the
Carnival arena.
But this primitivist aesthetic is not limited to the masqueraders’ corporeality.
Costume bands such as Savage Fun Lovers Limited have incorporated this primitivist
notion into their overall aesthetic and themes since 1987. At the time of its launch,
Bandleader Edmund Hart had already pioneered a costume aesthetic that emphasized
the frame of the masquerader.153 However, when Savage entered the scene, its distinctive
aesthetic difference was in its costumes. It did not take long for the band to become
hugely successful and every year each portrayal was “savage,” portraying warriors,
mountain climbers, and nearly anything to do with battle.154 The costume usually
consisted of a standard, a sequined bikini or whole bath suit, arm and leg braces, and a
headdress. If one viewed these costumes in any other cultural context, one would
immediately see them as stereotypic attire usually associated with indigenous people of
the Americas or Africa. Portrayals of indigenous peoples have always been present in
Trinidad Carnival as far back as the late nineteenth century with Afro-Venezuelans
depicting the Amerindians of South America, and into the twentieth century with
portrayals of Wild Indians and Africans.
In 1990, Savage Fun Lovers Limited split up and members of the committee started
two new bands -- Poison and Barbarossa in 1991. Poison’s first presentation was Poison of
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the Sea and Poison of the Land, again based on notions of savagery and the wild. Both
bands continued the Savage legacy and popularity, attracting thousands of
masqueraders and increasing their numbers year after year. These costumed bands
clearly generated an exchange between costume and performer that was rooted in a
discursive exploration of primitivism. However, this stock (and quite narrow-minded)
primitivism should be recognized as distinct from the appropriation of a primitivist
posture by mid-twentieth century jamettes (Figure 44).
Perhaps the persistence of this new leaning in the costume aesthetic of Carnival,
along with the financial gains to be had from the popularity of these bands among locals
and foreign-based Trinidadians, contributed to a decline in the criticism of the costumes
women masqueraders portrayed. Poison and Barborossa continued to be successful and
new bands with similar aesthetics emerged. It would not be long before this costume
aesthetic and the idealized mixed women (they are popularly refered to as “redskinned” women in Trinidad) who masqueraded with a likeness to jametteness became
emblematic of contemporary Carnival. In her exploration of Caribbean women as
spectacles in public performance, Belinda Edmondson observes the inclination of
primitive imagery being fused with the nationalist project in most Caribbean nations to
envisage a representation of modernity.155 This seems to be the idea mobilizing the type
of imagery now promoted in Trinidad especially since Carnival is recognized as a
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lucrative capitalist tool for economic development in Trinidad. Yet, what distinguishes
the situation in the context of Trinidad Carnival is that the modernity being implied
implicates the women's anatomy. Hence the mixed woman’s body immersed in her
primitive performativity becomes symbolic of modernity and progress, with her near
nakedness further emphasizing her primitivity.
This idea is demonstrated in this next image in which two mixed women of
mostly European descent are masquerading in the presentation of the Harts band for
2006 entitled Voyage BC (Figure 45). Their uninhibited bodily gestures reflect the earnest
corporeal movements that resonate with jametteness. They are gyrating to soca music,
something their ancestors would never have done during Carnival celebrations in times
past. Suffusing their jamette-like performativity is an appropriation of blackness. I use
blackness here to elucidate how race is often implicated in the term jametteness. Women
of different races incorporate jametteness into their movements today, and it is important
to remember that the “darkness” and “savageness” of Africa will always be associated
with the jamette and jametteness. So when these women wine and “get on bad,” a level
of appropriation of the Other is indispensable.156 As women of privilege, they could be
seen as constructing a “sometimes shallow, unself-reflexive appropriation of
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blackness.”157 Thus, their performance of the “Other” is, as E. Patrick Johnson states,
both seen and not seen, depending “upon a dynamic of display that ricochets between
hypervisibility and oblivion.”158
With women of other ethinicities constantly incorporating jametteness in their
performances, the question of whether or not black working class women who perform
jametteness are perceived as vulgar comes to mind. In most cases they may be seen as
such, however, one should not discount the rebellion evident in their acts. The might of
the mega all-inclusive bands and all-inclusive fetes has brought elitism back into the
festival. Nonetheless, despite the restrictions that these bands mandate on the streets
during Carnival Monday and Tuesday, in addition to the exclusivity of the all-inclusive
fetes, members of the working class have alternative sites. They revel in partially or
non-all-inclusive costumed bands, in affordable public fetes, and during Jouvert - the
ritual that commences the masquerading of Carnival Monday and Tuesday.
Indeed, the term jamette is still pervasive in the language of Trinidadians, but
does not carry as much weight as it once did, as its significance and effectiveness as part
of the system of opposition of lady / jamette is no longer valid.159 Jamettes were defiant
women who spoke their minds, no matter what the consequence. And many women
have benefited in some way from what they have inherited from the jamette. It goes
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without saying that the historical jamette, who is brought to life through the jametteness
of numerous women in today’s Carnival, is no longer an invisible figure. Rather, there
are many women who take on her persona. In a charcoal drawing entitled Rude Girl,
Jackie Hinkson portrays a woman wearing a short dress in an assertive stance as she
glances to her left while leaning on her raised leg (Figure 46). The drawing’s title is
suggestive of the defiance and aggression associated with a woman of her racial and
social bearing who, as the artist attests, would be seen during Carnival time.160 At the
same time, Hinkson reminds us that such a representation also speaks to the confidence
and independence these women elicit. These qualities are often celebrated by society
and, along with the sitter’s deportment, recall the jamette. Yet, her posture and pensive
glance to the side bespeak the sitter’s engagement in a kind of self-imagining that
challenges any stereotypical reading of her.161
In the essay “Body Talk: Notes on Women and Spectacle in Contemporary
Trinidad Carnival,” literary scholar Natasha Barnes takes issue with claims made by
mostly male critics that the predominance of women playing mas’ in scantily clad
costumes is evidence of their economic and social clout. She contends:
Because Carnival is a period that is licensed for the reversal of social order,
women's subversion and appopriation of male-identified forms of sexual display
may actually serve to reinforce the patriarchal structures that it otherwise
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critiques.... By re-enacting and embodying patriarchal stereotypes that depict
women as sexually available, women consent to, rather than critique, their own
subjugation....Given the politics of voyeurism and fetishism that frequently
accompany the representation of black bodies, can a resistive praxis emanate
from the spectacle of women masqueraders gyrating in full view of television
cameras? Is 'visibility' enough of a liberatory strategy to convert the subversive
act into an emancipatory politics?162

In another section of the essay, Barnes compares the situation in Trinidad Carnival with
the subculture of the dancehall in urban Jamaica arguing that the latter provides an
instance in the Caribbean cultural sphere where the explicit performances of female
black bodies are not patriarchally coopted. Her exploration of the possibilities that exist
for these bodies to be commodified led to the following observation:
Captured in photography and video, wining simultaneously enacts pleasure and
revulsion: many masqueraders who prided themselves in “getting on bad” on
Carnival Monday and Tuesday frequently react to the recorded images of their
gyrations with ambivalence. By contrast, the relative lack of video images
circulating “street images” of women in Jamaica’s dancehalls has much to do
with these dancers’ refusal to perform for video cameras “for free,” and offers an
interesting distinction between their performativity as a live stage act as opposed
to that captured in video reproductions.163

These statements create a problematic dichotomy between Trinidadian women
masqueraders and Jamaican dancehall queens. Carnival and the dancehall subculture
have totally different histories and exist in two different cultural and socio-economical
contexts; this must be kept in mind when considering the performances in both spaces
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as well as the politics of recorded images of these events. Her sense that the
masqueraders react ambivalently to seeing themselves after the fact is questionable, as
perception is obviously relative. But how then do we account for those that are not seen
in video and photography? And these include other masqueraders and other women
who cannot afford to be in pretty mas'. How do we account for the working class
Trinidadian woman and how she utilizes Carnival, which is a central part of Trinidadian
culture? Women in Jamaican dancehalls often come from working-class situations and
are aware that the videos produced are widely circulated and thus may not want to
participate. Also, as in any club situation, people are often defensive when it comes to
their bodies being recorded, even in Trinidad. As far as women masqueraders willingly
wining and gyrating in front of the camera, a feeling of euphoria often exists in a
carnivalesque atmosphere, not to mention the abundance of alcohol that is available.
These masqueraders are also mostly middle-class and many of them, for various
reasons, try their best to attain a certain physique for Carnival, so they often are ready
and willing to exhibit themselves in public. Furthermore, stating that women
masqueraders’ subversion “reinforce[s] the patriarchal structures that it otherwise
critiques” completely disregards the historical trajectory of their presence and
performance in Trinidad Carnival.
Susie Dayal explores matters of self-exhibition and the ownership of one's public
imagery in She Web (Figure 47). Performed either in the nude or with clothing, She Web
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is an interrogation of the cultural friction that emerges from exposure of the female body
and the “body masks” that she creates. These masks, Dayal explains, are created to
“explore notions of comfort and discomfort, liberation, constraint, power, subservience,
protection, violation, beauty and sacrifice.”164 Possessing the permeability of webs, the
masks seem to reflect their conflicting yet unifying qualities. What complicates the
artwork is the wire that Dayal uses to create the masks. Wire was the principal material
of Carnival costumes up to the late 1990s, and it is strongly associated with the
traditional costume aesthetic whose popularity lessened with the emergence of the
bikini mas’ aesthetic. Like the women masqueraders and the costume designers they
influenced, Dayal manipulates wire to extract herself from the tradition the material
represents in the context of Trinidad Carnival. More significantly, the performance
pushes the viewer to negotiate how societal expectations and perceptions imposed on
women implicate women’s desire for uninhibited expression.
Does the predominance and visibility of women who engage in jametteness
during Carnival suggest that these women no longer have agency? Should
contemporary Carnival be seen as serving the function of socially sanctioned safety
valves for repressed anxieties and frustrations with one’s socio-economic predicament?
I argue that contemporary women masqueraders are engaging in a form of lower
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frequency politics which, according to Gerard Aching, is not always intended to bring
about some sort of social upheaval, but rather aims at gaining and maintaining visible
representation.165 In this way, alternative sentiments that cannot otherwise be expressed
become manifest. Undoubtedly, the jamette, in her various incarnations continues to be a
central figure in the evolution of performance in Trinidad Carnival. Rooted in the
collective embodied masquerade of a late nineteenth-century underclass that used the
streets of Port of Spain as their site of protest during the pre-Lenten festival, this often
overlooked figure pioneered the full exploitation of the body in Carnival.
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4. Taking the Queen to the Streets: The Jaycees Carnival
Queen Competition and the Pretty Mas’ Aesthetic
Trinidad Carnival experienced a number of shifts in the mid-twentieth century
that would shape its evolution. The introduction of the Jaycees Carnival Queen
competition into Trinidad Carnival was one of the most important steps that the
authorities took to institutionalize the festival and suppress the various creative
expressions of the masses. Both the Argos and the Trinidad Guardian, the two major
newspapers, promoted in different ways the continental model of Carnival in an effort
to displace the popular jametre Carnival. These developments occurred despite race
riots and an emerging labor movement catalyzed by returning members of the British
armed forces, who had experienced discrimination in Europe only to find a lack of
employment and rights at home. In addition, the Seditious Publications Draft Bill was
passed in 1920 to control political periodicals such as the UNIA’s official organ, The
New World.1 A decade later similar controls began to affect Carnival through state
censorship of calypsos, the voice of the masses.2 By the advent of World War II, the
American presence posed another challenge to traditional moral codes. Carnival went
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hand in hand with prostitution, crime and gambling.3 Eventually, the forces of
suppression threatened the melodic yet treasonable strides of the steel Bands.
The postwar governing bodies created by the newspapers hoped to regain
aesthetic and performative control of Carnival, now with a potential international
audience at stake.4 One of them, the Trinidad Guardian’s Carnival Celebrations
Committee, held the first Carnival Queen show in 1947.5 By the late 1950s the
competition had developed into the Jaycees Carnival Queen Show.
The Jaycees Carnival Queen competition ritualized the celebration and
idealization of women of European and mixed-descent in the realm of Carnival. During
colonialism and the first decades of independence, the competition influenced how
gender and class were presented in Carnival and in society. The first beauty pageant of
its kind in Trinidad and Tobago, the show was part of a greater tradition of beauty
pageants in the colonial English-speaking Caribbean.6 Colonial female subjects were
expected to adhere to the models of beauty and femininity celebrated in the Jaycees
Carnival Queen competition. The Jaycees Carnival Queen became a symbol of
nationalism, representing the perfect beauty of the island nation and this “beauty
queen” ideal still heavily influences contemporary women masqueraders.
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In this chapter, I will examine how the upper and middle classes, in upholding
the Jaycees Carnival Queen in opposition to the black working-class aesthetic, began a
national tradition. By the 1940s, the competition became the focus of the annual festival,
eclipsing the Calypso King competition, the hub of creative, social and political
expression for the black masses. I will first present the aims of the Carnival Queen
competition in order to understand how each queen’s reign transcended the short
Carnival season so that she became an eminent figure throughout the year in colonial
Trinidad. Imagery of the competition in newspapers also helped to promote a
Eurocentric archetype of the ideal woman, further imposing the ideologies of the elites
to all.
Through an examination of how the reigning queen performed and publicized a
Victorian femininity, I explicate how the competition celebrated the type of woman the
female colonial subject was expected to become. A visit by Princess Margaret in 1955
further promulgated these ideals, since she represented an archetype of royalty to
aspiring Carnival queens. By and large, the Carnival queen was the elite’s systematic
response to the ever-present jamette figure who was closely associated with Carnival.
The Jaycees Carnival Queen represented the antithesis of the working-class culture from
which the jamettes and the musical form calypso emerged. But, more importantly, under
the auspices of the elite-run governing organizations of the festival, the founding of the
queen competition was part of a larger scheme to change the face of Trinidad Carnival –
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the Jaycees Carnival Queen not only became the core of Carnival, but she also served as
the visual marker of modernity many felt the festival needed.
While some scholars have claimed that the advent of the bikini mas’ took place in
the 1980s, I argue that this costume aesthetic existed in Trinidad Carnival as far back as
the 1950s.7 It was a key part of the grand costumes for the Jaycees Carnival Queen
competition. The face and body of contestants had to be illuminated, contributing to the
beauty pageant orientation of the competition. As a result of this tradition, costumes
increasingly were utililized to accentuate women’s figures in Carnival. The aesthetic of
the costumes seen in the competition differed from those on the streets during Carnival.
In fact, many of the designers who created pageant costumes later became notable
Carnival costume designers and contributed to significant changes in costume design in
the 1970s.
The designers’ shift in orientation toward an emphasis on the body also changed
how masqueraders and spectators perceived the Carnival costume aesthetic. Since the
costume designs from the 1970s onward required less material and thus, less creative
execution, a revaluation of creativity in the carnivalesque sphere had to occur.
Structure, innovation, and greater color palettes were not emphasized as much. The
bikini became the basis of the costume, embellished with beads, sequins, appliqués,
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headpieces and sometimes feather plumes. Visually, the bikini mas’ of this
contemporary moment did what costumes never did before in Carnival: complement the
masquerader’s body. This new focus on physicality in costume design coincided with
the masquerader’s awareness of her body and its potential for creative expression. This
new awareness of the body in Carnival inspired revelers to prepare their bodies in a way
that paralleled the physical preparation of Jaycees contestants. This caused changes in
the masqueraders’ actions. I will explicate how the presence and actions of these women
masqueraders have had a great impact on the festival.

4.1 History of the Carnival Queen Competition
In Cultural Conundrums, Barnes notes that, according to historical evidence,
acquiescent white femininity ensured the maintenance and reproduction of the racial
hierarchy of plantation society in the Caribbean.8 Yet, these white women were never
considered as symbolic of plantocratic power as white men. Barnes explains that
women’s invisibility in the public sphere changed by the twentieth century, and asks
about this shift: “what ideological conditions in the twentieth century enabled white
women to assume a visible constitutive presence in plantocratic cultural
representation?”9 While Barnes cites the social organization and cultural practice of
cricket as the first site in the Anglophone Caribbean where this shift was apparent, I
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would argue that in Trinidad, Carnival was the domain in which white womanhood
was first displayed and celebrated in public.
The pageantry of Trinidad Carnival assumed an especially stately demeanor by
1940 when the governor and his wife began officiating at the opening show of the
Marine Square (now Independence Square) competition on Carnival Monday.10 Before
World War II ended, middle-class white women often played mas’ on lorries, while it
was rare to see whites immersed in the merry-making.11 Lorries were still being used
even after the war, as evidenced by a photograph of middle- and upper-class women
masquerading in a lorry party at the 1949 Carnival (Figure 48). Authorities not only
ensured that the festival promoted and maintained the predominance of a Eurocentric
aesthetic, but they also made certain that women of mostly European descent were
exhibited and commemorated in protected spaces during Carnival.
Within this paradigm, the Carnival queen competitions emerged. The Trinidad
Guardian first organized one in the early 1920s in an effort to raise funds for the
“Guardian Neediest Case Fund.”12 Although the Calypso King competition of 1946
included a Carnival Queen competition, it would be the Carnival Celebrations
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Committee’s presentation of the event in 1947 that offered the beauty pageant
independently within the arena of Carnival.13 Yet, even this early in the competition’s
development, the stakes were high as both the winner and the runner up won free trips
to Barbados.14 The next year, the competition was part of an agenda to offset the threat
of a mostly Afro-Trinidadian Downtown Carnival competition.15 The Trinidad Guardian,
which backed the competition through the Carnival Celebrations Committee, referred to
the winner as Miss Trinidad and featured photographs of the contestants and winner of
the competition on its front pages.16
The agencies of the colonialist ruling class employed the aforementioned
measures to usurp a festival still dominated by the cultural practices of the black masses.
Newspaper headlines about the event plastered in the Trinidad Guardian promoted
what the elites saw as the new symbol for Trinidad Carnival – the Carnival Queen. The
front page of an issue of the Guardian from 1949 is such an example. With the headline
“Seven More Queens Join Savannah Contest,” photographs of the seven recent arrivals
are supplemented by a caption that includes descriptions like “21-year old blonde” and
“17-year old brunette” for the contestants (Figures 49 & 50).17
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For the organizers of the competition, it was imperative that the Carnival Queen
competition emerge as the antithesis of the vulgarity and licentiousness that in their
view had come to dominate Carnival. The violent steel band clashes, the defiant
masquerading traditions, and the inappropriate “wining” of jamettes all caused the
white elite to feel threatened, prompting campaigns to change what they saw as the
“ugly” face of Carnival.18 Earlier attempts to transform Carnival from “ugly” to
“beautiful” only had a temporary impact on the festival in the early twentieth century.
This time, in post-World War II Trinidad, the European aesthetic and ideological stamp
would have to bear a more permanent impression. Through the continuation of the
mandated “continental” model for Carnival costumes and behavior, in addition to the
introduction of a beauty pageant, the elite reinstated the might of the British crown. The
flashy pageantry and the grand procession that Trinidad Carnival was mirrored the
royal processions and nationalist parades developed in Europe.19 Trinidad Carnival
would be manipulated to serve a similar purpose, with the Carnival Queen as monarch.
To insure this success, the Carnival Queen had to share the physical and racial
traits of the European colonizer. Usually, contestants for the competition were selected
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from the communities and social circles of the committee members.20 Social clubs and
businesses also made bids to enter candidates into the competition, sometimes at the last
minute.21 Women of the middle and upper classes, with light complexions and straight
hair, were often considered. Given the prevalence within the competition of foreignborn nationals from other British colonies in the Caribbean or from North America and
Great Britain, many of the entrants were not even Trinidad-born. This complicated the
paradigm of the Carnival Queen competition and how it was situated in the festival at
this historical moment – conceivably the Carnival Queen might not be a native of
Trinidad, or even actively engaged in the inner workings of the festival, but she would
attain a level of prestige in Carnival that was unattainable to most.
Still, one had to meet certain criteria to be considered for the competition:
contestants who were not native Trinidadians had to be bonafide residents who had
lived in the colony at least two years prior to the competition; they had to be unmarried
and not in school; previous Carnival Queens were ineligible; and contestants had to be
between the age of 17 and 26; while those under the age of 21 needed a parent’s or
guardian’s written consent to enter the competition.22 The next step would be to receive
sponsorship from a business that would pay for the costume, evening gown and, in
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most cases, the ballet-oriented training for the event.23 The training usually lasted about
six months and also included classes on speech, walking, and self-presentation on
stage.24
There were two main portions of the competition: evening gowns and costumes.
The contest tended to emphasize theatrical, whimsical, and fantasy-oriented displays.
The evening gowns were judged on theme, design, impact, and dressmaking
technique.25 For the costumes, the judges focused on theme, impact, originality of
design, ingenuity in construction, ease of movement on stage, and what was referred to
as “the spirit of carnival.”26 Contestants had to walk elegantly to the accompaniment of
classical music. The costumes were so large that small wheels were attached to their
bases, providing support for the contestant.27 The program often included a cultural
segment such as the “Creole Review” of 1952, a three-act “historical” review of AfroTrinidadian music and dance traditions.28 Having such a feature in the Carnival Queen
competition only attested to the disparaged level the cultural practices of the black
masses were relegated to when featured in this grandiose event.
The affiliation of the Trinidad Guardian with the competition ensured continued
publicity for the pageant. Extensive coverage featured numerous pictures of the
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contestants and the reigning queen enthroned with crown and sceptre. Her official reign
over Carnival lasted only from the night of Dimanche Gras to midnight on Carnival
Tuesday. She was, however, also expected in the course of a year to participate in
regional and international pageants. While her duties were few, her prizes were vast
and included trips to New York and London. By 1954, the value of the prizes for the
Carnival Queen exceeded those for all the other Carnival competitions combined.29
As Carnival Queen contestants, white women now entered the public domain as
cultural workers (serving as ambassadors of the colony’s culture), challenging their
traditional status as leisured wives or daughters.30 The winner of the competition, as the
title of Queen implies, assumed all the accoutrements and regalia of royalty. This is
evident in an image of Angela Graham, the newly crowned Carnival Queen of 1955 who
sits on a throne bejeweled in a long and layered frock (Figure 51). The stage design
surrounding her emulates the decor of royal palaces, further contributing to the
perception of the Carnival Queen as fantastic, unattainable, and prodigious in the eyes
of the ordinary colonial subject.
Apart from nineteenth-century practices of role reversal, when enslaved Africans
masqueraded as kings, queens, princes and princesses, depictions of royalty in Trinidad
visual culture can be found most frequently in the institutionalized Carnival of the
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twentieth century.31 One lorry entrant from the 1949 Carnival entitled “Miss America,
Miss Trinidad, Miss England” includes an elaborately designed structure meant to
replicate a fort, with the words “England Fort Read” on it (Figure 52). Three women
pose as these pageant queens in formal wear, including sashes, and are positioned in
front of flags that represent the three countries. Apart from symbolizing the political,
cultural, and economic ties of a powerful empire, a young and vibrant capitalist world
power, and a British colony, the lorry also demonstrates how beauty pageants have
nationalist identifications that are closely linked to race and power. Another example
depicts Queen Elizabeth I with the costumes mimicking the royal attire of sixteenthcentury England, and the masquerader portraying Elizabeth standing in the middle
(Figure 53). In another picture from 1949 Carnival, a blonde woman dressed in a
costume entitled “Queen of Atlantis” crosses the Queen’s Park Savannah stage with the
assistance of six men, who may have been part of the same band (Figure 54). Clearly,
her costume demanded such help, but what is noteworthy about the image is that,
juxtaposed with these men, she epitomized the privileged position of white women in
Trinidadian society.
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The emblematic nature of the Carnival Queen was made even more apparent in
1953 when, on June 2, the day of the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II, plans were made
to have a Coronation Carnival on the streets of Port of Spain to coincide with the historic
event. At the crowning in Westminster Abbey, many representatives from the
Commonwealth were present to witness the occasion.32 People in the United Kingdom
and the colonies also watched the coronation via a live telecast.33 Meanwhile, in
Trinidad, Carnival participants masqueraded as sailors, Wild Indians, and robbers,
among others, all within the designated color scheme of red, blue and white – the colors
of the British flag.34 The Wild Indian costumes featured headpieces fashioned in the
shape of the royal coat of arms, while jerseys with coronation prints were popular
costumes. By far, the highlight of the Coronation Carnival was the parade of the
Carnival Queen of 1952, Rosemary Knaggs, through the streets in a golden coach (Figure
55). Dressed in an ornate gown, with a cape, blue sash, and “crown of state,” she was
accompanied by a mounted escort of policemen dressed in white, red, and blue who
marched behind her coach to the tune of “British Grenadiers.”35 A troop of Grenadier
Guards fully attired in tall black velvet hats, scarlet coats, and black trousers also
escorted Knaggs.36 Upon her arrival at the Queen’s Park Oval, local dignitaries
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including the Colonial Secretary and his wife, and the Mayor of Port of Spain formally
greeted her.
Just like the sovereign states of Europe who linked formal and informal, official
and unofficial, political and social inventions of tradition, the colonial authorities of
Trinidad thought it important to replicate the coronation of Queen Elizabeth II through
Carnival.37 Through ritual and procession, Rosemary Knaggs, became Trinidad’s
substitute for the “real” and “authentic” Queen who was crowned at Westminster
Abbey that day. As early as 1950, staff writers at the Trinidad Guardian referred to the
winner of the Carnival Queen competition as “Her Majesty,” reinforcing the British
crown’s social impact.38 By 1953, the Carnival Queen was able to emulate the the British
Monarch with considerable authenticity as the United Kingdom Coronation designers of
Elizabeth’s accoutrements also designed the Carnival Queen’s crown and scepter.39
Trinidad Carnival at this historical moment was thus much more than a period of mere
revelry and enjoyment. It is clear that the Carnival Queen competition represented an
important means by which the elite could shape Carnival according to their own ideas
and interests, and reinforce the collective cohesion of loyal colonial subjects whose
identities were bound to the British Crown. Carnival was therefore instrumental in
focusing colonial reverence on everything British and elite.
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Two years after the coronation of Queen Elizabeth II, her sister Princess Margaret
visited Trinidad as part of a tour of the colonies in the West Indies.40 In the weeks
leading to her arrival in February, the Trinidad Guardian featured articles about the
princess’s life, and favorite pastimes, including one titled “Princess Margaret Regards
Dressing Beautifully As Part of Her Job,” which gave a detailed account of her sense of
fashion (Figure 56).41 “Princess Margaret,” readers were told, “uses pink nail polish –
never red.” “Even after hours of reviewing troops in broiling sun, her nose is never
shiny and her hair never disarranged.” The underlying purpose of the article and others
like it was to present the princess as a role model to young female colonial subjects.42
Meanwhile, reports in British newspapers criticized the formal nature of the
Princess’s engagements, since she would meet “few people other than white people, and
… the islanders would have insufficient opportunity of seeing her.”43 However,
according to the colonial correspondent for the Times of London, the West Indian press
collectively welcomed the Princess’s visit and suppressed any criticism of the tour
colonial subjects may have expressed. Leaving London for Trinidad, her first stop, on
January 31, the princess was expected to make a speech, reply to addresses of welcome,
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and speak at other selected ceremonies in each territory.44 When she arrived the next
day, her every move was closely followed by the press, including her motorcade around
the major sites on the island as well as introductions to various officials. Pictures of her
being greeted by genuflecting figures of authority were splashed across the front pages
of newspapers.45
The culmination of the visit was a state banquet held in the princess’s honor by
the Governor General, the highlight being the official introduction of the princess in her
gown (Figure 57). “A Dream Walking” was the phrase chosen by the Trinidad Guardian
to refer to Princess Margaret who, according to the newspaper, wore an Empress
Josephine hairstyle, a diamond tiara, and a pure white silk-organza ball gown.46 The
fetishization of Princess Margaret bespoke the romantic veneration of the young Queen
Elizabeth and her sister that parallels how, in the minds of many, white women were
perceived in Trinidad. Thus, it would seem logical to continue the adoration of
Trinidadian white women by bestowing upon them the honor of being Carnival Queens.
As a result of these two momentous occasions, other facets of Carnival were
jostled to the sidelines in 1956 as the energies of the Carnival Celebrations Committee
became more focused on the Carnival Queen competition. News came of
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unprecedented prizes in store for the winner. Apart from receiving two roundtrip
tickets to New York plus a free five-night stay at the Waldorf Astoria, the Carnival
Queen would also receive a refrigerator, a gas cooker, an automatic Singer sewing
machine, clothing, jewelry, furniture, and luggage. The Committee also insisted on
giving the reigning queen a deluxe model five-seater Volkswagen donated by a car
dealership, which it considered “particularly suitable as a gift to a girl because of its ease
of operation.”47 Comparable increases in the prizes for other competitions like the
Calypso King competition, the Band of the Year, and the Individual Masquerader of the
Year were not considered by the committee. One irate member of the public wrote in a
letter to the Trinidad Guardian about the disappointment he and other masqueraders felt
of the insignificant prize, a $5 silver cup, given to the best individual masquerader for
Carnival.48 In response to these claims the committee stated that the cups were worth
more and that winning bands also received cash prizes ranging from $5 to $225. As far
as the Carnival Queen prizes were concerned, the response emphatically stated that
merchants donated those prizes.49 One city councilor expressed his bewilderment with
the Carnival Queen competition when he asked in his letter to the editor, “Why was
it…that young girls of a certain racial group here were never selected as ‘Beauty Queens’
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to represent the island, and were never sponsored?”50 Despite attempts to defend the
competition, it was only a matter of time before these discriminatory tactics eventually
caught up with the administrators organizing Carnival. The contention between the
black masses, who saw themselves as the true architects of the festival, and the Carnival
Queen competition, the pet project of the elitist Carnival Celebrations Committee, would
finally manifest itself during the next year’s celebrations.
Tensions brewed high from the beginning of 1957’s Carnival season, with the
Carnival Bands Union demanding higher prize monies and later threatening to boycott
the competition at the Queen’s Park Savannah.51 Trinidad’s newly elected Chief
Minister, Eric Williams, sought to remedy the obvious partiality in Carnival by
establishing the government-led Carnival Development Committee (CDC) to oversee
Carnival proceedings.52 Not only did this committee intend to build additional
bleachers, costing $80,000, to increase revenue for prizes, but they also improved the
prizes for the Calypso King; this included a trip around the West Indies with organized
singing engagements, a seven-tube Murphy radio, a cup from Angostura Bitters, $100
from Angos Gin, $100 from British Paints, and $75 from Williams himself.53 However,
better prizes, which still did not approach the value of prizes for the Carnival Queen
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competition, were not enough for two calypsonians. The night before the Calypso King
competition, which was staged as merely a section of the Carnival Queen Show, the
Mighty Sparrow and Lord Melody decided that they would not participate.54 At the
Young Brigade Tent Sparrow performed the song “Carnival Boycott,” in which he
proclaimed this news.55 Although it is not clear how many times Sparrow sang this song
during the Carnival season, he campaigned in prose for a movement to boycott festival
proceedings governed by the elitist administrative organization.56 In the song he
complains of the blunt inequities between what he sees as the elite’s Carnival and the
people’s Carnival:
I intended to keep all my costume on the shelf
Let them keep the prizes in the Savannah for they own self
Let the Queen run the show
Without Steel Band and Calypso
Who want to go can go up dey
But me ain’t going no way
What really cause the upset
Is the motor-car the Queen does get
She does nothing for Carnival
She only pretty and that is all
But men like me and you
Saving money to play “history” and Ju Ju
All we getting is two case of beer
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And talk up as Band of the Year.57

The issue that plagued Sparrow and his colleagues the most is articulated in
these lines: “She does nothing for Carnival / She only pretty and that is all.” The fact
that they did not see the queens as true cultural workers could not be said more
bluntly.58 As far as he was concerned, the steel pan players, the calypsonians, and the
masqueraders of history and Ju Ju, all of them men, were intrinsic to the festival and not
the privileged white women of the Carnival Queen competition. The calypso situates
black men as hard-working and frugal creators of Trinidad’s creolized cultural forms for
which they should be commensurately rewarded, and expresses a desire to maintain a
gender economy in which they would be paid more than the queens. More importantly,
as mentioned in the first chapter, these black working class male calypsonians were
recognized as embodying the cultural contributions of the black masses in a festival
already entrenched in patriarchy. Black men thus negotiated their position in the
colonial power structure during Carnival, already a tradition oriented in patriarchy,
through calypso, steel pan, and masquerade.
After such an unpredictable year in Carnival, it is more than happenstance that
in 1958 an organization called the Junior Chamber of Commerce (Jaycees) took over the
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running of the Carnival Queen competition.59 While this change took the task of
choosing the queen away from the elite-run yet public-oriented Carnival Improvement
Committee, it placed the competition fully into the elite’s cultural, social and ideological
domain. The Junior Chamber International, a worldwide association of young
professionals, established the Trinidadian Jaycees division in 1949.60 The Trinidad
organization prided itself in doing “activities and programs that have the common goal
of developing the individual and improving the community” through charitable
events.61 A beauty pageant certainly offered the Jaycees one way of pursuing this goal
since, despite being an elaborate event, it did involve what some viewed as the personal
development of young women as well as the continued legacy of raising money for
charity. If nothing else, it allowed the elite to continue eulogizing white women and to
gain successfully proprietorship over Carnival. It would be at least another decade until
the competition was again challenged.
As the Carnival Queen competition grew in prominence, so did the number of
Jaycees branches in Trinidad and Tobago. Each branch organized a Carnival Queen
competition for their respective regions, and the winner competed in the Port-of-Spain
competition. Despite the harsh accusations made by calypsonians and interest groups
alike, no one could deny the alluring effect the pageant had on the general population.
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Members of the public kept abreast of the annual competition through the press,
debated which of their favorites would win, and celebrated the reigning queens with
awe.62 Eventually winners of the competition would represent Trinidad and Tobago at
prestigious pageants such as Miss Universe.63 Founded in 1952, the Miss Universe
Pageant was an American-based competition in which contestants from mostly
European, Asian, and South American countries participated. The traditional winner of
the Carnival Queen competition would integrate into the international pageant, which
seldom promoted contestants of African descent into the qualifying rounds. This would
all change in 1962, when Miss Haiti, Evelyn Miot, became the first black woman to make
the semi-finals. This was a groundbreaking year in the world of beauty pageants, and
for Trinidad as it marked independence.
In an effort to raise Carnival to the status of a national festival while heeding
anti-colonialist call to celebrate Creole culture, the new government of 1962 established
the Queen and King of Carnival competition. This contest decided the best costume
among all the queens and kings of each costumed band in a clear attempt to remove the
pageant connotation of these titles from the festival. Still, by this time, numerous queen
shows had been launched throughout the island, most of them attempting to fill the void
of pageants celebrating women of African and East Indian descent. Members of the
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public became more critical of the Jaycees Carnival Queen competition for not allowing
young women of other ethnicities to win the coveted prize, a fact the Jaycees always
vehemently denied.64 As early as 1952, the Miss Caroni Queen competition came onto
the scene with nine participants eager to capture the crown in the predominantly East
Indian county.65 In 1955, the Miss Port of Spain beauty pageant emerged and featured a
wider representation of ethnicities (Figure 58). The Queen of Industry Contest that
began in 1965 was essentially a public relations tool for local manufacturers, part of a
scheme to diversify the economy. Contestants representing the factories where they
worked, were featured in large spreads in local newspapers that provided information
on the different products their employers manufactured.66 Unlike the major beauty
pageants of this era, this competition, which appropriated these women for financial
gain, featured working-class women who may not have otherwise entered a beauty
pageant, but who nonetheless used this pageant as an opportunity to empower
themselves. By the 1970s the Miss East St. George Beauty Pageant, the Miss Ebony
Pageant, the Miss Divali Queen Show, and the Miss Better Village Queen Show were
among the plethora of beauty pageants held across the country.67
It is interesting to note, though, that the nature and aesthetic standards of these
competitions were quite similar to those of the Jaycees competition. Moreover, the title-
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holders of the above-mentioned pageants then competed in the Jaycees Carnival queen
competition, rendering it even more prestigious. That the Jaycees Carnival Queen
competition served as a yardstick for the other beauty pageants is evident in this image
of the winner of the Miss Ebony title of 1969, Clemencia Mitchell (Figure 59). While the
title suggests the popular “Black Pride” sentiment of the period, she is dressed in a way
that clearly recalls costumes of the Carnival Queen competitions. Despite these obvious
parallels, the Miss Ebony pageant and others of the same ethos made a crucial
impression on the popular imaginary by representing beauty in women who were not of
European descent. While there may have been ample critiques about the existence of
such a pageant, the traditional masquerade of Jouvay offered one form of social
critique.68 In a photograph captured from the 1973 Jouvay competition, a very slender
woman masquerader is wearing a bathing suit, a sash, and mask, while holding a sign
that reads “To Be Miss E Bony” (Figure 60). Clearly, this masquerade commented on the
restrictive beauty standards of pageants that included a specific weight regimen, a
requirement that was apparently adopted by this pageant that celebrates women of
African descent.69
1970 was a tumultuous year in Trinidad history, when the stronghold of the
Black Power Movement confronted the hegemonic order and demanded equal
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opportunities and better working conditions for the working poor. However, the
movement also changed the face of the Jaycees Carnival Queen, literally.70 In 1971, Elicia
Irish became the first woman of African descent to win the Jaycees Carnival queen
competition (Figure 61).71 It is safe to conclude that this crowning was a strategic move
on the part of the Junior Chamber of Commerce, given the changing socio-political
climate in the country. While in former years the top three placements in the beauty
pageant were women of mostly European descent, in 1971 both the winner and one of
the runners up were black, and the other runner up was of mostly Chinese descent.
Standing between Sylvia Brewster and Yinglan Achim, Irish’s dark complexion and Afro
hairstyle seem to ideologically contrast the Eurocentric cape and scepter that accompany
her crown. Visual references to racial, cultural, and social integration permeate from the
theme of her costume, which was appropriately entitled “Freedom of Colour,”
expressing the sentiment that so many Trinidadians expected and demanded from the
judges of the competition for so long.
Yet, despite the apparent progress finally being made in the beauty pageant
industry, there were many discrepancies that had been overlooked. That same year, the
government established a Commission of Enquiry that investigated how these
competitions were organized so that regulations and procedures could be established.
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In fact, the major impetus behind the forming of the commission was a controversy
surrounding the winners of some beauty pageants not receiving prize monies.72 The
commission held hearings on the early stages of the industry’s development in Trinidad,
which entailed an investigation of the workings of the Carnival Queen competition. The
president of the Junior Chamber of Commerce (Jaycees) of Port of Spain was peppered
with questions accusing the organization of exclusion and discrimination. Yet in his
response, the president emphatically stated that race was never an issue in the selection
process, a statement he could have easily proven with the reigning queen.73
All the same, the singularity of the Trinidad Carnival beauty pageant and the
Jaycees Carnival Queen competition seemed to pervade popular visual culture and
stimulated an implicit yet dynamic shift in the way women perceived themselves and
were perceived within the sphere of Carnival. According to Pamela Franco, dressing up
and looking good allowed Afro-Creole women to “stylistically reference [sic] another
time and place, …construct new realities, …recover personal histories” and, most
importantly, allowed them “to be visible” as architects of their Carnival performances.74
Franco’s assessment of black women’s activities in Trinidad Carnival over time and the
importance of their self-presentation through costuming and beauty aesthetics is correct
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and significant. Yet, by the 1960s the legacy of beauty pageants encouraged women to
beautify themselves for Carnival with a new discernment. In an article from 1967
entitled “Who Wants Mas? – Watch the Girls!” the writer alludes to women spectators in
trendy fashions taking the focus away from the Carnival queens and costumed bands on
stage and on the streets, and placing it on themselves, the “queens” of everyday life who
have now become the spectacle.75 The model in the picture accompanying the article’s
text wears a “ribcage” blouse with her midriff exposed. By juxtaposing her with a
costumed mannequin, the picture clearly elucidates the aesthetic impact that women
were now having on Carnival (Figure 62). She may not be costumed, and she may not
be a contestant in the Jaycees Carnival Queen Show, but she can still exhibit and
celebrate her own body as a decorous spectacle.76
Now, with the racial exclusivity of the Carnival Queen finally challenged, the
scope of women’s participation and positioning in the festival widened. In 1977, a
milestone was accomplished when Trinidadian Janelle “Penny” Commissiong became
the first woman of African descent to be crowned Miss Universe (Figure 63). Although
this time the Jaycees Carnival Queen competition had lost much of its prominence,
Commissiong’s win still represented a major milestone. The members of the elite used
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the competition to determine the aesthetic and moral precepts for the festival, and they
greatly influenced how beauty was to be perceived in the popular imaginary.
Undoubtedly, despite the contestation between the working class black men who fought
for their right to proprietorship and the Carnival Queens who were symbolic of the
power of Eurocentrism, the Jaycees Carnival Queen competition positioned women at
the forefront of the festival.

4.2 The Queen and the Pretty Mas’ Aesthetic
Although the Jaycees Carnival Queen competition diminished in the popular
imaginary, its legacy remained prominent in Trinidad Carnival. One facet that
subliminally remained within the creative scope of the festival is the competition’s
tradition of costume design. Since the 1950s, the swimsuit and, in some cases, the bikini
had been a major part of the costume aesthetic for the Jaycees competition, often
elaborately designed with embroidery and other embellishments, as demonstrated in a
photograph of the Carnival Queen of 1955, Angela Graham (Figure 64).77 Graham wears
a shimmering two-piece bikini conjoined by a meshed center sutured with an eightpointed star, all of which draws the eye to Graham’s torso. A cape completes the
costume, entitled “The Sun Goddess.” Although the costume is more revealing than the
sailor costumes that jamettes often wore during Carnival in this era, Graham was not
perceived as being vulgar or disrespectful. Similar costumes were designed for other
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contestants that same year and in years to come. The Jaycees Carnival Queen
competition presented women of European descent as prized spectacles in capricious
and revealing costumes. Yet, at the same time, this arena became the breeding ground
for a new aesthetic posturing and a new practice within Carnival that situated the
woman at the core of the performative space.
The costumes are of significance for how they differed completely from those
worn on the streets by costumed bands on Carnival Monday and Tuesday. Elaborately
adorned with significantly less fabric than the men’s costumes (which portrayed ancient
Roman emperors and European royalty) the Jaycees Carnival Queens’ costumes set a
precedent for what was to come. During the late 1960s and 1970s, artist Carlyle Chang,
and designers Wayne Berkeley, Peter Minshall and Christopher Santos, all of whom
became prominent Carnival costume designers, created costumes and evening gowns
for the competition.78 The costumes they designed were intricate and much larger than
the costumes that were created for the competition up to the mid-1960s. In 1967, for
instance, Peter Minshall designed a costume called “Once Upon a Time” for Ingrid
Anderson, the Jaycees Carnival Queen that year, and it was characteristic in size,
structure, and concept of this new creative sensibility.79 The leotard suit was bedazzled
with sequins and other ornamentations, complementing the remainder of the costume
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attached to Anderson with a girdle and supported with wheels. This elaborate
extension of the costume encapsulated the theme of fantasy, with its four-point stars,
fairies, and birds all interconnected with the transparent foliage. The next year, Carlyle
Chang created “Venice Observed” for contestant Ursula Steiger-Herrera (Figure 65).80
Like Minshall’s design, this costume consisted of an embroidered leotard with a larger
extension in the back that incorporated botanical elements.
The costume designers associated with this competition set a precedent for the
aesthetics they would establish as designers of Carnival bands. The influence of their
fantastic and capricious costumes influenced thousands of women beyond the
boundaries of the pageant and entered the public domain during Carnival. Indeed, the
plethora of beauty pageants that engrossed the populace may have offered women a
new mode to envisage themselves within the glamour of the carnivalesque sphere. With
the knowledge that many of the designers gained from the Jaycees Carnival competition
and others like it, costumes could now be created to entice women masqueraders of the
1970s. More than any of the other designers mentioned earlier, Wayne Berkeley was
cognizant of the possibilities of the Jaycees Carnival Queen aesthetic tradition and
incorporated it into his Carnival designs from the beginning of his career.
In presentations such as Secrets of the Sky from 1973, which he designed with
Bobby Ammon, Berkeley began to experiment with what was to become the fantasy mas’
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aesthetic (Figure 66). Although he utilized the conventional elements of costumes of the
period, he incorporated the whimsical disposition inherent in the fantasy mas’ aesthetic
using a pastel color palette for the headpiece and other attachments, along with a gold
bikini for the body of the masquerader. He continued this tendency years later with
Heromyth of 1989, and in 1991 with Swanlake, which was inspired by the ballet of the
same name and for which he won Band of the Year.81 In 1993, he borrowed from the
stage again with his winning presentation Strike up the Band, whose costumes capture
the character also noticeable in costumes from the Jaycees Carnival Queen competitions.
Other bandleaders tapped into this phenomenon.82 In 1970, Edmund Hart produced
Inferno, a presentation that, although it brings to mind a realm suggestive of hell, invites
perceptions of what the word can symbolize sensorially and performatively. A decade
later he and his wife Thais created Reflections of my Childhood Days, a whimsical and
nostalgic production.83
Visual associations of these costumes can be made throughout the Americas
especially with the Las Vegas showgirl, who has had a notable influence in Trinidad
Carnival, a style that exists throughout the Americas. Carnival in Brazil today includes
elaborate floats for samba schools on which women are sometimes dressed in scanty, yet
ornate, costumes while dancing to rhythmic samba music. But there was a notable
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history of this aesthetic in pre-Revolutionary Cuba where women, dressed in elaborate
costumes, danced in glamorous productions in the casinos and nightspots of Havana.
The type of entertainment that Americans experienced in Cuba was transported to Las
Vegas where the transcultural tradition continues.84 These examples are major
influences in the costume aesthetic and self-presentation of female masqueraders in
Trinidad Carnival.
The relatively new costumed band Tribe has captured the essence of the showgirl
and the Jaycees competition’s artistic legacy. Founded in 2005 by Dean Ackin after Tribe
was a successful all-inclusive section in the costumed band Poison, Ackin felt impelled to
form a new band out of a sense that mas’ needed to be transformed.85 Grateful for the
opportunity to run his own section in Poison privately, Ackin keenly observed that the
once-legendary band began splitting up into factions, which later contributed to its
demise.86
Even before Tribe made its first presentation as a band, it had already gained a
large and loyal following. Ackin and his staff chose to keep the name Tribe, which had
been the name of their section while it was a part of Poison. But, more importantly, the
meaning of the word had more significance for them: a group of people with one
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common purpose.87 From its naissance, the band was groundbreaking, as it became the
first all-inclusive band in Trinidad Carnival; all-inclusive being a term used in Carnival
to describe a package a patron pays for that includes unlimited supplies of food, drink,
and other amenities. However, the term all-inclusive band can be deceiving since, quite
ironically, bands such as Tribe excluded a considerable number of people due to the
expensive prices of costumes and offered amenities. Ackin did not stop there with his
innovativeness. Like Headley, Ackin understands masqueraders as consumers who
purchase more than a costume, and he believed that they should enjoy amenities that
would make their masquerading experience as comfortable and memorable as possible.
So Tribe also offers a shuttle service for masqueraders who are unable to reach the
starting point on time, paramedic services, and a cool zone, among other things.
However, beyond these innovative efforts to attract and maintain a niche
clientele with unique services, an obviously crucial factor in appealing to masqueraders
is the costume design. Keeping in mind the popular predilection for the bikini mas’
aesthetic, Ackin knew he had to hire designers who could create costumes that suited
the typical female masquerader, who, he says, wants to look sexy and feel good about
herself. This intention is evident in a costume called “Autumn Sprite” from Tribe’s 2008
presentation entitled Myths and Magic. The costume’s name alone bespeaks the
dreamlike and supernatural conventions so dominant in contemporary costume design
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(Figure 67). Using a color palette of bright orange and lime green, in addition to feather
plumes, appliqués, beads, and sequins, the structure and overall aesthetic of the design
recall the costumes seen during the height of the Jaycees competition. In fact, this
contemporary costume design and aesthetic mirror those of the Jaycees Carnival Queen
costumes more than the Carnival costumes created since the 1970s by former designers
of the competition.
The visual presentation of Tribe in the public eye is integral to the band’s appeal.
From the design of their website and promotional brochures to the stage design for the
launch of the costumed band to the public, the marketing and overall packaging of
every aspect of the band is insistent in its appeal that promises a “ cream of the crop”
product. In an interesting sense, Tribe has instigated a renaissance of the Jaycees Queen
archetype in contemporary Carnival. With this in mind, one cannot totally disregard
criticisms of Tribe being elitist given its high prices and the use of mostly light-skinned
and straight-haired models for its brochures. This, after all, goes hand in hand with
Ackin’s vision of his band offering its niche market the “Ultimate Carnival Experience,”
the slogan for Tribe.
It was not long before the media began to focus on the concerns many people
had about Tribe’s alleged elitism. Acclaimed journalist Terry Joseph reported in an
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article written in 2005 that a woman encountered discrimination at the Tribe mas’ camp
because of her size.88 The reporter claimed:
Women with breasts bigger than 34C and whose waists exceed 34 inches are not
being allowed in Tribe’s “Nylon Pool” section, while the band’s “Tale of
Benguela” subdivision is refusing any female with a waistline bigger than 40
inches or bra-cup better than 36D ; the organisation coming up with a lame
excuse about using Swarovski rhinestones which, they said in a statement,
“needed a rigid frame to be displayed.”89

The reporter’s findings augmented existing suspicions about an apparent exclusivity in
the thriving band. Ackin, who was surprised and perplexed by the article, adamantly
denies the charges and believes that it is a fabricated story, stating that the journalist and
other critics eventually had a change of heart after “they came on the road and saw all
ethnicities, ages and sizes.”90 Notwithstanding, Tribe has five private sections whose
designers work independently, but ultimately answer to Ackin. Local fashion designers
run these sections, which are known to cater to a select clientele. If nothing else, these
facts evoke the boundaries and restrictions that were an intrinsic part of the Jaycees
Carnival Queen competition, thus continuing this ethos in Trinidad Carnival today.
Even so, women are an undeniable component of the festival’s present
configuration, and the Jaycees Carnival Queen competition was influential in bringing
this about. Emblematic of the bourgeoisie’s never-ending influence over Carnival, this
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new model does not adhere to the nationalist celebrations of the folk. The folk in this
sense meant black masculinity and how it was exhibited in traditional Carnival
characters, calypso, and steel band, all of which no longer prevail in contemporary
Carnival. In a drawing entitled “Bat Descending with Feathers” from the Tropical Night
Series, Trinidad artist Christopher Cozier interrogates this schism, which remains an
issue today (Figure 68). A woman is both a contemporary masquerader and the
traditional Carnival character called “Bat,” appearing ethereal as she is captured in the
piece as if in mid-flight. Her new hybrid identity, although ideologically conflicted, is
nevertheless attainable as the bat wings attached to her forearms seem to synchronize
visually with another aspect of her costume that also connotes flight – her featherplumed headpiece. Certainly, the piece speaks to the fact that many of the celebrated
designers of Carnival have been critical of the costume aesthetic prevalent today. Peter
Minshall, for instance, considers many of these bands “indistinguishably bland fantasy”
that “pays homage to an immature glamour aesthetic that owes more to Las Vagas and
Xena the Warrior Princess than to Port of Spain.”91 Despite the widespread criticism of
an apparent lack of creativity in contemporary Trinidad Carnival, Cozier’s artwork is an
alternative commentary that recognizes the aesthetic stamp of women on contemporary
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costume aesthetic. “Bat Descending with Feathers” thus seems to canonize the bikiniclad woman masquerader as a traditional Carnival character.

4.3 The Jaycees Carnival Queen and the Performance of the
Satiate Body
Without question, Jaycees Carnival Queen contestants created a legacy that
epitomized an inevitable ideal for future women masqueraders. The competition, with
its idealized femininity and celebration of white womanhood, represented a shift in the
way women could be perceived when presenting themselves during Carnival. As a
symbol of desire, the Jaycees Carnival Queen became emblematic of that which is
unreachable in an increasingly consumerist society. Rebecca Schneider’s ideas on the
female body as insatiable commodity are apt here as she writes of how the female body
has been scripted as an emblem of desire and property very much like commodities
theatrically displayed and circulated in the marketplace.92 When describing how
gendered bodies maneuver through and interact within networks of power, she also
argues:
In seeking to possess her and her emblematic consumptiveness… he acquires not
satisfaction but the social insignia of insatiability – inaccessibility itself. He
“owns” or “controls” or is “wedded to” consumption itself, the inaccessible
emblem, the driving force of market fever.93
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When the idea of the insatiable woman, who is emblematic of consumption and
property, is applied to Trinidad Carnival, one can discern how the insatiable desire of
the Carnival Queen contestants prompted a new reading of women’s bodies once the
bikini mas’ was transferred to the costumed bands. During the 1970s when this new
bikini aesthetic became popular, it offered women an opportunity to show their bodies,
as opposed to depending solely on the costume.
Such a concentration on the presentation of the body in public speaks to the
inevitability of arousing the desire or envy of onlookers. Undoubtedly, the Jaycees
Carnival Queen competition typified how women could transform their bodies using a
strict exercise routine, wearing make-up, and appealing hairstyles, and dressing in a
revealing costume.94 Carnival allows for rebellious carousing, at the same time it
constructs a social framework where the woman masquerader’s body is centrally
positioned. In these costumed bands, women masqueraders wear revealing costumes
while gyrating to soca music, while men – both masqueraders and onlookers – have the
opportunity to consume them visually. Are women masqueraders’ performances
informed by a desire to be a fetishized commodity? If so, does this imply a lack of
agency in these women?95 These questions are in the discursive vein of Simone de
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Beauvoir, who explains that women are socialized to mark themselves with the visible
trappings and performance of femininity within masculinist discourse.96 In the bounds
of the ongoing yet limiting performative process of being a woman, there is the
possibility for the implications of these acts to be reassessed.97 It is probable that some
women masqueraders employ particular, strategic configurations of spectacle that
“constitute an appropriation perhaps more accurately a reappropriation of spectacle to
the end of disrupting conventional discourses of gender and sexuality.”98 Such a desire
to become a spectacle may also be informed by the tradition in Trinidad Carnival in
which certain women were entitled to such idealization. Yet this desire to be a spectacle
in turn provided contemporary women a vocabulary for parading, flaunting, and
celebrating their bodies in public.
Since there is a focus on the body, some female masqueraders tend to have a
desire to affirm their affinity to youth culture associated with Carnival. This is because
Carnival in Trinidad now represents a body-beautiful culture where the objective is to
make the figure conform to a standardized beauty ideal. Months in advance, people
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register at gyms so that they can work arduously at achieving a “perfect body” and, in
turn, a perfect image that is certainly a legacy of the Jaycees competition. For this
reason, the body of the masquerader has become the costume.99 The Jaycees Carnival
Queen is iconic for contemporary masqueraders as she has made an impact on how the
female masquerader views her body and her self-presentation in contemporary
Carnival, which in turn contributes to the masquerader’s awareness of how integral her
body is to the overall aesthetic of the costumed band. Along with the bathing suit that
accentuated the contestant’s body, the Jaycees Carnival Queen played a part in how the
contemporary female masquerader influences the direction of the dominant costume
aesthetic so that her body is most pronounced.
On the other hand, one must not discredit the impact of Janelle “Penny”
Commissiong, Trinidad’s first Miss Universe of 1977 (See Figure 63). Not only was she
the first Trinidadian to win the international beauty pageant, she was also the first black
woman to gain that coveted title.100 What made her feat even more fascinating was the
fact that she had no association with the Jaycees Carnival Queen competition.101 Her
success was widely celebrated and heralded by the media, the government, and private
corporations, and she was given countless gifts. Apart from receiving Trinidad and
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Tobago’s highest national award, the Trinity Cross, calypsonians commemorated her in
song during the 1978 Carnival season. The calypsonian Wellington praised her with the
following lyrics:
Every now and then,
We do see pretty women.
No one could remember when
They see such a specimen:
Miss Trinidad and Tobago,
Sweet Janelle Commissiong
On dis beauty show,
She just walk away with de crown.
When you talk ‘bout beauty
She come first.102

As a black woman, who won the title that was, and remains, recognized as the
sign of the most beautiful woman in the world, Commissiong epitomized black female
beauty in Trinidad. Furthermore, Commissiong, who played mas’ in Peter Minshall’s
1978 presentation of Zodiac, possibly contributed to the change in Carnival whereby
women were more associated with the festival than men and were the desirable figures
in the carnivalesque sphere.
Still, it would take a decade or so, with the introduction of the “Poison Girl,” for
the association of the desirable woman to Carnival to be made even more distinct.
Named after the legendary band Poison, the “Poison Girl” was Trinidad Carnival’s truest
example of the insatiably desired woman whom every man wanted to see and every
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woman wanted to be: a young, attractive, and sometimes economically independent
woman (Figure 69).103 The media constantly fetishized her image as she came to
emblematize what women’s presence and involvement became in Trinidad Carnival.
The clever marketing strategies of Poison’s business-oriented bandleader along with the
addition of all-inclusive sections contributed to the popularity of the band and the
archetype that his female members became. Apart from publicizing the costumed band,
Michael Headley would also hire popular soca artistes to perform with the costumed
band during Carnival Monday and Tuesday.
However, unlike her predecessor, the Jaycees Carnival Queen, the “Poison Girl”
was not only of European descent; she could also be of African, Asian, South Asian, and
Arab descent, thereby representing the inclusion of all racial types into the idealized
woman masquerader archetype. Poison’s Bandleader Michael Headley ensured the
presence of women of varying sizes, skin complexions, and socio-economic
backgrounds. He designed affordable costumes that were adaptable to any body type,
and employed an extensive color palette so that there would be costumes for as many
skin tones as possible.104
Headley’s insistence on abiding by these aesthetic guidelines certainly does not
limit the vibrancy of women masqueraders’ expressive bodily movements. The
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accoutrements of the costumes simply function as visible signifiers of women’s bodies
being performed while masquerading in Trinidad Carnival. So the purposeful Jayceesinspired self-marking that women are immersed in during Carnival could be seen as a
type of hypersexuality, and there is an opportunity to perform this sexuality in such a
way that it is rendered unfixed and even unknowable, so much so that performance
becomes a site of resistance. Women’s bodies function as the decisive tool with which
this resistance is manifested. Although these women may collaborate in their own
visual fetishization, woman masqueraders become their bodies, and wear them as
costumes.105
Such hypersexuality can be observed in an image showing a group of
masqueraders from various sections of the band Tribe (Figure 70). They are all posing
for a photograph, and their deportment emulates the hypersexuality performed by most
contemporary woman masqueraders. There is a sense of the women that assume the
role of the idealized Jaycees Carnival Queen. Although they are immersed in this
performance of hypersexuality, a certain degree of equivocation complicates any
viewer’s inclination to simply objectify these women masqueraders. Furthermore, their
appearance as insatiable women clad in bikini mas’ costumes is a powerful declaration of
the deceptive ingenuity explicit in their performance.
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The potential ambiguity inherent in this performance of hypersexuality also
permits transsexuals to perform as beautiful women masqueraders during Carnival. A
rupture ensues when the difference between the anatomy of the performer and the
gender s/he performs becomes apparent.106 A photograph of one such masquerader
from the Dream Team ’s 2007 presentation demonstrates the opportunity Carnival offers
to conceal one’s gendered anatomy for the sake of performing as the “other” (Figure
71).107 The transsexual moves through the public domain intermingled with the women
of his/her section in the costumed band. In the captured image s/he attempts to
appropriate the hypersexuality most women masqueraders perform, except, in this
instance, s/he appropriates hypersexuality as if it represents femininity. Performing as a
woman, the transsexual is juxtaposed directly with a man who appears to perform a
conventional masculinity as he situates himself outside of the carnivalesque
performance-space, substantiating even more the complexities of gender performance
that arise during Carnival.
Despite the fact that Carnival is no longer male-dominated in masquerade, a
development that traditionalists often correlate with what they see as a drastic
attenuation of creativity, the presence of men’s bodies can still be felt within the
performance space of Carnival. Men often comprise the majority of spectators along the
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streets during Carnival Monday and Tuesday. There is something to be said of the
interrelations that exist between the masquerader and the spectator. Although male
viewers often voyeuristically consume women masqueraders, these interrelations
consist of an active performance on both parts. Within this exchange in which the man
as the consumptive beholder is in the midst of possessing the woman masquerader’s
apparent emblematic consumptiveness, the male viewer engages in a performative
response to her presence.108 But this performative exchange is not predicated on a mere
objectification of the woman masquerader; she is defiantly articulating her body during
this commodifying encounter.
When investigating the exchange between artist and specator in performance art,
Kristine Stiles uses the term commissure to theorize a key feature of performance art – its
function as a connector.109 This concept is useful in thinking about the inevitable
interrelations that occur during Carnival. Here, a masquerader can be a performer who
partakes in a performative exchange with another masquerader. This can even be done
with a viewer who, by virtue of his or her presence, becomes linked to the performer by
mutual active viewing and sometimes movement. Since the boundary that separates
performer and viewer is not clearly delineated in performance art, Stiles observes in
another context that there is “both fluid action and interaction” between “performing
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and viewing subjects,” and thus interdependence is cultivated, a connection is made.110
These engaged encounters between performer and viewer are reminders of how
influential the Jaycees Carnival Queen is in carnivalesque performance.
The Jaycees Carnival Queen was representative of the stake the European elite
maintained in Carnival. A fabricated personage, she was almost a replica of the Queen
of England, clearly standing in direct opposition to the jamette who never felt compelled
to abide by pretentions to uprightness. Yet, while her image in the gown evoked
royalty, her costume often exoticized and eroticized her and positioned her desirability
at the center of the male imaginary. The Carnival Queen instigated a reassessment of
how women could perceive their bodies and how they choose to present themselves in
the public sphere, particularly through a noncompliant performance of hypersexuality.
While the Carnival Queen competition ensured that a certain costume aesthetic
appealed to a Eurocentric worldview, the queens’ costumes also served to establish new
possibilities in the continuing creative development of Carnival, leading to the birth of
the costume aesthetic that prevails today.
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5. Jouvay as Ritual: Recognizing Soucouyant as a
Source of Inspiration
When thinking of Carnival in Trinidad, what immediately springs to mind is an
image of a woman dressed in a bikini costume embellished with beads, appliqués,
sequins and a headdress of feather plumes. Only seldom would one recollect the ritual
Jouvay that marks the beginning of the festival. In the late nineteenth century, Jouvay
replaced the creative and unruly ritual of Canboulay, outlawed because it was seen as
threatening to the established colonial order. Through Jouvay’s corporeal veneration of
mythological characters and other jumbies, or spirits, the masses articulated a new kind
of masquerade that was still embedded with transgressive intonations. One of these
mythic beings, the soucouyant, gave birth to this ritual.1 She is a barren and childless old
woman who slips out of her skin at night becoming a ball of fire that sucks the lifeblood
out of her victims. Though this figure is an exemplar of the woman that society deemed
as threatening to its order since she never married nor bore children, she enabled the
black masses to maintain their creative stamp on the cultural milieu of colonial Trinidad.
In this chapter, I argue that the soucouyant proved to be vital in ensuring a continuation
of the symbolism embedded in the use of fire as a central aspect of Canboulay. Most
importantly, she provides an interpretation of Jouvay that is woman-centered, something
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that has never been fully acknowledged and explored. It is for this reason that Jouvay
should have a rightful place as one of the most important aspects of Trinidad Carnival.
As the portrayal of folkloric characters diminished over the course of the early
twentieth century, there emerged a phenomenon of creating ad hoc costumes which
parodically commented on social circumstances. Jouvay also involved an ongoing
practice witnessed in the mid-nineteenth century and still seen in photographs of
Carnival from the 1950s. The covering of the body with mud, crude oil, molasses, and
colored pigment is a tradition that pervaded the collective memory of Jouvay’s
practitioners. Certainly, as Diane Taylor remarks in The Archive and The Repertoire,
“[t]raditions are stored in the body, through various mnemonic methods, and
transmitted ‘live’ in the here and now to a live audience. Forms handed down from the
past are experienced as present.”2 Although the archive contains tangible records of a
cultural practice, the body can also preserve cultural practices and transforms the act
into a modified form that relates to the current condition.3
With elements such as cross-dressing, creative interpersonal exchanges, and the
boundless possibilities of the ol’ mas’or Monday mas’ costume aesthetic (that contrasted
the pretty mas’ aesthetic as discussed in chapter one), Jouvay exhibits attributes that the
pretty mas’ masquerade tradition can never summon. By re-examining Jouvay as a
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woman-centered ritual commemorating fertility and origin, my analysis will establish
women as key agents in Jouvay’s creative process. Through an exploration of women’s
involvement in rituals that are religiously based, I will expound on how these practices
have informed women’s contributions to Jouvay. My intention is not to essentialize
women’s positionality in Jouvay, but to offer a new appreciation of the consequential
roles women have played in its formation and performance.

5.1 From Canboulay to Jouvay
Although historical records do not clearly identify when Jouvay first emerged,
scholarly consensus is that Jouvay came to gradual fruition in the late nineteenthcentury, as a performative response to the banning of Canboulay processions in 1884.4
Canboulay had been the critical yet creative commentary on slavery by the black masses
who resided on the outskirts of urban hubs throughout Trinidad. After emancipation in
1838, this newly freed sector of society engaged in an annual Canboulay procession on
August 1 to commemorate their freedom from bondage. This practice was soon
outlawed and the authorities only permitted the holding of a parade from midnight till
sunrise on the Sunday before Carnival. There is no written account of exactly when this
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shift occurred, but it may have been as early as 1848.5 Rooted in rebellious acts in which
enslaved Africans burned fields of sugar cane, the ritual replicated this act of defiance
against the plantocratic hegemonic order. As early as 1848, Charles Day provides an
account of Carnival describing the nature of the festivities in which all sectors of society
participated. Apart from witnessing what he termed “gangs” of ten to twenty revelers
who on occasion masqueraded together in various costumes, he observed one
performance that appears to be related to Canboulay.6 Day describes a group of people of
African descent, nearly naked and covered in a black varnish:
One of this gang has a long chain and padlock attached to his leg, which chain
the others pulled. What this typified, I was unable to learn; but as the chained
one was occasionally thrown down on the ground, and treated with a mock
bastinadoing it probably represented slavery.7

This apparent commemoration of slavery is characteristic of processions
involving the urban masses of African descent. There is no indication in Day’s writing
of how prevalent this kind of practice was in this historical moment, but it certainly
commanded Day’s attention. Two decades later when the socio-economic status of the
formerly enslaved Africans worsened, their cultural practices reflected this reality, often
tending toward behaviors that the authorities of that time viewed as obscene.8 But their
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lives were a reflection of their dire existence and to say that their living conditions were
horrible would be an understatement. Now referred to as the jametre class, their cultural
practices like the enduring Canboulay were violent, libidinous, and unrestrained, yet,
commemorative (Figure 71).9 According to the diary of a Roman Catholic priest called
Father Masse, the jametres would start the ritual at midnight on the Sunday before Ash
Wednesday and would not end until Monday morning:
From all sides Negroes appear, some armed with sticks, others carrying on their
heads what they are known to have most precious (utensils). All run towards a
central point where there are other Negroes who have lighted torches and who
simulate a field of cane on fire. Then sticks, rags, anything that comes to hand
serves to put out the fire. It is impossible to get an idea of the disorder which
takes place at that time. A certain number receive severe blows. More than once
blood has been spilled because what begins as a farce nearly always finishes in a
tragic fashion because of the drunkenness of the participants. They are nearly all
masked or have some sort of disguise for this sport of cannes brulees.10

The chaos and violence so endemic in this practice reflected not only the urgency
with which they were forced to out cane field fires, but also the viciousness that was
chattel slavery. At the same time, the drunkenness and blood-letting from the severe
blows they inflicted on each other all seemed to provide catharsis to the Canboulay
participants. This ritualized subjugation is connected in many ways to Jouvay that
would emerge later in the century.
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While they created Canboulay as a ritual that was pertinent to their cultural and
social predicament, the processions they undertook during Carnival Monday and
Tuesday intentionally disrupted the Eurocentrism of the colonial authorities. Apart
from engaging in the ritual Canboulay, the jametre class’s Carnival of the late nineteenth
century now harnessed a more faction-based structure that reflected the city’s new
geopolitical reality. The formerly enslaved Africans created “bands” that were larger
than the gangs Day witnessed; they were also territorial, given the English-speaking and
French-speaking factions that had developed in the neighborhoods.11 One of the many
ways the jametre bands resisted European domination was by appointing African royal
titles to some of its members.12 The bands included dancers, singers, drummers,
stickmen, stickwomen, prostitutes, and pimps who boasted of their dexterity in battle,
song, dance, and drumming against other bands; they also bragged about their sexual
prowess, bravery, and disregard for the laws of the colony.13 The most explicit of all the
sexually themed costumes was the pisse-en-lit, a masquerade both men and women
performed that included a dance of rapid pelvic movements.14 Some women wore
traditional French Caribbean dress and sometimes exposed their breasts, while their
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male counterparts propositioned women spectators.15 In the bands consisting of
women, the participants violated norms of decorum by wearing hats, shirts, jackets,
trousers, and carrying wooden hatchets.16 The territorial nature of these bands
manifested in organized clashes between bands.17 By the 1870s, the bands had grown in
size, and the severity of their clashes had escalated as a result of increased immigration
into the colony and an influx of rural people into the towns.
Because of the ritual’s legacy of rebellion, the authorities always remained
apprehensive about its potential for inciting social unrest. Their reservations were
validated during the Carnival of 1881 when stick-fighting bands collectively battled the
police in the historic Canboulay riots. Three years later, the authorities decided that
Canboulay should be banned and that other restrictions on Carnival be enforced. The
Proclamation, which was posted throughout Port of Spain, stated that:
1. The Carnival of the year 1884 shall not commence until 6 o’clock in the
morning of the 25th day of February and shall end at 12 o’clock midnight of
Tuesday the 26th day of that month, during which time persons will be permitted
to appear masked or otherwise disguised.
2. The procession generally known as Cannes Brulees or Canboulay shall not be
allowed to take place and further regulations for giving effect to this provision
will shortly be promulgated.
3. Measures will be taken for the rigid enforcement of the law and all persons are
warned and cautioned accordingly.18
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While this declaration marked the beginning of efforts to institutionalize
Carnival proceedings, it also signaled the intention of the colonial authorities to rid the
festival of its African traits. As attempts to continue Canboulay died out, a new ritual
emerged that replaced it.
Jouvay appears to have developed as a practice soon after 1884, commencing at 6
a.m. on Carnival Monday as stipulated in the proclamation. Among the many ways it
differed from Canboulay, one of the more significant differences was that it ended at
sunrise on Carnival Monday so that the parade of the pretty mas’ costumed bands could
begin thereafter. During the ritual, people portrayed folkloric characters popular in
Trinidad such as soucouyant, la diablesse, Mama Glow, loup garou, and Papa Bois. These
nocturnal beings would appear on the streets at night making strange noises.19 La
diablesse, or “devil woman” (discussed in chapter 2) conceals a corpse’s face and a cloven
hoof beneath exquisite clothes, and lures men into oblivion in the wilderness.20 Mama
Glow lives in rivers or lakes and is a beautiful, long-haired, bejeweled woman whose
body is fully human above her torso while her lower half is that of a serpent or fish.
Mama Glow is often seen combing her hair while looking at herself in a hand-held
mirror, and one is advised to flee whenever she is encountered.21 Papa Bois, considered
the king of the forest, can take many forms, including that of a deer, but generally
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appears as a powerful, aged man in old clothes and a long beard out of which leaves
grow. He is the guardian of the forest’s animals, custodian of the trees, and is the lover
of Mama Glow.22 Loup garou is usually an old man who is both feared and revered
because of his supernatural powers and his ability to change his form to that of any
ferocious animal.23
The soucouyant’s story, though, is more significant as Jouvay has its roots in the
legend. Soucouyant (derived from the French sucer, to suck) is an old woman never
married and childless who often lives at the end of a village road. She sleeps during the
day so she can do her deadly deeds at night. Initially she makes a pact with the Devil so
that she can assume any form. To do this she goes to the cemetery to dig up a freshly
buried corpse and cuts out the liver from which she makes an oil that she rubs all over
her body; this gives her the ability to slip out of her skin, which she then places in a
mortar or the hollowed part of a tree often used to parch coffee or ferment cocoa beans.
She then becomes a glowing ball of fire and creeps into homes through cracks and
keyholes so that she can suck the “life-blood” of her unsuspecting victims (Figure 72).
At dawn she must retrieve and don her skin. Potential victims spread grains of salt or
rice around the bed as a means of protection, since it is known that the soucouyant is
obliged to count each grain. According to the legend, if the village boys and men find
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her abandoned skin, they would place coarse grains of salt and hot peppers on it to seek
her demise. As she slips the tainted skin back on when day approaches, she starts a
frenzy of endless, anguished scratching, crying out, “ Skin, kin, kin, you na know me,
you na know me?”24 Then, seeing the sun rise, she would ask in Creole: “Jouvay, jou paka
ouvay?” (“Daybreak, day why have you begun?”)
The shift from Canboulay, a performance derived from a historical yet rebellious
practice, to a ritual inspired by the soucouyant in which all of the folkloric characters are
masqueraded presents an interesting change in paradigms. While Jouvay appeared less
seditious, like Canboulay it enabled the black masses to maintain creative leverage on
Trinidad’s cultural milieu. Many of the folkloric characters did have European linkages.
Although members of the European elite considered the folkloric characters as mere
superstitions, they were vitally important to the spiritual life of many Trinidadians. This
supernatural belief existed in the Caribbean and is a significant part of the worldview in
many non-Western cultures that affects how people perceive the physical world.
Through the convergence of cultural and spiritual beliefs known as syncretism,
Trinidadians took aspects of West African culture and integrated them with
corresponding European elements.25
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Linguistic connections have been made between the soucouyant and the
Fula/Solinka word sukunya.26 The sukunya and her male counterpart, the sukunyado, are
man-eating witches. Maureen Warner-Lewis provides deep insight into how
supernatural beings like the sukunya are perceived in West Africa. Witchcraft is often
associated with women since they have access to the mysteries of birth and fertility
while in some societies women also preside over the corpse soon after death.27 The
English language lacks a positive term to broadly describe women with supernatural
powers, as they have generally been seen as dangerous and threatening. What is
interesting is that in the creolized Caribbean, the West African sukunya/sukuyado, who
can be either male or female, is transformed by contact with the European concept of the
witch into an exclusively female demon.28 In the end, the word “conjurer” probably best
captures the complexity of the soucouyant.
The personification of these supernatural legends challenged the colonial
authority’s mission to eradicate ritualized African beliefs and practices from Carnival.
The soucouyant, for instance, ensured that the symbolism embedded in the use of fire
continued in Canboulay. Fire in the latter’s context not only represented destruction of
the plantocracy’s dehumanising regime, but it also emblematized the limitless potential
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of regeneration.29 Soucouyant’s transformation into a ball of fire gives her the ability to
do things that she could not otherwise do with her skin-bound human body, and is the
embodiement of defiance associated with Canboulay. Also, her role as a nocturnal figure
further intensifies her powers. Former Canboulay participants recognized this important
characteristic and ensured that the significance of the time of day when the rebellious
ritual was practiced would never lose its value.
Nocturnality bore much importance to the early Jouvay participant than to the
latter day reveler. One has to consider the belief in the superimposition of the spiritual
world onto the physical world held by many, in which jumbies (spirits of people who
have passed on) frequently roamed the earth at night, and the potent effect this had on
portrayal of Papa Bois or la diablesse. Furthermore, given that the participants’ ancestors
endured and suffered in the harsh system of slavery, it is conceivable that this
stimulated powerful portrayals of the otherworldly folkloric characters especially since
slavery had ended decades earlier.
Yet, while the soucouyant served a fruitful purpose in the development of a new
practice, socially she epitomized a negative embodiment of the feminine. Frequently, the
legends of any society are used as means to reaffirm ancient social and cultural
conventions.30 Just as stories of the infamous jamette Bodicea were used to regulate the
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behavior of young female colonial subjects, the story of the soucouyant provided an
example of what happened to a woman who did not perform her proper feminine duties
of wife and mother. Stories of vampires entered the Caribbean imaginary in the
Victorian era. During this period new modes of female subjectivity and the rise of the
“New Woman” contributed to the vampirization of women in literature and in popular
culture in Great Britain, as this “New Woman” was independent, sexualised and
generally in violation of Victorian ideals.31 Doctors diagnosed “nymphomaniacal”
patients of the 1890s with blood fetishism: these women were believed to possess a
desire to drain their sexual partners of all vital fluids.32
In colonial Trinidad, all working-class women of African descent who worked
outside the home to provide for their families were maligned in similar ways. But it was
the jamette who was seen as the true socio-cultural threat that mostly closely paralleled
the European phenomenon of the “New Woman.” She ignored standards of etiquette
and was constantly on the streets, where she often worked as a prostitute. The popular
imaginary portrayed her vagina as having the ability to devour like a craw.33 The view
of the jamette as having an uncontrollable sexual appetite was also a condemnation since
men felt that she stripped them of their sexuality even as they patronized her regularly.
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The sexuality of the woman thus becomes a site of contention through the folkloric and
mythical character of the soucouyant. While the potent sexuality of the jamette was
simultaneously desired and despised, it was still integral to the full appreciation and
embodiment of the Jouvay participant.

5.2 A New Type of Jouvay
By the early twentieth-century, the eminence of the folkloric characters declined,
supplanted by the practice of wearing old rags, discarded clothing, or costumes that
parodied a social, political, or cultural event. While it is not clear what contributed to
this shift, the accepted hypothesis that the belief in mythological figures diminished
begs for more probing.34 Jouvay in its earliest form was welcomed by the elite as a
harmless alternative to Canboulay, which they were unable to control given the ritual’s
unpredictable nature. Also, the duration of Jouvay was shorter than that of the pretty
mas’ that dominated the official Carnival. As the 1900s progressed, so did the agenda of
the elite to maintain the stronghold on Carnival that they gained after the Canboulay riots
of 1881. Therefore, it would not be farfetched to contend that they found a way to
suppress the masquerading of folkloric characters during Jouvay to prevent the black
working class from becoming unmanageable and uncontrollable through their powerful
pantheon of mythological characters. While the portrayal of folkloric characters may not
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have instigated the rebellion endemic to Canboulay, it still represented the retention of
certain African customs.
The wearing of old rags and costumes, or old mas’, was soon commonplace in
Jouvay (Figure 73). The French elite introduced to Trinidad the custom of festively
“raiding” private homes after dinner in ad hoc costumes that parodied current social
events.35 The tradition’s distinctive feature was the concealment of one’s identity
through cross-gender masking.36 As far back as the seventeenth century, carnivalesque
inversions featuring cross-dressing could be found in Europe across the entire social
spectrum in many cultural practices, including the theater.37 Gender inversions were
particularly frequent in Carnivals and other festivities of early modern Europe, with the
wedding ceremony often targeted for cross-dressing parody.38 Nonetheless, those who
partook in such gender play were liable to punishment by the King and Church
authorities banned carnivalesque festivities.39 Yet, transvestite performances continued
in French theater well into the nineteenth-century, and the meanings of these crossdressed roles evolved with changes in sexual ideology and political sensitivities.40
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Similar practices flourished after French planters settled on the then-Spanish
colony of Trinidad in 1783. One could deduce that since the European elite endorsed
Jouvay in the late nineteenth century, it was an adequate space to recommence the
tradition. Moreover, the elite returned to the practice of attending Fancy Dress Balls
during Carnival once Canboulay was repressed and, gradually, re-entered the public
sphere via masks and disguises.41 Transvestism was a common practice during
Canboulay proceedings for both men and women of the jametre class. West African
masking traditions often involved men performing in masks that honored women
figures and female deities, and in the African Diaspora this was interpreted as
transvestism.42 Yet, it was the pisse-en-lit masquerade that made the colonial authorities
most apprehensive.43 The banning of Canboulay and the practices associated with it
ensured the authorities a return to a continental revelry, yet the cross-dressing revived
in Jouvay was not perceived as a social threat as it had been in the prior century since it
was assumed to be European-derived. The practice of women cross-dressing as men,
however, occurred less frequently and diminished over time, as the British colonizers
regarded it as especially inappropriate.44
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The significant number of men who evoked, and still evoke, the feminine and
perform as women during Jouvay could reflect a desire to embody the notion of origin
and fertility that I believe is central to the soucouyant’s reconfiguration. A defiant figure,
the soucouyant did not submit to the private, social role of becoming a wife and mother.
Instead, the soucouyant assumed the very public role of birthing Carnival itself. Jouvay
offers a ritualization of the infinite reproductive capacity of the soucouyant. Although
she dies in the legend, the soucouyant is brought back to life annually at the dawning of
Carnival. Inherently dissident, this ritual recalls the legacy of Canboulay and inverts the
social order by venerating this female figure during a ritual that marks the beginning of
a now patriarchal Carnival.
The old mas’ costume aesthetic that Patricia Alleyne-Dettmers attributes to the
French also has roots in the black masses’ creative practices. Since most of them existed
socio-economically as an underclass during the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century, they created costumes and musical instruments from objects found in their
environment. Inherently, Jouvay provided an opportunity for the masses to assemble
and engage in a ritual that enabled a continuation of performative traits that started in
the nineteenth century where issues of power, class, race, and gender were constantly
negotiated. Most importantly, what distinguished Jouvay from the pretty mas’ of
Carnival Monday and Tuesday was its all-embracing quality. Anyone was welcomed to
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engage in masquerading in a costume of his or her own conception. The creative
freedom of each participant became part of a collective experience.
Yet a considerable aspect of this creative process resided in masquerade
traditions derived from Europe, Africa and Asia. Many of these creatures are nocturnal
and otherworldly like the folkloric beings that roamed the streets during Jouvay prior to
its reformation. One such creature is the devil out of which has emerged a number of
interesting masquerades.45 Jab Jab, French patois for diable diable (devil in French), is a
devil masquerade whose costume includes a headpiece with horns attached, satin
knickers, a shirt designed with mirrors and rhinestones, stockings, and alpagatas (shoes
that curved upwards at the front).46 The costume was completed with a whip made of
plaited hemp that the masquerader swung in a circular motion above the head giving off
a loud and threatening crack (Figure 74).
While this costume is European in derivation (similar ones are found in many
European Carnivals), the Jab Molassie can be considered a uniquely Trinidadian devil
masquerade that may have been influenced by the Jab Jab (Figure 75).47 The word
molassie is French patois for melasse (molasses in French), connoting the by-product of
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sugar production. The masquerader wears a mask and/or horns and short pants with a
wired tail extended from them, carries a pitchfork, and covers his or her frame with
grease, tar, mud or colored pigment.48 A chain is attached to a lock and key that the Jab
Molassie wears around the waist, which is constantly tugged at by imps who restrain the
reveler as he or she dances wildly. This act references the earlier invocation of the
enslaved during nineteenth-century Carnival. Sometimes one or more boys carrying
cooking pots or biscuit tins beaten with bolts would follow Jab Molassie.49 The interplay
between the Jab Molassie and his attendant imps is comparable to some West African
masquerades in which attendants often enforce restraint, and is also present in the
Dragon Carnival character.50 Here the costume consists of a black or brown bodysuit
with a dragon headpiece. While this mask also does bear some relation to European
Carnival masks, it may also have connections to the traditional Chinese dragon costume.
Another masquerade created during the late nineteenth- to early twentiethcentury was the Bat. The costume consists of a black or brown, close-fitting bodysuit
with a headpiece.51 Facial features are rendered with papier- mâché, while leather shoes
with metal claws are used for feet. Wings made of the same material as the body of the
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costume and structured using wire or bamboo are attached to the arms.52 The Cow band
is a masquerade comprised of a small group of men wearing gowns made from rice bags
that are completely covered with dried plantain or banana leaves along with a papiermâché mask of a cow’s head.53 The masqueraders would move throughout the crowd
mimicking the actions of cows. With its elevated and majestic presence, the Moko Jumbie
appears on stilts that can be as much as 12 feet high and his costume consists of silk or
satin pants or skirt, a jacket and an elaborate hat.54 Moko is the third of seven grades in
the hierarchy of the Kalabari’s Ekoi-Efik secret society.55 Jumbie is the term Trinidadians
use for a ghost or spirit, and, as the two words of this character suggest, this masquerade
always bears an ethereal presence to onlookers.56

A lampooning figure, the Dame Lorraine formalized the practice of mocking the
French elite’s mannerisms and dancing eccentricities.57 Often performed by men, this
garb included a long frilly dress, an elaborate wide-brimmed hat, an umbrella, bracelets,
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large earrings and long necklaces.58 Excess padding in the bosom and buttocks
completed the costume, and also presented another example of transvestism in Carnival.
During the immensely theatrical performance, a grand march of people dressed in
eighteenth-century costumes of French aristocracy entered a central dancing area to the
accompaniment of a small string band, after which an elegant dance ensued.59 Lastly,
the Wild Indians masquerade emerged in Carnival as far back as the mid-nineteenth
century, as reported by Charles Day, and continued to have a presence many decades
later.60 This masquerade is inspired by aboriginal people from South America called the
Guarajo, or Warrahoon, who would visit southern Trinidad to trade and eventually to
live.61 This masquerade is also called Red, Blue or Black Indians, depending on the color
of the costumes.62 The costume sometimes consisted of a satin-fringed skirt, a merino,
fringed boots, arm and leg pieces, as well as an elaborate headpiece full of assorted
feathers (Figure 76).63

The Dame Lorraine, with her voluptuous breasts and bottom, is clearly aligned
with the idea of procreation and birth. One can easily correlate such symbolism with
that of the soucouyant and, in turn, Jouvay. The Jab Molassie masquerade, with its
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practice of covering the body with colored emollients, is a major precedent of the coating
of bodies with pigments and mud in present day Jouvay. Contemporary manifestations
of the Wild Indian mas’ also include coloring the physique with pigments as is seen in
Figure 6.64 The implication of the devil in the Jab Molassie masquerade and the former’s
association with the supernatural world does bring to mind notions of death. Fatality is
also implicated in the Moko Jumbie masquerade, however, one cannot help but think of
rejuvenation when looking at this elusive character of the afterlife. These masquerading
traditions represent various articulations of the soucouyant’s symbolism in Jouvay and
speak to the traditions that pervade the collective memory of the ritual’s participants.

While the above discussed masquerade traditions are intrinsically part of Jouvay
as people can create these costumes and embody their characteristics, the ritual also
allows for the development of costumes that socially comment on current events from
one’s personal perspective. The creativity in this regard is limitless as participants
utilize the old mas’ costume aesthetic to create costumes that reflect their own
parodying and comical inflections. People often collaborate to form a theme-based
costumed band, while many individuals create their own costumes independently. As
the twentieth century progressed, Jouvay bands and characters competed against each
other for Jouvay Band of the Year, Jouvay queen and king titles.

It is not certain whether masquerades like the Jab Molassie inspired the use of colored pigment in Wild
Indian mas’ in recent years or if the practice was part of the tradition for decades.
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One Jouvay costume from 1922 titled “Mystery of the 8 buses” offers the viewer
an example of the double-entendre central to the language used during Carnival (Figure
77). With eight “buses” (apparently crafted using the papier-mâché method) attached to
a dress, a masked woman holds a baby doll in one hand and her placard in the other.
This masquerade appears to comment on a recent event by visually punning on the
anomaly of a woman having 4 pairs of breasts, breast being rendered as “bus’” in
Trinidadian and Tobagonian vernacular. Decades later, a costume from 1963 reflected
the political circumstances inevitable in a newly independent country (which took place
in the previous year) (Figure 78). In the photograph of the masquerader who is being
crowned Jouvay King by the Mayor of Port of Spain, Councillor Edward Taylor, who
wears a suit to which a balisier is attached - the red ginger flower used as a symbol by the
People’s National Movement (PNM), the ruling party headed by the first Prime
Minister, Eric Williams. The sign he holds displays clerical and grammatical errors and
is a satirical critique on the then minister of finance.

In 1969, one Jouvay costume references calypsonian Lord Kitchener’s calypso of
the same name with its title: “Ol’ Lady walk a mile an’ a half” (Figure 79). Here, a
woman dons a blouse, skirt, a wide-brimmed hat and a basket on her head. References
to popular culture persist in another costume entitled “Sanford and Son” in 1981.
Alluding to the popular American television sitcom, the masquerader wears a television
for a head as he stands by a pile of junk. While the above costumes are idiosyncratically
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comical, the King and Queen of Jouvert from 1991 wear costumes that contain little
humor since one deals with the serious health epidemic, AIDS, while the other is critical
of a US-led war in the Middle East (Figure 80). With the title “Messenger From Heaven I
Drop Meh Gloves Saturday Night an’ Found AIDS Sunday Morning,” the first costume
speaks to the fast rate at which people in the Caribbean were contracting HIV and the
AIDS virus in the 1990s. The phrase “drop meh gloves” refers to not wearing condoms
and speaks to the prevalence of those who were caught off-guard by not practicing safe
sex, therefore reflecting the virus’ non-discriminatory measures. The Jouvay Queen
costume entitled “Who’s Fooling Who in d Golf War” consists of a golf club along with
an oxygen mask attached to the reveler’s person. The sign includes representations of
George H.W. Bush and Saddam Hussein, and repeats the golf club motif, clearly a play
on words referring to the egocentric demonstration of masculinity sometimes involved
in golf, as well as to the Gulf War of 1991. It can also be interpreted as a comment on
Bush playing golf during a historical moment of calamity.

Of course, the poignant use of natural elements during Jouvay ensures a physical
and performative connection of life to the earth. Before the ritual, bodies of some
participants are covered in mud, crude oil or colored pigments. The use of natural
elements is the continuation of a tradition that descendents of enslaved Africans
practiced in Canboulay. Recall Charles Day’s account of Canboulay in 1848, when he
described a group of revelers who performatively recalled slavery by covering their
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frames with molasses; this was an unequivocal comment on the profits planters gained
from the sugar cane crop at their expense.65 This act of covering the body with elements
that come indirectly or directly from the earth acknowledges the connection that living
beings inevitably have with it. A poetic allusion to a newborn’s afterbirth-covered
figure is also suggested, given that the masqueraders are also partially nude. As Peter
Minshall expressed:
The ritual of putting mud onto the body for jouvay is about the myth of man
being made from the mud. It is returning to the source, it is being one with the
universe.66

There is a similar practice in the early part of the Hindu spring festival of Phagwa
that is celebrated in Trinidad, during which participants wear old clothes, throw muddy
water, and smear mud on others.67 Yet, in keeping with the ancestral linkages this
practice implies, one has to also acknowledge West African ritual practices that parallel
the aforementioned. According to Maureen Warner-Lewis, the Ibibio’s ekpo
masquerade, consisting of male masqueraders smearing their bodies with a blend of
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palm oil and ground charcoal to achieve the color of death, demonstrates Carnival’s
continuities with West African culture.68

Because of a lack of historical records on Jouvay in the early twentieth century, it
is hard to determine when and how the custom of smearing the frame with these
materials developed. Still, it is difficult to conceive that memory has not played an
important role in the perseverance of this legacy and others like it. As Diana Taylor
reports, the body is able to recall many acts from the past through mnemonic means that
are then imparted in the present.69 This is how the body intuits the tradition, thereby
evoking a connection with the past. Even though memory is often difficult to evoke,
Taylor explains that the recollected past always operates in conjunction with other
memories.70 Therefore, there is a collective remembrance of this cultural practice.

One recognizes such linkages in images capturing Jouvay revelers from 1967 and
2006. Although the moments are only four decades apart, the images demonstrate the
effective continuity physicality possesses through cultural memory. In a vivid
photograph taken in 1967, six shirtless mud-covered men edge toward the photographer
with stark expressions (Figure 81). Some of them are carrying miniature coffins, an
allusion to the late nineteenth-century popular belief that Jouvay was a time during
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which jumbies entered the mortal world. In the 2006 image, the difference is immediate
as one notices the women in the foreground and center dancing in an explicitly sensual
and sexual way (Figure 82). They, along with the men, are all covered in mud and their
movements recall the type of activity common during the nineteenth-century’s
Canboulay.
Carnivals in other parts of the Francophone Caribbean, such as Haiti, share clear
aesthetic similarities with Trinidad’s Jouvay. Edwidge Danticat describes les lanceurs de
cordes or rope launchers in her memoir of Jacmel’s Carnival, After the Dance. This
masquerade usually consists of a group of men wearing hoods and horns who are barechested and covered with a mixture of cane syrup, soot and powdered carbon.71 The use
of such materials in the mixture connotes not only a plantocratic past, but also the
violence that erupted during historical periods like the Haitian Revolution. The dark
hue that would cover the masquerader’s skin further implicates notions of death and the
afterlife.
The description of the rope launchers resonates with a photograph of young
Carnival revelers from Haiti taken by Phyllis Galembo (Figure 83). Three boys are
barebacked and covered in green and red pigment, and the boy in the middle
foreground wears a grass skirt contrasting with the others who wear trousers. The
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aesthetic of covering the body in the masquerade of the three boys parallels what is done
in Trinidad’s Jouvay, again symbolizing origin and birth. While these practices may
have diverged in different ways given the two societies’ different histories, the ties that
connect cultural expressions throughout the Caribbean are evident here and speak to
parallels in the evolution of Haitian and Trinidadian Carnival.

5.3 Reclaiming Jouvay Through Women in Ritual
The movement of the woman’s body has clearly been a significant part of
Trinidadian art and culture. Despite the social and political restrictions placed on
women in the early twentieth century, the cultural events in which they were immersed
became outlets for self-expression that facilitated the development of a corporeal
vocabulary. It is this vocabulary that buttressed women’s aesthetic and bodily authority
in Jouvay and Carnival. Given the centrality of the soucouyant, it is important to consider
how influential rituals involving women have been on Jouvay. While examinining the
ways in which women’s roles in religious ritual practices (such as the Hindu Phagwa
festival) have had an impact on Jouvay, an exploration of the key role of women in
ancient Greek rituals will aid in further reinterpreting Jouvay as women-centered. Just as
Ancient Greek women were not celebrated for their significance in religious rituals, so
too are soucouyant and women participants not regarded as integral to Jouvay’s fruition.
Women of African and East Indian descent retained many religious and nonreligious practices from their original cultures, despite efforts by colonial authorities to
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suppress them. Elite European women, on the other hand, were generally able to
participate in whatever cultural activities interested them, without government
interference. These various gatherings played instrumental roles in the lives of women
regardless of their cultural backgrounds and positions in society. For non-Europeans,
their cultural practices sustained their identity in an oppressive colonial world while
simultaneously maintaining their connection to the motherlands.
When East Indians began arriving in Trinidad in the mid-nineteenth-century,
they did so under a system of indentured labor that stipulated that these immigrants
would stay for an allotted period and then be given funds to return to India. Despite
surviving a brutal regime of hard work on the cane fields, the majority of Indians were
not granted the return to India they had been promised, but, instead, were given plots of
land.72 They were often viewed as outsiders because of their unfamiliar cultural and
religious practices, and this pushed many to remain in rural areas.73 Although Hindu
and Muslim religio-cultural practices could be maintained in the indentured labor
system, their newfound isolation gave them the opportunity to reinforce many cultural
and religious practices, and women’s traditional roles were constantly enforced.74
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East Indian women participated in traditional religious festivals and rituals such
as weddings, the festival of lights called Divali, or Dipavali, and the spring festival of
Phagwa, all of which provided an opportunity for corporeal expression. While all of
these events are culturally significant, the Hindu festival of Phagwa that resonates the
most with Jouvay. Scholars believe that Phagwa originated in ancient Vedic times as a
religious fertility rite known as Nava-sas-yeshti yajna that marked the beginning of
spring. In India, the spring festival is referred to as Holi, which is short for Holikaa – the
Sanskrit word for half-cooked or half-parched grains. The term Holi is derived from a
fire ritual that started in ancient Vedic times during which farmers threw in half-cooked
or half-parched grain offerings into the fire.75 The importance of fertility and creation in
the ritual’s history as well as its significant to the sustenance of the community is key.
One can immediately deduce the role of the female entity in the festival. However, the
centrality of women is made even clearer in the festival’s mythology.
According to one legend, a bonfire lit the night prior to the celebration of
Phagwa symbolizes the immolation of Holikaa, the sister of King Hiranya Kashipu.
Much to the king’s dismay, his son Prince Prahalad was a devotee of Hinduism. Despite
his father’s urging to denounce the faith, the prince refused to do so and this enraged his
father. The king attempted to kill his son on many occasions, but failed. During his last
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attempt, the prince’s Aunt Holikaa seized Prahalad and pushed him out of a bonfire that
was prepared for his death while she perished in it.76 It is believed that the bonfire
commemorates the fate of Holikaa and represents victory over evil. The symbolism of a
woman sacrificing herself for the sake of her nephew is a fundamental part of the
festival. Women’s self-sacrifice speaks to the notion of women as sustainers of life,
particularly since the festival marks the start of spring, which can be interpreted as a
season of new life and renewal.77 Moreover, women’s participation in this ritual is key.
Phagwa celebrations in Trinidad can last as long as a week. Traditionally, the
night before the culminating event, a huge bonfire called the Holikaa is burnt. This
practice not only commemorates the devotion of the legend of Holikaa, but it also refers
to the ancient practice of burning bonfires. The next day, the breakdown of all barriers
occurs as people regardless of age, class and gender throw colored water and colored
powder called abeer on each other. An abundance of bright and rich hues such as violet,
red, and orange recall flowers that bloom in early spring.78 In a photograph taken
during a 2006 Phagwa celebration in Trinidad, young women are covered in abeer mixed
with water (Figure 84). They were among the hundreds who assembled in one of many
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venues to celebrate this important Hindu festival. Although there are two men visible in
the right background, the captured image is indicative of the gender ratio at that
celebration. According to Patricia Mohammed, the majority of participants in Phagwa
celebrations today are female.79 This fits with the role of women in the history of the
ritual. As a religious festival rooted in Hindu mythology, Phagwa invites one to consider
its commonality with and its contribution to Jouvay, even though the latter is a product
of Creolization.
Cultural practices among African-Trinidadians also beg for such an
interpretation. In post-slavery communities, retained cultural practices were further
reinforced since planters brought in Africans as indentured laborers to the Caribbean
from the early to mid-nineteenth century.80 Festivals and rituals were and still are
important aspects of West African religious expression in Trinidad, and women’s
participation was necessitated as a response to their horrendous social, economic, and
political situation.
The most important ceremony in the Yoruba faith in Trinidad is the ebo, a
celebration of food, dance, and song during which the deities manifest themselves in the
bodies of the faithful and interact with devotees.81 The feast would usually last for days,
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at the beginning of which the amungwo (priest) would face east, pray, make a food
offering, and sacrifice an animal.82 Devotees wore white along with colored
cummerbunds for the men and colored head-ties for the women that represented the
various orishas (deities) who would manifest in (or “ride”) their devotees.83 These
manifestations can be seen as a point of reference for the first Jouvay participants, who
would embody the spirit of folkloric characters. Since Jouvay contains some West
African ritual elements, it is not farfetched to conclude that the ebo ceremony may have
provided some creative impetus to the former.
In the Yoruba initiation ceremonies in Trinidad, girls in their early teens were
anointed with oil and sometimes given facial markings and Yoruba names, after which
elders passed on valuable knowledge. Yoruba weddings consisted of a distinguished
and long procession led by a drummer from the church to the wedding house. The
procession included women shaking chac chacs, who have stuffed their busts and
bottoms to symbolize fertility, and singing songs full of sexual references. In dances
which members of the community attended in bamboo-framed tents roofed by palm
leaves, women dressed in douilette, large handkerchiefs, and jewelry and wore head
ties, while the men carried red handkerchiefs. The men garlanded the best female
dancers at the neck with these handkerchiefs, and sometimes presented them with
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bouquets of flowers. Married women with divination abilities would identify
undesirable females (women engaged in immoral behavior such as dealing with obeah
or having extra-marital affairs) using a calabash, and place them in a separate tent.84
These Yoruba practices have undoubtedly informed the tone and scope of traditions
found in Jouvay.
In the Spiritual Baptist faith among African-Trinidadians, women have served
and continue to serve as important leaders. A similar belief system in nearby St. Vincent
has affected the Spiritual Baptist faith in Trinidad, which is a syncretism of West African
and Protestant religious practices. Although the religion’s hierarchy is quite patriarchal,
women serve in numerous roles in the church. The work of the Mother of the church is
essential since she is expected to have extensive knowledge of the Bible, which she then
uses to “give birth” or give counsel to devotees assigned to her, often referred to as her
spiritual children. The shepherdess is a senior female officer who has the authority to
conduct services, give advice, guide the faithful and assist the Mother. Matrons are very
senior and respected persons in the faith and are responsible for directing the nurses and
midwives. Nurses are well acquainted with the parts of the body and receive their
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training in the spirit, while the midwife is solely responsible for the safe delivery of the
children of the Spirit.85
Women in the Spiritual Baptist faith often “survey” the place of worship, which
consists of ringing a bell during service, and carrying a calabash filled with water and a
lighted candle to appointed locations within the church as a form of protection
throughout the service. The central pole is the area where important ritual ceremonies
transpire, and these include baptisms and thanksgiving ceremonies.86 As prominent
figures in a religion where ritual is central, these women inadvertently inform the scope
of the Jouvay ritual. Because the religion is rooted in a deep understanding of the ritual
space in which one worships, Spiritual Baptist women have a keen awareness of the
significance of place and how it can be used ceremonially. Also, the spiritual possession
that is an intrinsic part of the faith provides a blueprint for the Jouvay participant for
whom awareness of the folkloric character’s or jumbie’s bearing in the performance space
is essential.87
While religious festivals in Trinidad can help us in ascertaining the performative
significance and historical legacy of Jouvay, rituals in ancient Greece in which only
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women participated can provide an alternative way of interpreting the association of
women with Jouvay. In the ancient Greek world, women were caught in a double
paradox. While on the one hand they were seen as inferior to men, their participation in
religious rituals was vital to the success of the polis.88 In fact, the same ideologies that
informed their inferior position in society also informed their participation in religious
rituals that ensured a successful year in harvest and the reproduction of future heirs. It
was generally believed that women needed hygienic, physical, and moral boundaries.
According to Greek thought, the soundest condition for a human being is dryness, and
because women are physiologically and psychologically “wet,” they were considered as
permeable, socially speaking, and, thus, potentially dirty and polluted. Women, it was
believed, reveled in sex and having no soundness of mind or self-control, they did not
think to stop. Therefore, a notion of wildness linked women with the untamed animal
and recommended marriage as the context for female transformation from savagery,
sterility, and uselessness into a fruitful kosmos (order) of life.89
Yet, women’s purported inherent irrationality, uncontrolled sexuality and
propensity towards violence informed their ritual role in society. When women
participated in these religious rituals during the year, it was the only time they were
permitted to enter the public sphere. However, the “public sphere” in this sense meant
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within the walls of a sanctuary. Religious life was an important activity for women, as it
not only was a temporary alternative to domestic life, but it also provided external
support and the redress of personal concerns.90
Many of the all-female fertility rituals of ancient Greece centered on the legend of
Demeter and Persephone. In this story, Demeter wins her daughter Persephone back
from the realm of the dead by withdrawing fertility from the earth.91 Mortals became
the beneficiaries of their divine experience and were promised a stable agricultural
cycle; celebrating the two goddesses after initiation into the rites also offered them a
better destiny after death.92 The most celebrated of these rituals was the Thesmophoria,
which ensured the production of legitimate heirs and a successful harvest for the year.
According to traditional law, Thesmophoria and Demeter’s title Thesmophoros were
descriptive of the central ritual in which thesmoi were carried.93 During the ritual, piglets
and cakes were placed on altars at the Thesmophorion, and were eventually mixed with
the farmer’s seed, which they believed would ensure a good harvest.94 The ritual
consisted of mainly four parts: rites of mortification (that included fasting, mourning,
howling, and sexual abstinence); rites of purgation (which expelled evil spirits and
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cleansed the environment with fire); rites of invigoration (that took the form of ritual
combat in which women used abusive language as well as acts of violence towards each
other); and, finally, the rite of jubilation (which included feasting and merriment).95 All
of these acts renewed and replenished women’s spirits.
Other rituals like the Bacchic or Dionysian rites involved the release of libidinal
energies and, thus, encouraged a necessary liminal space of disorder for women whose
social and sexual repression was mandated by law.96 The god Dionysus (or the
Roman’s Bacchus) is believed to manifest himself either as a young child, as a smoothfaced androgynous young man with beautiful curls and fair skin, or as a bearded mature
figure.97 During the worship of Dionysus, the reversal of sanity and insanity often
predominated. Those who succumbed to his divine madness during possession were
seen as the truly sane, while those who resisted the holy insanity were thus perceived as
insane.98 However, Dionysus’s connection with the phallus and with semen may have
been the main reason why women were attracted to his cult.99
A festival of Demeter and Kore, the Haloa was a fertility festival that celebrated,
for the sake of all planted land, the fertility the earth was believed to have lost. The
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Haloa rite took place in mid-winter during the month of Poseidon (December – January)
since at this time it could always be determined whether or not it would be a good year
in harvest.100 During the ritual women shouted obscenities while brandishing indecent
representations of male and female sexual organs since it was believed that obscenity
encouraged fertility.101
It may appear that rituals provided a site of dissent for ancient Greek women.
However, since the ritual practices adhered to notions of tradition and precedent, the
women’s rebellious acts never affected their lives beyond the sanctuary.102 Despite this,
as Barbara Goff rightly states, “women were constrained to elaborate a female identity
that vibrated between the poles of exploitation and reward.”103 It is within this
perceived flexibility that ancient Greek women may have identified opportunities for
transgression during rituals that included reuniting with family members; the ritual can
then be seen as a space for pursuing unregulated female encounters without explicitly
rebelling against traditional gender roles.104
Women’s involvement in Ancient Greek rituals provides a model for
understanding women’s integral function in a socially-sanctioned ritual. Furthermore,
the case of ancient Greek women demonstrates that while a society may depend on
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women to participate in rituals that are fundamental to its growth and development,
their relevance to the polis may never be acknowledged. In a similar vein, although the
soucouyant’s legend has produced a ritual that is essential to Trinidad Carnival, her
contribution to the aesthetic and performative scope of Jouvay has not before been
considered. Vilified and disempowered, the soucouyant’s fate became the source for an
enduring practice in Jouvay. Her legacy lived on in the women engaged in religious rites
whose traditions further developed the ritual. Generations later, women benefited from
what soucouyant and their foremothers gave as they achieved in Jouvay a measure of
unrestraint that the pretty mas’ of Monday and Tuesday could not offer. By the 1970’s
the difference in bodily execution between Jouvay and Carnival was noticeable as can be
seen in a photograph of Jouvay revelers in 1975 (Figure 85). With one woman holding a
stick above her head with both hands that recall the resilient stick-women of the jametre
class, these two women embody the soucouyant as they unreservedly maneuver around
the surrounding people with a power attained by their participation in the Jouvay ritual.
Jouvay’s working-class female participants embrace an unbounded creativity,
which has compensated for the license of corporeal and aesthetic freedom that has
escaped pretty mas’. As discussed in the first chapter, Jouvay has continually come to
epitomize the lower classes and the non-European races or, specifically, the Africandescended community of Trinidad and Tobago, due mainly to its origin in Canboulay.
Given its propensity for an unpredictability ripe with interesting corporeal and
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interpersonal exchanges, Jouvay allows for a limitless creativity that is peculiarly its own.
There is a true amalgamation of people from different age groups, classes, and ethnic
backgrounds who would otherwise not interact with each other. Recently, however,
given the financial success of all-inclusive pretty mas’ costumed bands, a new movement
has emerged to infiltrate Jouvay with that ethos. There are now all-inclusive Jouvay
bands that cater to certain sectors of society, and these bands often avoid parts of towns
that are known to be predominantly of the lower classes. However, in spite of the
security personnel who try to protect the paying revelers of the all-inclusive band, the
non-members still succeed in disrupting them and by doing so continue the communal
legacy of the ritual.
The soucouyant’s centrality and symbolism in Jouvay is undeniable. The concept
of removing one’s skin in order to embody another character that is so inherent in the
legend inspired the jametre men and women to personify other legends of folklore
during the ritual. These masquerades gave way to others such as the Jab Molassie and
the Dame Lorraine that continue aesthetic inclinations of the soucouyant while keeping her
significance alive. In addition, the soucouyant has made palpable the role of women in
Jouvay’s development. Women’s creative involvement in Jouvay can be likened to the
participation of women in ancient Greek rituals. Jouvay can be interpreted as a site
where women become part of an exchange with the women from previous generations
who engaged their bodies and their spirits in religious rituals. The necessity of
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movement and its central place in cultural practices such as Jouvay became the source
from which these women could contribute aesthetically and performatively to. During
the ritual, woman of all classes masquerade in the public domain, free from the
regimented nature of pretty mas’ costumed bands. It provides the perfect environment
for jametteness since Jouvay is the successor of the jametre class’s rebellious Canboulay.
Because of the anxiety felt about the time of day when Jouvay occurs and the presence of
men and women of the lower classes, it is possible to theorize the ritual as a rebellious
occasion and as having a different dynamic from the institutionalized pretty mas’.
Jouvay gave women an opportunity to internalize the soucouyant’s plight by shedding
their own skin and going “outside,” empowered in numbers, and liberated in symbolic
flight.
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6. Conclusion
My goal in this dissertation has been to shed light on women’s participation in
the evolution of Trinidad Carnival. In the first chapter I explored the history of
Carnival, the beginnings of which parallel the history of Trinidad. The interrogation of
the fundamental differences between European and Caribbean Carnival is integral to
understanding the conditions under which the festival began. The chapter also
examined how the various social, political, racial, and cultural concerns that marked
particular periods had an impact on the festival and, in turn, altered the course of its
development. Chapter one also touched on the numerous ways in which the elite
attempted to gain control of Carnival proceedings and how their influence further
shaped the festival’s growth. This chapter also acknowledged the contributions women
made to the festival.
The second chapter considered how the jamette had a tremendous influence on
women’s performance in contemporary Carnival. It traced the term’s evolution from
describing an underclass of poor black people during the late nineteenth century to
being a word used to refer to a woman of a certain race, class, and deportment from the
early to mid-twentieth century. Key to interrogating the jamette’s ability to grasp the
potential of the body (as a means of protest, defiance, and expression) is recognizing the
colonialist restrictions against women in the public sphere. This chapter not only
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examined how the jamette influenced the movements of contemporary women
masqueraders, but it also theorized how the jamettesque performance redefined Carnival.
The Jaycees Carnival Queen competition was the main focus of the third chapter.
In it I explored how this event, the first beauty pageant of its kind in Trinidad, was
tailored in an effort to establish the Carnival Queen as the symbol of Carnival in postWorld War II Trinidad. More than anything, the pageant commemorated women of
European and mixed-descent, as well as European ideals of beauty and femininity. The
chapter demonstrated how the competition indoctrinated a Victorian-influenced
femininity that influenced contemporary women masqueraders’ self-presentation. I also
examined the role of the costume designs in placing the focus on the body, since the
bikini mas’ costume aesthetic of Carnival was arguably initiated by this beauty pageant.
In the final chapter I explored the legend of the soucouyant and how she can be
used to reinterpret Jouvay. I explicated the ways in which her incarnation in Jouvay
ensures the continuation of the symbolism embedded in the use of fire that was a central
aspect of the prohibited Canboulay. The objective of the chapter was to interpret the
ritual of Jouvay as woman-centred and, thus, one of fertility and origin, thereby establish
women as the central instigators in the creative processes rooted in Jouvay.

6.1 Hybridity and Visual Culture in Trinidad Carnival
Although both the jamette and the Jaycees Carnival Queen emerged in Trinidad
Carnival at different times and with different agendas, today’s woman masquerader
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embodies both personas. These figures, who have had an indelible influence on the
festival, are annually brought to life through the bodies of thousands of women during
Carnival. In fact, each woman masquerader is symbolic of the intersection between the
audacious movements of the jamette and the meticulous self-presentation of the Jaycees
Carnival Queen. She is simultaneously erotic, unreachable, and idealized.
Apart from influencing how women masqueraders dance to soca and present
themselves for masquerading, the jamette and the queen correlate with the two costume
aesthetics that have ideologically framed Trinidad Carnival: the old mas’ and pretty mas’
aesthetics. The jamette, a product of the black urban working class, is aligned with old
mas’ aesthetic while the Jaycees Carnival queen, who is symbolic of the elite, goes hand
in hand with the pretty mas’ aesthetic that the Carnival governing bodies wanted to
promote. And in the same way the characteristics of the jamette and the Jaycees queen
can be found in the contemporary woman masquerader, the contemporary costume
aesthetic is an amalgamation of both the old mas’ and pretty mas’ aesthetics.
As mentioned in Chapter Two, it was the 1980s band Savage Fun Lovers that
pioneered this contemporary aesthetic, setting a precedent that would change the
festival. The band’s designers created costumes that reflected the high ornamentation of
pretty mas’ and the primitivist leanings that old mas’ costumes like the Red Indian
possess. The bikini mas’ aesthetic became extremely popular as more and more bands
designed costumes that appealed to their female consumers. On Carnival Monday and
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Tuesday, when one sees the various costumed bands and their masqueraders wearing
costumes that are quite similar in design, one can deem the large mass of revelers as
members of the same band. Unlike the clear visual markers of race and class that
distinguished costumed bands in Carnival from the late 1800s to the 1970s, the
uniformity that now prevails in the costumes conveys a hybridity of the two aesthetic
forms.
Despite the fact that these two schools of thought and the social, cultural, and
political values aligned with each of them have co-existed in the festival since its
inception, the contemporary masquerader goes beyond these confining categories and
melds both aesthetics and their ideologies through her motions. This quality of
personifying the threshold between (and beyond) queen and jamette, pretty mas’ and old
mas’, high and low makes today’s woman masquerader so significant. Unlike the
precedent established in Carnivals of the past in which the hierarchies of race, gender,
and class were simply reversed, contemporary women masqueraders seem to echo what
Trinidad Carnival itself has become, what Clare Lewis and Steve Pile term: “a site of
hybridity, interdependence and ambivalence… a moment of openness to otherness, a
moment of subversion of regimes of meaning and power.”1

Clare Lewis and Steve Pile, “Woman, Body, Space: Rio Carnival and the politics of performance,” Gender,
Place and Culture 3, 1 (1996): 23-41. Keith Nurse also recognizes Carnival as a hybrid site, which he sees as
“the ritual negotiation of cultural identity and practice by the Caribbean Diaspora.” See Keith Nurse,
“Globalization and Trinidad Carnival: Diaspora, Hybridity and Identity in Global Culture.” Cultural Studies
13, 4 (October 1999): 661-690.
1
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The hybridity of which Lewis and Pile write has great significance in the context
of Caribbean societies and the many discourses that have been written about the
archipelago with its diverse peoples and cultures. As discussed in Chapter One, in
Edward Kamau Brathwaite’s notion of Creolization, Caribbean culture could be
described as having two facets, ac/culturation and inter/culturation, with the former
referring to one culture being imposed onto another, and the latter pertaining to an
unstructured yet osmotic relationship between two cultures.2 The cultural hybridity that
results from this merger is, for Edouard Glissant, an inevitable result, since the “nature
of the slave trade forces the population subjected to it to question in several ways any
attempt at universal generalization.”3 The various hegemonic tropes executed to ensure
such universalism were proven futile. Furthermore, Glissant argues that since the
transformed peoples of the Caribbean have still not come to terms with their new land,
they immerse themselves in “practices of diversion” as a way to deal with the
impossibility of returning to their mother countries. This “practice of diversion” is “the
ultimate resort of a population whose domination by an Other is concealed: it then must
search elsewhere for the principle of domination, which is not evident in the country
itself: because the system of domination … is not directly tangible.” It is the individual,
then, who is able to become a nonconformist instrument of transcendence to defy the

Kamau Brathwaite, Contradictory Omens: Cultural Diversity and Integration in the Caribbean (Mona: Savacou
Publications, 1974), 6.
3 Edouard Glissant, Caribbean Discourse: Selected Essays, transl J. Michael Dash (Charlottesville: University
Press of Virginia, 1989),14.
2
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prescribed, inherently Eurocentric national ideal. The resultant hybrid cultural forms
such as Carnival that emerge from such difficult circumstances epitomizes the crosscultural relationship that exists throughout Caribbean societies.4
The term hybridity is also applicable in discussions about race, particularly the
offspring of miscegenation. Literary scholar Robert Young points out that in nineteenthcentury Great Britain, debates about the issue of sexual unions between whites and
blacks centred on the belief that the hybrid offspring of humans of different “species”
would be degenerate since the mixing was between one race deemed superior and one
deemed inferior. In that sense, hybridity implies degeneracy because the resultant
hybrid must be “lower” than the superior race. On the one hand, by adopting the term
in post-colonial studies, Young warns, “we are utilizing the vocabulary of the Victorian
extreme right as much as the notion of an organic process of the grafting of diversity
into singularity.” On the other, as he claims, “hybridity has been deployed against the
very culture that invented it in order to justify its divisive practices of slavery and
colonial oppression.”5
Indeed the term hybridity, as it pertains to race, serves a transgressive purpose in
scholarly pursuits, and hybrid or mixed people in the Caribbean have often become
celebrated figures and are frequently seen as symbolic of Caribbeanness itself. People of

4
5

Ibid., 15-20, 97-98.
Robert J. C. Young, Colonial Desire: Hybridity in Theory, Culture and Race (London: Routledge, 1995), 5-10, 25.
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a fair complexion with loosely curly to straight hair are often perceived as the ideal
mixed type, and women of this type have long been the most desirable and exoticized.
In Trinidad, the racial make up of a mixed-race person can include European, African,
South and East Asian, and Arab ancestry. While a woman of mostly European descent
is idealized and seen as unattainable to most non-white men, the mixed-race woman is
certainly the next best thing. In the Caribbean imaginary, the mixed-race woman stands
in the liminal position between the civilized, idealized white woman and the savage,
unappealing black woman.6 The mixed woman is the epitome of female sexual appeal
in the Caribbean.
Although dark-skinned women have not consistently been celebrated in
Trinidadian popular culture, representations of them as exoticized and highly desirable
women do exist. The work of Trinidadian artist Boscoe Holder serves as an apt
example. Holder has been painting since the 1930s, yet his work from the 1970s has
become an iconic part of Trinidadian visual culture. These compositions often include
portraits of dark-skinned black women with idealized European features and elongated
limbs, wearing white chemises and skirts, exquisite gold jewelry, and madras head
wraps.7 His tendency for conveying black women in such a manner originated from a

The notion of the mixed race woman as the most beautiful and highly-desirable was widely held in
Europe. According to Robert Young, in nineteenth-century England this belief was suffused with “racial
and cultural attention and anxiety” (16).
7 In fact, the tacit understanding in Trinidad that no one is “purely” black, which Holder’s younger Geoffrey
brother expresses in a chapter of this volume, seems to underscore such representations. In it he proclaims
6
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visit to his mother’s homeland of Martinique in 1946.8 While there has been a
Francophone presence in Trinidad since the late eighteenth century, Holder discerned a
French sensibility among Martinicans different from what existed in Trinidad. Holder’s
paintings of black women often portrayed them in attire beckoning an enslaved past and
the inevitable racial mixture associated with it. His work articulates the same type of
nationalist cultural ideology endemic in the art and visual culture of the Spanish
Caribbean – most notably Cuba – of which the mulata is symbolic.
The iconic mulata is part of a larger discursive practice dating back to the
nineteenth century, when the figure symbolized for the Spanish Caribbean and Latin
America a unique form of a racialized and sexualized multiculturalism.9 In the case of
Cuba, this type of multiculturalism was fuelled by a general fear of black enclaves seen
to threaten the cause of national unity.10 The mulata’s entry into the visual sphere in
Cuba actually coincided with the emergence of the vanguardia during the repressive
regime of pro-American president Gerardo Machado.11 The ideas of Jose Marti, a major
proponent of mestizaje, significantly influenced the artist collective and they aimed to

that Boscoe was able to capture such intricacies through the creation of “new shades of brown.” “Forward,”
in Geoffrey MacLean, Boscoe Holder (Port of Spain, Trinidad: MacLean Publishing, 1994), 2.
Ibid., 15.
See Vera M. Kutzinski, Sugar’s Secrets: Race and the Erotics of Cuban Nationalism (Charlottesville: University
Press of Virginia), 4-5, for an examination of how nineteenth- and twentieth-century literature and visual
culture portraying the mulata articulate Cubanness.
10 Ibid.
11 Veerle Poupeye, Caribbean Art (London: Thames and Hudson, 1998), 51.
8
9
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capture in their work the archetype of the Cuban, which they felt was encoded in the
mulata.12
The work of Victor Manuel, particularly his signature painting Gitana Tropical
(literally, “Tropical Gypsy”), best encapsulates the iconography of the mulata. While the
influences of the European art movements are obvious from the two-dimensionality and
geometric configuration of the bpdy, what is more palpable is the ambiguity and
mystique that Manuel conveys through his sitter. She is neither white nor black, and is
as unidentifiable as her thoughts. Her dark black hair, olive-colored skin, almondshaped eyes and small yet full lips are up to par with how the mulata’s sexuality is often
visually constructed.13 This tradition has contributed to how mixed/mulatto women
have been visually and conceptually framed in Caribbean visual culture, even in the
Anglophone parts of the region.
The mulata, while she is always perceived as an erotic corporeal figure, also
represents the metaphysical fusion of Africa and Europe and this ambiguous
positionality places her in the domain of the grotesque. Peter Stallybrass and Allon
White interpret the personification and location of Otherness:
We have had cause … to reflect on an unnoticed slide between two quite distinct
kinds of “grotesque”, the grotesque as the “Other” of the defining group or self,
and the grotesque as a boundary phenomenon of hybridization or inmixing, in
which self and other become enmeshed in an inclusive, heterogenous,

Ibid. and Sugar’s Secrets, 5.
The conflation of race with female sexuality, as is the case with the mulata as the icon of mestizaje, and the
resultant pathologizing of the figure, is thoroughly explored in Sugar’s Secret pp. 65-66, 74-75.
12

13
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dangerously unstable zone. ...The point is that the exclusion necessary to the
formation of social identity at level one is simultaneously a production at the
level of the Imaginary, and a production, what is more, of a complex hybrid
fantasy emerging out of the very attempt to demarcate boundaries, to unite and
purify the social collectivity.14

The grotesque can thus be described as symbolic of the enmeshing of self and other since
the demarcated space is defied in favor of venturing into the unstable hybrid zone, the
boundary. The mulata is thus the phenomenon that emerges out of that unstable zone,
which is often characterized by the white male entering for a sexual encounter with the
black woman. The body of the mulata is thus simultaneously a symbol of that racial
inmixing and of the hybrid fantasy of a socially forbidden desire.
The mulata archetype certainly overshadows other women in Trinidadian visual
culture today, particularly those related to Carnival. In a photograph of dedicated Tribe
masqueraders, we see phenotypes and other physical features that have come to
characterize adulated mixed women or, as many Trinidadian men refer to them, “red”
women. Upon a glance, one may perceive each of these women as possessing more of a
particular racial element, but their light skin, indistinguishable phenotypes, and
sometimes-wavy hair immediately qualify them all as mixed. As discussed in previous
chapters, people of certain racial backgrounds and socio-economic statuses are usually
drawn to certain costumed bands. Bands such as Tribe, Young Harts and Island People

Peter Stallybrass and Allon White, The Politics and Poetics of Transgression (Ithaca: Cornell University Press,
1986), 193.
14
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often attract middle class revelers, many of whom are of mixed racial heritage.
Consequently, numerous images of these mixed women in fetes and in costume can be
seen in major newspapers, periodicals and on television. Like the women in the
photograph, these mixed women usually wear bikini-based costumes, exhibiting their
physiques in imagery that eroticizes them even further.
While Trinidadian women who possess the physical traits of the mulata lend to
the continuity of this iconic prototype in visual culture, the offspring of Africans and
East Indians truly embody hybridity in Trinidad, given that together these racial groups
make up the majority of the population. In the colonial British Caribbean, black-white
mixing was strongly discouraged in order to protect the notion of white purity that was
held in high regard in Great Britain.15 However, while the anxiety concerning racial
hybridity encouraged colonial authorities to keep meticulous records of such examples
of “miscegenation,” keeping check of the mixing of Africans and East Indians – referred
to in Trinidadian patois as dougla – was never a priority since such mixing was not
perceived as a threat to the dominant colonial order.16 The dougla constitutes what Puri
calls a “dis-allowed identity” since she or he disrupts any racial accounting that depends
on differentiable races. The dougla’s ambiguity allows them to become “an interesting
site for the collision of classification.”17

Robert J. C. Young, Colonial Desire, 16.
Shalini Puri, The Caribbean Postcolonial, 190.
17 Ibid., 192.
15

16
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However, despite the various ways in which the dougla has become symbolic of a
disruption of racial constructs and socio-political systems of control, the mixed woman
of European-African ancestry, according to Belinda Edmondson, has “made
nonwhiteness, in the form of hybridity, into an acceptable nationalist symbol,” and thus
has been used in nationalist imagery to connote modernity.18 In much the same way the
mulata symbolized multiculturalism throughout Latin America, the mixed woman of the
Anglophone Caribbean has become important in signifying a modernity that is closely
linked to Europe yet strongly rooted in the region’s ideological lineage of Black
Nationalism. The necessity of her presence in Trinidad Carnival imagery is made more
blatant when one considers the importance of promoting the festival as a viable cultural
product for export.
As Natasha Barnes has noted, the glorification of white and mixed women in
beauty pageants since the mid-twentieth century contributed to the latter being seen as
representative of the face of the nation.19 Their unwavering presence in pageants has
undeniably permeated the Caribbean popular imaginary, so much so that when Carolyn
Cooper examines which women are more represented in visual culture she exclaims:
“Who are the ladies on the up-town girlie calendars? On postcards? The ladies in the

Belinda Edmondson, “Public Spectacles: Caribbean Women and the Politics of Public Performance.” Small
Axe 13 (March 2003): 1-16.
19 Natasha Barnes, “Face of the Nation: Nationalisms and Identities in Jamaican Beauty Pageants,” in
Jennifer Scanlon, ed., The Gender and Consumer Culture Reader (New York: New York University Press, 2000),
287.
18
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imported sex magazines? In the x-rated videos? In the mind’s eye? You got it! White
women or their deeply tanned counterpart, the browning.”20 The mulata’s undying
presence in Caribbean visual culture allows us to understand why she is such an
indelible part of the visual construction of Trinidad Carnival. As this dissertation has
demonstrated, the woman’s body has always been a defining force in Carnival’s
development and she, particularly the mixed woman, continues to influence the
festival’s parameters.

6.2 Transnationalism, Carnival, and Beyond
The complexities that permeate Carnival in Trinidad also hold true for the
Trinidad-style Carnivals in other parts of the world. However, the nature of these
Carnivals also reflects the social, political, racial and cultural tensions that immigrants
often face in each locale.21 Estimates indicate that there are around sixty Caribbean
Carnivals in North America and Europe, including popular ones in London, England,
Toronto, Canada, and New York and Miami in the United States.22 These Carnival
celebrations provide a means to “promote cultural identity and socio-political
integration within the Caribbean diasporic community as well as with the host

Carolyn Cooper, “There’s a Browning in the Ring! Tra-la-la-la-la?” Lifestyle 23 (November-December
1992): 25.
21 Keith Nurse notes that the emergence of these Carnivals in the 1960s coincide with the rise in nationalism
in addition to the rise of black power consciousness in the Caribbean. At the same time, the various tensions
that exist in the Carnival celebrations today were, according to Nurse, transplanted to the metropolitan
context. See Keith Nurse, “Globalization and Trinidad Carnival.”
22 Ibid.
20
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society.”23 That these diasporic communities retain such strong cultural affiliations with
their former homelands speaks to the transnationalism that is now an important part of
many Caribbean cultural practices.
Fundamentally, transnationalism refers to aspects of human experience and
societies that cannot be contained within the boundaries of a nation-state.24 The
numerous ways diasporic communities function as extensions of their nation-states is an
example of the inevitable role of globalization has in the constant exchanges between the
local and the global.25 So, as Keith Nurse has put it, Trinidad Carnival “is based upon
the localization of global influences” while “the exportation of carnival to overseas
diasporic communities refers to the globalization of the local.”26 Given such a tendency
to view the nation-state beyond its boundaries and the obvious importance of Carnival
in these communities, it is possible to understand Carnival as having an even greater
significance for them. Philip Scher’s conceptualization of Carnival’s socio-political
function in the Trinidadian diaspora is apt here: “Carnival has become a central symbol
in the formation of a Trinidadian transnation.”27 For these diasporic communities,

Ibid.
Shalini Puri, The Caribbean Postcolonial, 6.
25 For a thorough examination of the role of transnationalism in the reconceptualization of the local and the
global, see Michaeline Crichlow, Globalization and the Post-Creole Imagination: Notes on fleeing the plantation
(Durham, Duke University, 2009), 135-170.
26 Keith Nurse, “Globalization and Trinidad Carnival.”
27 Philip Scher, Carnival and the Formation of a Caribbean Transnation (Gainesville: University Press of Florida,
2003), 1. Scher defines a transnation “as a group in diaspora, currently living in a putative homeland, and
imagining itself as a collectivity with a specific history and a body of quantifiable traits and characteristics in
relation to a nation that may or may not be recognized as a nation-state.”
23
24
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Carnival is representative of the meta-discourse for articulating performatively a direct
connection with the homeland.
Carnival can also be seen as a metaphor for the movement of people from the
Caribbean to the North American and European metropole. This is elegantly articulated
by M. Nourbese Philip:
Totoben and Maisie wining around the space of the crossroads and creating the
callaloo that is Carnival and creating the moving out of Trinidad to away and big
country and foreign. Totoben and Maisie moving from the islands, by boat and
by plane they moving overseas to foreign, they moving in time and space once
again, to be bettering themselves, following their money and their raw material
that the banks and companies taking overseas and abroad.28

These movements of people in time and space continue in new technological dimensions
that have now infiltrated the Trinidad Carnival industry. Not only have people
maintained systems of familial networks and international travel, they now stay
connected with friends and family via telephone, e-mail, and Internet.29 Carnival
costumed bands have also taken advantage of advances in technology. Most, if not all,
of them have websites on which they post images of costumes for the following Carnival
so that diehard masqueraders the world over can view and purchase them on-line.

Callaloo is a Trinidadian dish that includes a mixture of dasheen leaves, ockra, pumpkin, pepper, and
fresh herbs. M. Nourbese Philip, “Race, Space, and the Poetics of Moving,” in Kathleen M. Balutansky and
Marie-Agnes Sourieau, eds., Caribbean Creolization: Reflections on the Cultural Dynamics of Language, Literature,
and Identity (Gainesville: University Press of Florida; Barbados: The Press University of the West Indies,
1998), 149.
29 Philip Scher, “From the Metropole to the Equator: Carnival Consciousness between New York and
Trinidad,” in Christine G. T. Ho and Keith Nurse, eds., Globalization, Diaspora and Caribbean Popular Culture
(Kingston: Ian Randle Publishers, 2005), 46.
28
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Technology, then, has enhanced both transnationalism and Carnival in ways that could
not have been imagined in years past. These changes in the nature of Carnival in
Trinidad are just hints of what is to come in the festival’s continued evolution. Along
with the prevalence of women in Carnival imagery, technology has assisted in the fast
growing popularity of Trinidad Carnival the world over. Surely, women’s standing in
the festival will truly be valued.
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Appendix
All-inclusive fete - An all-inclusive fete is a party pre-dominant during the period of
Carnival. One often has to pay at least $400 TT for admission and a part from live
entertainment, patrons have at their disposal an unlimited supply of food and drinks.

Baby Doll – A traditional Carnival costume of the nineteenth century worn by women
that consisted of a baby dress adorned with a hat. A commentary on men not
supporting their children, the woman carried a baby doll with her and she would go to
any man on the streets accosting them for not supporting their children.

Bandleader – The organizer and sometimes designer of a costumed Band. The
Bandleader has a staff to create the costumes, as well as people to organize the running
of the Band during carnival Monday and Tuesday.

Calypso – A musical form with a highly syncopated beat that is moderately fast and
whose lyrics usually provide social commentary and is full of satire.

Calypsonians – A singer of calypso music.
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Calypso Monarch – Awarded during Dimanche Gras, the calypso monarch (formerly
calypso king) is the performer judged to have the best new calypsos of the year.

Costumed Band – A group of masqueraders who are organized around a theme and
divided into sections. The Band, called carnival Band in Trinidad, is organized by a
Bandleader and parades on the streets along a route on which judging sites are
positioned. They compete against other Bands for the Band of the year title.

Dimanche Gras – From the French meaning fat Sunday, or meat Sunday, this is the
Sunday before Ash Wednesday and the beginning of Lent. In Trinidad, Dimanche Gras
is marked by Carnival competitions including the calypso monarch competition and
king and queen carnival costume contest.

Jab Molassi – A traditional Carnival costume consisting of a devil ears, tail and
sometimes a ship, with the reveler’s body covered in molasses.

Jamette – Often referred to a poor black woman of pre-independence Trinidad who
defied Victorian ideals and retaliated against her dehumanising position in society
through her dress, language and corporeality.
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J’ouvert – Begins around two o’clock on Carnival Monday morning when people come
out into the streets to revel. There is a wide variety of costumes associated almost
exclusively with J’ouvert, many of which include covering oneself with paint or mud or
oil.

King of Carnival – The largest and fanciest male costume of any Band. The winner of a
competition of such costumes held during Dimanche Gras is crowned carnival king for
the year.

Mas’ – Short for masquerade, the term usually refers to the costume of an individual or
to the whole costume theme of a Band.

Mas’ camp – The headquarters of a costumed Band. It is where the costume designer’s
work is manifested. From August of the year before, a staff of wire-benders,
seamstresses, and artisans are hired to produce the costumes. Often, this is also where
registration for the Band takes place, but it need not be.

Panorama – The national steelBand competition that takes place on the Saturday before
carnival in the Queen’s Park Savannah.
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Picong - An essential part of the calypso musical form with its witty banter that is given
at someone else’s expense, often thinning the line between humour and insult.

Pierrot – A traditional European clown costume.

Pisse-en-lit – A costume of the nineteenth century worn mostly by women who wore a
white night gown and held a feminine cloth covered in blood that represented
menstruation.

Play(in’) Mas’ – To participate in Carnival. To join a costumed Band and masquerade a
costume.

Queen of Carnival – The largest and fancies female costume Band. Not to be confused
with the Carnival Queen, who was the winner of the prestigious beauty pageant (now
defunct) called the Jaycees Carnival Queen competition.

Sailor Mas’ – A popular masquerade tradition with several variations that started in the
early twentieth century. The costuming for all the variations must have a white shirt or
tunic with a white pants, black shoes and a walking stick. There are also dances that
accompany the masquerade.
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Soca – The dancing music that is used in carnival. It is a lot faster than calypso and the
lyrics are usually about partying and increasing the momentum of revelers.

Steelband – A Band of musicians who play all the various types of steeldrums. The
Trinidadian term for steeldrum is pan.

Traditional Mas’ – A masquerade that includes Carnival characters developed from late
nineteenth to mid- twentieth century Trinidad such as Pierrot Grenade and Midnight
Robber.

Wining - A dance popular in the Caribbean and other parts of the African Diaspora that
involves rotating the pelvic area rhythmically in isolation from the rest of the body.
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